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Introduction.

Frobenius manifolds were introduced as a mathematical structure behind 2d topo-
logical field theories introduced by Boris Dubrovin [1].

In string theories the worldsheet of a string is a two-dimensional Riemann surface.
From the worldsheet perspective the string theory is described by two-dimensional
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theories on worldsheets propagating in the effective space-time. To build a space-time
supersymmetric theory one usually starts from a supersymmetric conformal field theory
(SCFT) with extended supersymmetry (SUSY) on the worldsheet, typically N = 2 or
N = (2, 2). The vacua states of such theories can be studied in purely topological or
anti-topological perspective [2, 3, 4]

Theories with extended supersymmetry in 2d allow for a topological twist [5] That
is a topological theory which is canonically constructed from the original SCFT. Topo-
logical theories capture the dynamics of the chiral rings, particular ground states in
field theories. Moreover, correlation numbers of the topologically twisted theory encode
information about some correlation functions of the non-twisted SCFT. Describing 2d
TFT, Frobenius manifolds already encode some information about superstring theories,
namely topological sectors of the non-twisted CFT.

It turns out, that Frobenius manifolds also appear in non-critical string, theory.
Usually in string theory one considers the target space-time to be 10-dimensional for
superstring and 26-dimensional for bosonic string to get rid of the conformal anomaly.
That is the theory which was conformally invariant classically may depend on conformal
transformations due to a non-invariance of the measure in the path integral. This
phenomenon is called a conformal anomaly. The dependence of the theory on dilations
is given by the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. Classically in CFT’s the trace
vanishes. However, in the quantum case it is proportional to the Ricci-curvature of the
surface with a numerical prefactor which is called a central charge (up to a universal
constant). Thus, the CFT remains conformally invariant on the quantum level if and
only if the total central charge of the theory vanishes. In bosonic string the total central
charge is equal to the sum of the central charge of the matter which is equal to the
dimension of the space-time and the central charge of the b− c ghost system, which is
equal to −26. Therefore the theory becomes conformal precisely in critical dimension
26. Whereas in the superstring theory the total central charge is equal to 3/2 times
the dimension of the space-time (one for each boson and 1/2 for each superpartner)
and the central charge of the b− c− β − γ system that is −15.

Nevertheless, there is a way to define a theory in any dimension [6, 7]. In the critical
dimension the dependence on the conformal class of the metric factorizes completely
due to the cancellation of the conformal anomaly. In general, the theory also depends
on the metric. The dependence on the conformal factor is given by a theory of one
(pseudo)-scalar field, the Liouville field. The corresponding field theory is called a
Liouville theory, because its classical equations of motion are Liouville equations for
a constant curvature metric [6]. It was conjectured by Distler and Kawai in [8] that
the Liouville field theory is a conformal field theory as well and its central charge com-
pensates the conformal anomaly. The formalizm for the Liouville CFT was developed
in [9, 10, 11] As an outcome, the string theory in the noncritical dimension or Liouville
Gravity can be reformulated in the language on CFT.
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One of the ways to escape the complications of CFT when discussing theories of
gravity uses topological twists of N=2 supersymmetric field theories. In this approach
all the massive modes decouple and correlation numbers of the theory are encoded in
the topological field theory, whose genus zero limit is precisely a Frobenius manifold.

Another approach to two-dimensional quantum gravity or non-critical string the-
ory was developed based on the discrete approach [12, 13, 14] This approach starts
from representing generation function of triangulations of Riemann surfaces as matrix
integrals or integrals over spaces of matices of some deformations of Gaussian densi-
ties. Taking proper limits in the couplings of the theory (the double-scaling limit) one
can achieve that the matrix integral, which becomes infinite-dimensional in the limit,
is dominated by triangulations with the huge number of triangles. In this limit the
partition function of the matrix model becomes a tau-function of certain integrable
hierarchy.

The famous Witten conjecture [15] proved by Kontsevich [16] (see also [17, 18])
states that matrix model approach to two-dimensional gravity is equivalent to the
topological gravity. More precisely, topological field theory partition function (which
is computed using intersection numbers on moduli spaces of curves) coincides with a
tau function of KdV hierarchy which also satisfies the so-called string equation.

The first part of this thesis is devoted to unification of topological gravity and dis-
crete approach with the Liouville gravity. That is we pursue a conjecture [19, 20, 21]
that the partition function of the Liouville gravity coincides with two other partition
functions after a particular change of coordinates, which is called resonance trans-
formations. The main complications appear in defining and computing the Minimal
Liouville Gravity correlation numbers and in computations of the resonance transfor-
mations. The latter one are conjecturally universal, that is the same for all genera of
the string worldsheet. That is the most important part as in all semisimple TFT’s is
the genus zero part which is mathematically described as a Frobenius manifold. This
structure plays a crucial role in the correspondence between MLG and TFT and in
computations of the resonance transformations.

In the section 1.3 we formulate the results of the joint paper with V.Belavin [22]
where we compute the 4-point correlation numbers in the Lee-Yang series of Minimal
Liouville Gravity using certain limits from generalized Minimal Models and compare
them with the discrete approach.

A few following sections are devoted to describing parts of the discrete approach. In
the section 1.7 we state our results of joint works with V.Belavin and C.Rim [23, 24] on
the correlation numbers on a disk which is a simplest case of a Riemann surface with
boundary. We show that using the resonance transformations obtained on a sphere we
reproduce the Liouville Field Theory approach values [25].

The second part, in turn, is related to critical string theories and supersymmetric
2d CFTs. We start by discussing N = (2, 2) supersymmetric conformal field theories,
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more specifically, Landau-Ginzburg theories. It is well-known that the dynamics of
the chiral rings is governed by a particular type of Frobenius manifolds arising from
singularity theory. They appeared before the general notion of Frobenius manifolds
as flat structures in the works of Kyoji Saito [26, 27, 28, 29] all the Frobenius mani-
folds encountered in the first chapter are isomorphic via mirror symmetry to Frobenius
manifolds arising on universal unfoldings of An-type singularities. When one considers
CFT’s with high enough central charge (starting from structure on the unfolding space
becomes complicated and starts to depend on a particular choice of a volume form
in the noncompact space, so-called primitive form. In the Landau-Ginzburg language
when there are marginal and irrelevant deformations in the chiral ring, the correla-
tion functions are not just oscillatory integrals but receive certain corrections. We
study these corrections computing primitive forms in some important cases and in-
troducing notions of weak primitive forms which lead to quasi-Frobenius manifolds or
F-manifolds [30] which we briefly describe in the section 2.3.

Then we turn to a more classical subject, which is critical superstring theory com-
pactified on a Calabi-Yau variety. The moduli space of such compactifications consists
of the Kähler and complex structure moduli. Frobenius manifold structure arises on
both of these moduli spaces. For the Kähler moduli space this Frobenius structure is
the quantum cohomology of the corresponding variety, whereas for complex structures
it is a certain limit of the Frobenius manifold on the universal unfolding of a singularity
which is related to the Calabi-Yau variety in question.

The mirror symmetry relates these two Frobenius manifolds for a “pair” of different
Calabi-Yau varieties which is a more complicated counterpart of the mirror symmetry
encountered in the first chapter. In superstring theory the moduli space corresponds to
only marginal deformations of the Frobenius manifolds. Frobenius maifolds together
with its tt∗ geometry on this marginal deformation subspace simplifies. This simplified
structure is called special Kähler geometry and appeared long ago in the context of 4d
supersymmetric gauge theories with or without gravity.

In the corresponding section of the paper we compute the special Kähler geometry
for moduli spaces of complex structures for a huge class of Calabi-Yau varieties given
by invertible singularities. We use the connection of Calabi-Yau non-linear sigma
models and N=(2,2) supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg theories to compute special
geometry for many hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces. The exposition of this
part in section 2.5 is based on the series of papers with Alexander Belavin [31, 32, 33,
34].

In the end of the chapter (section 2.6 we turn to the nice connection between
special geometry on the moduli spaces of Calabi-Yau varieties and partition functions
of 2d supersymmetric Gauge Linear Sigma Models (GLSM) following our paper with
Alexander Belavin and Alexei Litvinov [35].
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Notations

Let Σ be a Riemann surface with a holomorphic coordinate z, then

d2z :=
1

2i
dzdz.

Let M be a complex manifold with holomorphic coordinates {ti}.

∂i = ∂ti =
∂

∂ti
,

when it does not lead to a confusion. Moreover, we denote

dnt := dt1 ∧ . . . ∧ dtn. (1)

Let Φ = Φ(z, z̄) be a primary field in a CFT. We denote a class of its descendant
fields as

[Φ] = Span〈L−n1 · · ·L−nkL−m1 · · ·L−nl Φ〉n̄,m̄.

We use angular brackets 〈Å〉 to denote correlation functions/numbers of observ-
ables Å in any theory. When there is a danger of confusion we specify in which theory
the correlators are defined.

Consider a Cn with coordinates {xi}ni=1. We denote the set of all coordinates as x̄
or x when there is no danger of confusion.

Let W0(x) : Cn → C and W (x, φ) : Cn×Cµ → C be a holomorphic function and
its unfolding correspondingly. We also write them as W0(x) = W0 and W (x, φ) = W .
We use the following notations for their chiral (Milnor) rings

R0 :=
Cn[x1, . . . , xn]

∂1W0, . . . , ∂nW0

,

R = Rφ :=
Cn[x1, . . . , xn]

∂1W (x, φ), . . . , ∂nW (x, φ)
.

Let W (x, φ) = W0(x) +
∑h

s=1 φ
ses be a deformation family of a polynomial W0(x)

where all es are monomials in x̄. We use an index s for two related things:

1. 1 ≤ s ≤ h is an integer which counts the deformations es.

2. s̄ = (s1, . . . , sn) as an exponent vector of the corresponding deformation es =
xs11 . . . xsnn .
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Chapter 1

Non-critical Strings

1.1 Conformal Field Theories

Two-dimensional conformal field theories in the operator product expansion (OPE
for short) language were formulated by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov in [36].
The paper appeared from the attempts to solve Liouville field theory which was put in
the OPE formalizm much later [9, 10, 11]The mathematical language to work with 2d
CFTs includes representation theory of Virasoro and other algebras, vertex operator
algebras [37] and conformal blocks among other things. For the purposes of this paper
we will stick to the original more physical language.

Let us give an informal introduction to Conformal Field Theories in flavor of the
book [38].

Consider a Riemann surface Σ. Pick an open disc U ⊂ Σ with local complex
coordinates z, z̄. In two dimensions there is an infinite-dimensional conformal algebra:
namely Witt algebra of holomorphic polynomial vector fields on a punctured disc with
generators {ln}, n ∈ Z and relations

[lm, lm] = (n−m)ln+m, (1.1)

or ln = −zn+1∂z. In classical conformal field theories this algebra is an automorphism
algebra. We note that l1, l0, l−1 generate the sl2-subalgebra l0 = −z∂z is a dilation and
l−1 = ∂z is a shift. All the operators ln, n < −1 are singular at the origin.

In the quantum theories it gets central extended. The central extension is essentially
unique and is called a Virasoro algebra.

Definition 1.1.1. Virasoro algebra is a Lie algebra with generators V ir = {Ln, c}, n ∈
Z and relations

[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m +
c

12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0. (1.2)

The element c is a central element and commutes with everything.
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In representations it will be proportional to the identity operator with the coefficient
which we call the same letter c and which is called a central charge of the theory. In
the classical limit c ∼ 1/~2 and c→∞, Ln → ~ ln.

The main idea of the vertex operator algebras is the state operator correspondence.
Let us explain the idea. Consider a two-dimensional quantum theory on a Riemann
surface Σ. There are two main approaches one can take to work with a quantum theory.
In the Lagrangian approach one considers a number of fields which belong either to a
bundle over the surface Φ ∈ Γ(V,Σ) or to the space of maps of the surface into some
target space Φ ∈ Maps(Σ,M) or to a combination of such. We call F a space of all
possible fields of our theory. Then the correlation functions of the theory are given by
the path integral:

〈Φ1(z1) · · ·Φn(z)〉 :=

∫
F
DΦ Φ1(z1) · · ·Φn(z) e−

1
~S[Φ], (1.3)

where an appropriate measure DΦ (mathematically ill-defined) on the space F and the
action functional S : F → C are main ingredients of the theory. In the Lagrangian
theory the action functional is given by

S[Φ] =

∫
Σ

d2z L(Φ, ∂Φ), (1.4)

where L(Φ, ∂Φ) is a local functional on the field space. Since the action functional
is local, one can compute the path integral cutting Σ into a small disk D around z1

and over Σ\D. The path integral on D with the insertion of Φ1(z1) defines state in
the Hilbert space which is attached to the boundary ∂D. The state sets a boundary
condition Φi|∂D = φi to the value of the path integral with the corresponding boundary
condition for the fields Φi. In a CFT any Hilbert space state defines a local operator
of the theory. Since a CFT is scale invariant, the path integral on a disk does not
depend on its radius up to an overall factor. Sending the radius to zero we recover
a local operator at the origin. In other words, there is a conformal map exp which
sends a cyclinder to a punctured disk. The reverse time evolution on a cylinder sends
a boundary state to the origin on the disk.

Therefore, for each state in the Hilbert space of the theory v ∈ H there is some local
field (vertex operator) Φ(z) which can be thought of as an operator valued distribution
on Σ or a formal power series in z with coefficients from End(H) and vice versa, to
each nice enough vertex operator Φ(z) one can associate a state Φ(0)|0〉, where |0〉 ∈ H
is a vacuum vector. Nice enough means that all the coefficients at z−n, n > 0 kill the
vacuum vector. In particular, in any CFT there is a vertex operator corresponding to
an energy momentum tensor

T (z) :=
∑
n∈Z

Ln
zn+2

. (1.5)
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The vacuum vector is a free Verma module (that is a highest weight representation of
the Virasoro algebra) which is Lorentz invariant, that is a subject only to the relations

Ln|0〉 = 0, n ≤ 3. (1.6)

Then the energy-momentum tensor T (z) corresponds to L−2 or L−2 · id using the state-
operator correspondence.

Since Virasoro algebra acts on H, it decomposes into irreducible representations
H =

∑
nHn. We consider the case where all Hn are highest weight representations,

that is [39] either Verma modules or their factors with respect to Verma submodules
when possible.

Definition 1.1.2. The Verma module Vc,∆ parametrised by two complex numbers c,∆
is a representation of the Virasoro algebra generated from the highest (lowest in math-
ematical literature) weight vector |Φ∆〉 subject only to the relations

Ln|Φ∆〉 = 0, n < −1,

L0|Φ∆〉 = ∆ |Φ∆〉 n < −1,

c(|Φ∆〉) = c |Φ∆〉.
(1.7)

By the Poincaré Birkhoff Witt theorem (PBW) any vector in such a module is
uniquely representable as a finite sum with complex coefficients of the vectors

vn1,...,nk = Ln1 · · ·Lnk |Φ∆〉, (1.8)

where k ≥ 0 and n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nk < 0.

Operator Product Expansion On the other hand, we could start from the operator
approach. In the operator approach one chooses a basis in the space of fields F =
〈Ai(x)〉i∈I , where x = (x1, x2) is a local (real) coordinate on the surface Σ ∈ Mg.
Consider a set of fields A1(x1), . . . , Acn(xn). The n−point correlation function

〈A1(x1) · · · An(xn)〉Σ (1.9)

is a real analytic function of x1, . . . , xn. Correlation functions typically have singulari-
ties when the insertion points coincide xi = xj. To define correlation functions globally
we need to tell how they transform under conformal transformations on Σ. If the fields
Ai(xi) are primary, that is under a conformal map x = x(y) they transform as

Ai(x(yi)) =

(
∂x

∂y

)−∆i
∣∣∣∣
y=yi

Ai(yi), (1.10)
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then the correlation function transforms as

〈A1(x(y1)) · · · An(x(yn))〉Σ =
n∏
i=1

(
∂x

∂y

)−∆i
∣∣∣∣
y=yi

〈A1(y1) · · · An(yn)〉Σ. (1.11)

The points of insertion x1, . . . , xn together with the moduli of the Riemann surface Σ of
genus g are coordinates on the moduli space of n-punctured Riemann surfacesMg,n. 1

That is the correlation functions are real analytic sections over a certain bundle over
Mg,n whose gluing functions are given by (1.11).

The OPE is a way to recursively reduce n-point correlation functions to n−1 point
functions. Using a conformal map one can bring two fields close to each other such
that their contribution is equivalent to the one of a local field. The resulting local field
in the correlation function (1.11) can be decomposed in the basis of fields Ai(xi):

〈· · ·Ai(xi) · · ·Aj(xj) · · · 〉Σ =
∑
k∈I

Ck
ij(xi, xj)〈· · ·Ak(xj) · · · 〉Σ, (1.12)

where analytic at xi 6= xj functions Ck
ij(xi, xj) do not depend on anything but xi, xj

and i, j, k. Due to translation invariance, these functions depend only on the difference
Ck
ij(xi, xj) = Ck

ij(xi−xj) Therefore one can define a product in operator space making
it an algebra:

Ai(xi) · Aj(xj) :=
∑
k∈I

Ck
ij(xi − xj)Ak(xj). (1.13)

A1(z1)

A2(z2)

An(zn)

Ai(zi)

Aj(zj)

A1(z1)

A2(z2)

An(zn)

∑
k C

k
ijAk(zj)=

Figure 1.1: OPE

Repeating the OPE n− 1 times one reduces the correlation function (1.11) to one-
point correlation function:

〈A1(x1) · · ·An(xn)〉Σ =
∑
k∈I

Ck
n(x1, . . . , xn)〈Ak(xn)〉Σ. (1.14)

1We will not study in details the complications arising from the fact that M0,n, n < 3 and M1,0

are Artin stacks and have negative dimensions. For our purposes we consider these spaces as one point
spaces with the “gauge symmetry” given by the automorphism groups of the corresponding surfaces.
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In particular, if Σ is a sphere, then there are no complex moduli, moreover, one-point
correlation numbers should be shift-invariant (if we put xn = ∞ on the Riemann
sphere). It follows that one-point functions should be constants, which means that
∆k = 0. The identity operator id clearly has ∆id = 0. We will use the assumption
that in CFT for any complex number ∆ there could be only one primary field with
conformal dimension ∆.

The correlation functions (1.11) should be independent of the order of operator
product expansions. It means that the operator algebra should be associative. This
requirement gives a very strong overdetermined system of constraints for functions Ck

ij:

Cm
kl (xk − xj)C l

ij(xi − xj) = C l
ki(xk − xi)Cm

lj (xi − xj). (1.15)

The program of solving the equations (1.15) has the name conformal bootstrap.

Stress-energy tensor and primary fields In two dimensions stress-energy tensor
has three independent components: Tzz(z, z̄), Tzz̄(z, z̄), Tz̄z̄(z, z̄). If the theory is
conformal, then the trace of the tensor vanishes

T zz + T z̄z̄ = Tzz̄ + Tz̄z = 2Tzz̄ = 0. (1.16)

The Noether conservation law reads

0 = ∂µT
µ
ν =⇒ ∂z̄Tzz = ∂zTz̄z̄ = 0, (1.17)

therefore T µν factorizes into a holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts T (z) := Tzz(z)
and T (z) = Tz̄z̄(z̄). In quantum theories stress-energy tensor generates transforma-
tions of the fields under coordinate changes. In the view of factorization of T µν into
holomorphic and antiholomorphic components the holomorphic transformations of the
fields are generated by the OPE with the holomorphic energy-momentum tensor T (z) 2

δεAi(z, z̄) :=

∮
z

dz ε(w)T (w)Ai(z, z̄), (1.18)

where ε(w) is a vector field on a punctured disc centered at w = z and δε is the first
order variation of the field under the coordinate change z → z + ε(z). One can define
operators Ln acting on H by the Laurent decomposition

T (w)Ai(z, z̄) =
∑
n∈Z

LnAi(z, z̄)

(w − z)n+2
. (1.19)

The shift in 2 is conventional in the physical literature. In mathematical notations
LnA(0)|0〉 corresponds to an (n−1)st bracket of the vertex operators T (w) and A(z, z̄).

2We omit 1/2πi factors in the residue integrals for simplicity.
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From (1.18) it is clear that Ln is the operator of transformation of the field Ai(z, z̄)
by the vector field ε(z)∂z = zn+1∂z.

The space of fields F is generated from so-called primary fields {Φ∆,∆̄(z, z̄)} by the
Virasoro algebra action. The primary fields are on the state space H of the theory.

The complex numbers ∆, ∆̄ are called conformal dimensions, for unitary theories
they is positive and the field Φ∆,∆̄ can be thought of as a coefficient of a “differen-

tial form of rank (∆, ∆̄)”, that is the expression Φ∆,∆̄ (dz)∆(dz)∆̄ is invariant under
conformal transformations:

Φ∆(w(z), w(z)) =

(
∂w

∂z

)−∆(
∂w

∂z

)−∆̄

Φ∆(z, z̄). (1.20)

The infinitesimal form of (1.20) reads

δεΦ∆(z, z̄) = (1− ε′(z))−∆Φ∆(z + ε(z), z̄)− Φ∆(z, z̄) = ∆ ε′(z)Φ∆(z, z̄) + ∂zΦ∆(z, z̄).
(1.21)

This variation implies the following OPE with T (z):

T (w)Φ∆(z, z̄) =
∆Φ∆(z, z̄)

(w − z)2
+
∂zΦ∆(z, z̄)

w − z
+ reg., (1.22)

where reg. means terms which do not have a singularity at w → z.
The OPE of the stress-energy tensor with itself is

T (w)T (z) =
c

12(w − z)4
+

2T (z)

(w − z)2
+
∂zT (z)

w − z
+ reg., (1.23)

from which we see that T (z) is not a primary field itself and has the following anomalous
transformation law:

∂εT (z) =
c

12
ε′′′(z) + 2ε′(z)T (z) + ε(z)∂zT (z) (1.24)

which integrates to

T (w(z)) =

(
∂w

∂z

)−2 [
T (z)− c

12
{w, z}

]
, (1.25)

where {w, z} = w′′′/w′ − 3/2(w′′/w′)2 is a Schwarzian derivative. The Schwarzian
derivative of any SL2 transformation is identically zero, so T transfroms as a tensor
under global conformal transformations on a Riemann sphere.

The formula (1.24) implies Virasoro algebra commutation relations for operators
Ln with the central charge equal to c:

[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m +
c

12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0. (1.26)
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On the level of Virasoro operators Ln the formula (1.22) reads that

LnΦ∆(z, z̄) = 0, n > 0, L0Φ∆(z, z̄) = ∆Φ∆(z, z̄). (1.27)

Therefore, if one defines |Φ∆〉 := Φ∆(0, 0)|0〉, then primary operators correspond to
Virasoro highest weight vectors of Verma modules (1.7).

Conformal blocks In two-dimensional CFT correlation functions are constrained by
the so-called Ward identities. Due to these constraints and OPE the correlation func-
tions can be represented as a sum of model-independent building blocks with model-
dependent structure constants (three point correlation functions). The building blocks
are completely determined by the Virasoro algebra and go by the name of conformal
blocks.

Consider a CFT with a complete set of primary fields {Φi(z, z̄)}i∈I with conformal
dimensions L0 Φi(z, z̄) = ∆i Φi(z, z̄). Any field of the theory can be decomposed into
a sum of the Virasoro descendents of such fields

Ln̄ Lm̄ Φi(z, z̄) := L−n1 · · ·L−nkL−m1 · · ·L−mp Φi(z, z̄). (1.28)

Consider OPE of two primary fields functions:

Φ1(z1, z̄1)Φ2(z2, z̄2) =
∑
k∈I

Ck
12(z1 − z2)

∑
n̄,m̄≥0

βk,n̄,m̄1,2 (z1 − z2)Ln̄ Lm̄ Φk(z2, z̄2). (1.29)

Where in the right hand side we wrote the most general form of an OPE assuming the
set I is at most countable. The conformal Ward identities allow to compute all the
coefficients βk,n̄,m̄1,2 (z1− z2). The Ward identities follow from applying Ln with n > 0 to
both sides of the formula (1.29).

Rescaling both sides of the equation (or using L0) we get z-dependence of the
structure functions

Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0) =
∑
k∈I

(zz̄)∆k−∆1−∆2Ck
12

∑
n̄,m̄≥0

z
∑
i ni z̄

∑
j mjβk,n̄1,2 β

k,m̄
1,2 Ln̄ Ln̄ Φk(0, 0),

(1.30)
where the coefficients βk,n̄1,2 and βk,m̄1,2 are the same because the construction is symmetric
under switching of holomorphic and antiholomorphic Virasoro algebras (we assume the
fields to have the same left and right conformal dimensions). It follows, that the OPE
in (1.30) factorizes as

Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0) =
∑
k∈I

(zz̄)∆k−∆1−∆2Ck
12Ψl(z) Ψl(z) Φk(0, 0),

Ψl(z) :=
∑
n̄≥0

z
∑
i niβk,n̄1,2 Ln̄.

(1.31)
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To compute the action of the general Ln on the primary field we use its definition
through the OPE (1.19) and (1.22)

Ln(Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)) =

∮
C

T (w)wn+1Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)dw, (1.32)

where the contour C encircles the points 0 and z on the complex plane. Computing
the residue we get

Lm(Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)) =

(
zm+1 ∂

∂z
+ (m+ 1)zm∆1

)
Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)+Φ1(z, z̄)LnΦ2(0, 0),

(1.33)
or

[Lm,Φ1(z, z̄)] =

(
zm+1 ∂

∂z
+ (m+ 1)zm∆1

)
Φ1(z, z̄). (1.34)

We apply (1.33) to the right hand size of (1.31) to get the constraints on βk,n̄12

Lm [Ψl(z) Φk(0, 0)|0〉] =
(
zm+1∂z + (m+ 1)zm∂z

)
[Ψl(z) Φk(0, 0)|0〉] . (1.35)

In the equation above one can commute Lm with Ψl(z) in the left hand and remember
that Lm|0〉 = 0. The antiholomorphic part completely decouples and we are left with a
set of recurrence relations for βk,n̄12 which allow to determine them all for generic values
of ∆1,∆2 and ∆k.

There is an important special case where the conformal blocks simplify significantly.
If the primary field Φ∆ defines a decomposable representation of Virasoro algebra, the
conformal blocks satisfy the so-called BPZ equations, or singular vector decoupling
equations. Since the Verma module of |Φ∆〉 is degenerate, there exists a subrepresen-
tation which is a Verma submodule with the highest vector

χ∆ =
∑
n̄m̄

χn̄m̄Ln̄ Lm̄ |Φ∆〉. (1.36)

Such a vector |χ∆〉 is called a singular vector in the Verma module of |Φ∆〉. Generat-
ing a subrepresentation, the singular vector is ortogonal to any vector from the factor
representation. In particular, any correlation function with the primmary operator
corresponding to the singular vector vanishes

〈χ∆(z, z̄)
∏
i

Φi(zi, z̄i)〉 = 0 (1.37)

Via (1.35) the Virasoro operators act as differential operators inside correlation func-
tions, and we obtain a differential equation for any correlation function containing
Φ∆: ∑

n̄m̄

χn̄m̄〈Ln̄ Lm̄ Φ∆(z, z̄)
∏
i

Φi(zi, z̄i)〉. (1.38)
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Let us return to the general case. Consider two-point correlation functions on a
sphere. SL2 invariance fixes them to be diagonal

〈Φi(z, z̄)Φj(0, 0)〉 =
1

(zz̄)2∆i
, (1.39)

where we normalized the fields so that the coefficients to be 1.
Similarly, the form of three-point functions is completely fixed by SL2 invariance,

since each three points can be transformed into any other three by a Moebius transform

〈Φi(z1, z̄1)Φj(z2, z̄2)Φk(z3, z̄3)〉 =
Cijk

|z12|−2∆3+2∆1+2∆2|z23|−2∆1+2∆2+2∆3 |z31|−2∆2+2∆3+2∆1
,

(1.40)
where zij := zi − zj and Cijk = Ck

ij are the structure constants (1.30) (indices are
lowered with the help of 2-point functions which are diagonal). This can be seen
considering the correlation function at 0, 1,∞.

The first interesting correlation function thus is a 4-point correlation function. We
will consider a function

〈Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)Φ3(1, 1)Φ4(∞,∞)〉 := lim
w→∞
〈Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)Φ3(1, 1)Φ4(w, w̄)〉(ww̄)2∆4 ,

(1.41)
where the last scaling factor regularizes the correlator at infinity.

Using OPE of the fields Φ1Φ2 and Φ3Φ3 we get

〈Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)Φ3(1, 1)Φ4(∞,∞)〉 =

=
∑
k

Ck
12Ck34

∣∣∣∣∑
n̄,m̄

z∆k+
∑
i ni−∆1−∆2βk,n̄12 β

k,m̄
34 〈∆k|L−n̄Lm̄|∆k〉

∣∣∣∣2. (1.42)

The expression above factorizes into a sum of modulus square of holomorphic conformal
blocks

〈Φ1(z, z̄)Φ2(0, 0)Φ3(1, 1)Φ4(∞,∞)〉 =
∑
k

Ck
12Ck34 |F(∆1,2,3,4,∆k; z)|2, (1.43)

where we defined spherical 4-point conformal blocks

F(∆1,2,3,4,∆k; z) :=
∑
n̄≥0

z∆k+
∑
i ni−∆1−∆2

(
βk,n̄12 β

k,m̄
34

)1/2

〈∆k|L−n̄Lm̄|∆k〉. (1.44)

Conformal blocks depend only on conformal dimensions ∆i of the fields in the OPE
but not on the specific model. They are sections of “vector bundles” over the moduli
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space of 4-punctured spheres M0,4. In general this bundle is infinite-dimensional, be-
cause in general conformal blocks are well-defined for all generic ∆k. However, in many
interesting cases, like in Minimal Models which we shall discuss below, these bundles
turn to be finite-dimensional and are isomorphic to bundles of solutions of certain ODE.
These ODE are known as Belavin Polyakov Zamolodchikov equations [36] (1.38) in the
case of Minimal Models and Knizhnik Zamolodchikov equations [40] in the WZW case.

Summary of CFT Conformal field theories can be defined by the following set of
data:

1. A collection of Virasoro highest weight representations with highest weight vec-
tors {|∆i〉}i∈I such that

L0|∆i〉 = ∆i |∆i〉, Ln|∆i〉 = 0, n > 0, ĉ|∆i〉 = c |∆i〉. (1.45)

Such a collection is called a spectrum of primary fields of the theory (in particular,
∆i +n for n ∈ N form a spectrum of L0 acting in the Hilbert space of the theory.

2. A set of three-point correlation numbers or structure constants Ck
ij for i, j, k ∈ I.

Of course, this data should satisfy multiple consistency conditions. One of them
is bootstrap equations (1.35), in particular the crossing relations (see e.g. [38] for a
review of the bootsrap approach).

To name some other - modular bootstrap equations (consistency of the theory on
a torus), in some cases unitarity (all conformal dimensions and central charge are
positive).

Given such a data one can compute correlation numbers using the OPE relations.
The correlation functions are computed as a combination of conformal blocks, which
are holomorphic universal functions (sections of certain bundles over moduli spaces of
punctured Riemann surfaces) with coefficients expressed through the structure con-
stants of the theory.

1.1.1 Minimal Models

Minimal Models of conformal field theories [36] are particulary nice CFTs where all
the matter representations are integrable Virasoro representations for central charge
less then 1. There are finite number of Virasoro highest weight representations in each
minimal model. Classification of integrable Virasoro representations was done in [39].

Such models can be considered as a matter for a noncritical string theory in dimen-
sion c less then 1, since in the case of non-supersymmetric sigma models the matter
central charge is equal to the target space dimension.
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Minimal Models are parametized by a pair of coprime positive integers p < p′ (or
integral lines on a plane passing through the origin and different from coordinate axes).
We will denote the corresponding model as M(p′/p).

The central charge of such a minimal model is given by

cM = 1− 6q2, (1.46)

where the parameter q is equal to

q = b−1 − b, b =
√
p′/p. (1.47)

Letter M in cM stands for matter (as opposed to gravity) and the convenience of the
parametrization above will become clear later. The parameters b and b−1 are so-called
momentum parameters of the screening charges in the Coulomb gas realization of the
Minimal models.

For such central charges the set of integrable representations forms a Kac table on
the plane, that is the primary fields Φm,n(x) are labeled by a pair of integers 1 ≤ m ≤
p′−1, 1 ≤ n ≤ p−1. Their conformal dimensions ∆M

m,n are conveniently parametrized
by

λm,n :=
mb−1 + nb

2
,

αm,n := λm,−n −
q

2
,

∆M
m,n := αm,n(αm,n − q) = λ2

m,−n −
q2

4
.

(1.48)

In partucular, q/2 = λ1,−1. All the conformal dimensions are rational, because b enters
∆M
m,n only in powers b±2. There is also a Z/2 symmetry in the Kac table. Namely

λm,−n = −λp−m,n−p′ =⇒ ∆M
m,n = ∆M

p−m,p′−n. (1.49)

As we mentioned, we consider the theories where all primaries have different conformal
dimensions, therefore Φm,n = Φp−m,p′−n and the theory has (p′ − 1)(p − 1)/2 primary
fields in total. These formulae have simple geometric interpretation in terms of the
Kac table. Consider a line l passing through the origin and the point (p′, p) in R2.
Then ∆M

m,n is a difference of oriented distance from a point (m,n) to l and from a point
(1, 1) to l.

Minimal models have the following fusion rules

Φm1,n1 Φm2,n2 =
∑
r,s∈Σ

[Φr,s], (1.50)
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Φ2,2

Φ1,3

Figure 1.2: Kac table for M(3/5)

where [Φr,s] denotes all possible contributions from the primary field Φr,s and its de-
scendents and the summation over r, s goes with steps of 2 in the range

|m1 −m2|+ 1 ≤ r ≤ min(m1 +m2 − 1, 2p−m1 −m2 − 1),

|n1 − n2|+ 1 ≤ s ≤ min(n1 + n2 − 1, 2p′ − n1 − n2 − 1).
(1.51)

These fusion rules are equivalent to fusion rules of representations of algebra ŝl(2)p ⊕
ŝl(2)p with a Z/2Z identification (m,n)→ (p−m, p′ − n). When the fusion rules are
not satisfied, the corresponding structure constants of the OPE (1.50) vanish.

The structure constants of the theory were computed by Dotsenko and Fateev in [41]
using the so-called Coulomb gas representation. We, however, will use an analytic
continuation of the Dotsenko Fateev formula which was computed in [42].

Φm1,n1(z, z̄) Φm2,n2(0, 0) =
∑
r,s∈Σ

C(r,s)
(m1,n1),(m2,n2)(zz̄)∆M

r,s−∆M
m1,n1

−∆M
m2,n2 Φr,s(0, 0) + desc.,

(1.52)
where desc. means contributions from descendents of the primary field and
C(r,s)

(m1,n1),(m2,n2) := CM(αm1,n1 , αm2,n2 , αm3,n3),

CM(α1, α2, α3) = AΥ(α + b− q)
∏
i

Υ(α− 2αi + b)

[Υ(2αi + b)Υ(2αi + b− q)]1/2
, (1.53)

where α =
∑
αi and the normalization factor

A =
bb
−2−b2−1[γ(b2)γ(b−2 − 1)]1/2

Υ(b)
. (1.54)

Here γ(x) = Γ(x)/Γ(1 − x) and special function Υ(x) = Υb(x) is an entire function
of complex domain with zeros in x = −nb−1 −mb and (n + 1)b−1 + (m + 1)b, where
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n,m are non-negative integers (see for example [11]). Upsilon function is subject to
the following shift relations

Υ(x+ b)

Υ(x)
= b1−2bxγ(bx),

Υ(x+ b)

Υ(x)
= 1/b1−2x/bγ(x/b). (1.55)

It also has an integral representation

log Υ(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[
(Q/2− x)2e−2t − sinh2(Q/2− x)t

sinh(bt)sinh(t/b)

]
, (1.56)

which is valid for 0 < Re(x) < Re(Q) or by a product formula valid for all complex x:

Υb(x) = λ
(Q/2−x)2

b

∞∏
n,m=0

f

(
Q/2− x

Q/2 +mb− nb−1

)
, f(x) = (1− x2)ex

2

, (1.57)

where λb is a constant.
The formula (1.53) defines a meromorphic function of α1,2,3. Perhaps, the most

important data one can extract from this expression are zeros and poles, which can
occur, for example, when the fields are degenerate, that is αi = αm,n. In particular,
some of the fusion rules arise because of zeros of structure constants corresponding to
the degenerate primary fields. The important point, however, is that not all fusion
rules are satisfied automatically by zeros of the funtion (1.53). The difference between
analytical vanishing of the structure constants and actual Minimal Model fusion rules
will play a role in our discussion.

We will be interested in four point correlation numbers. According to the fusion
rules they decompose into a finite sum of conformal blocks

〈Φm1,n1(x)Φm2,n2(0)Φm3,n3(1)Φm4,n4(∞)〉 =

=
∑
r,s

CM,(r,s)
(m1,n1),(m2,n2)C

M
(m1,n1),(m2,n2),(r,s)|F(∆M

mi,ni
; ∆M

r,s|x)|2, (1.58)

where the sum goes over such r, s that Φr,s appears in OPE of Φm1,n1 ,Φm2,n2 and in
OPE of Φm3,n3 ,Φm4,n4 .

Generalized Minimal Models It is tempting to add primary fields with arbitrary
conformal dimensions to Minimal Models using the structure constants (1.53). As we
will see, this is very not straightforward to define such a conformal theory. Namely, the
question is how to define a spectrum (which is a space of all allowed primary fields) and
the fusion rules. Some insight on this very interesting problem can be found in [43].

We take a simplified approach following the older work [42]. That is we consider
a theory with arbitrary central charge cM = 1 − 6q2 less then one, where b is not
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necessary
√
p/p′ and primary fields Φα with dimensions ∆M

α = α(α − q). Then for
each pair (m,n) of positive integers there is a degenerate primary field Φm,n with
conformal dimension ∆M

m,n = αm,n(αm,n− q) where αm,n is given by the formula (1.48).
We can define spherical three-point correlators of generic fields by the formula (1.53).

〈Φα1(0)Φα2(1)Φα3(∞)〉 := CM(α1, α2, α3), (1.59)

where the correlation function at infinity is regularized in a similar way as in (1.41).
It is also possible to define four-point correlation numbers where one of the primary

fields is degenerate using the degenerate vector decoupling condition (1.38):

〈Φm,n(x)Φα1(0)Φα2(1)Φα3(∞)〉 :=

=
∑

−m+1:r:m−1
−n+1:s:n−1

CM(αm,n, α1, α1 + λr,s)CM(α1 + λr,s, α2, α3)|F(∆M
(m,n),1,2,3; ∆M

α+λr,s|x)|2.

(1.60)

This definition is useful because it is simpler to evaluate correlation functions as
analytic functions of parameters α1,2,3 and obtain the actual minimal model correla-
tion functions from the limits αi → αmi,ni . The naive expectation is that the limits
of correlation functions in the Generalized Minimal Model coincide with correlation
functions of the ordinary Minimal Model (1.58). It is, however, not always true due
to the fact that some of the Minimal Model fusion rules do not follow from analytical
structure constant (1.53). That is, consider an example where one of the fields becomes
degenerate α1 → αm1,n1 . In the sum over r, s in the formula (1.60) some of the terms
which should vanish in the Minimal Model due to the fusion rules of Φm,n(x)Φm1,n1(0)
do not vanish because not all of the fusion rules are contained in zeros of the analytical
structure constants CM(αm,n, αm1,n1 , αm1,n1 + λr,s).

Even subtler phenomenon occurs in the theory of gravity, which we will discuss
later.

1.1.2 Liouville Field Theory

Liouville Field Theory (LFT) appears in quantization of two-dimensional gravity
due to conformal anomaly [6]. It was put in the framework of CFT by [9, 10]. It
is closely related with Minimal Models but is more complicated. In particular, the
spectrum and OPE of LFT are continuous. This leads to many analytical effects in
a similar fashion to effects one encounters in functional analysis compared to linear
algebra. (Semi)classically LFT is defined by the following action

S =

∫
Σ

d2x
√
ĝ

[
1

4π
(∂φ(x))2 +

Q

4π
R̂φ+ µe2bφ(x)

]
, (1.61)
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where ĝ and R̂ are background metric and scalar curvature on a Riemann surface Σ,
Q = b−1 + b, b being a dimensionless parameter of the theory and φ(x) is a Liouville
field, such that the “quantum metric” on Σ is given by g = e2bφ(x)ĝ. The parameter µ
is called a cosmological constant and is a scale parameter of the theory.

On a sphere in an appropriate background the Lagrangian reduces to

L =
1

4π
(∂φ)2 + µe2bφ (1.62)

apart from a boundary term at infinity. Liouville field, being a conformal factor of the
metric, has the following transformation law

φ(w, w̄) = φ(z, z̄)− Q

2
log

∣∣∣∣dwdz
∣∣∣∣ . (1.63)

The theory is conformal [10], the holomorphic stress-energy tensor is computed to
be

T (z) = −(∂φ)2 +Q∂2φ. (1.64)

On a sphere it corresponds to a free boson theory with an additional charge −Q at
infinity.

It implies the formula for the central charge

cL = 1 + 6Q2. (1.65)

The primary operators can be represented by exponents of the Liouville field:

Va(x) := e2aφ(x). (1.66)

Their conformal dimensions are

∆L
a := ∆(Va(x)) = a(Q− a). (1.67)

In particular, ∆L
a = ∆L

Q−a, so the corresponding primary fields should coincide up to a
numerical factor. In LFT this factor is called a reflection amplitude and it is convenient
to not normalize it to 1.

The Liouville field itself can be obtained as a derivative of the exponential operator
with respect to the parameter

φ(x) =
1

2

∂

∂a
Va(x)|a=0 =

1

2
V ′a(x)|a=0. (1.68)

The degenerate primary fields Vm,n(x) = Vam,n(x) have conformal dimensions

∆L
m,n = am,n(Q− am,n), am,n =

Q

2
− λm,n. (1.69)
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For such a field there is a singular vector of the corresponding Verma module on the
mn’th level. As opposed to Minimal Models, there are no other singular vectors. One
can notice, that the formulae for the central charge and for the conformal dimensions in
Liouville theory can be obtained from the ones of GMM by b→ ib. However these two
theories are not analytic continuations of each other, because they have different spectra
and structure constants of these theories can not be obtained as analytic continuations
of each other, in particular Υb(x) function have a natural bound of analyticity with
respect to parameter b [44, 43].

As opposed to Minimal Models, spectrum of LFT does not include degenerate fields.
It is continuous and consists of the fields with a = Q/2 + iP for real P .

H :=

∫
dP [VQ/2+iP ], (1.70)

where [VQ/2+iP ] denotes the Verma module of the primary field VQ/2+iP . Dimension of
the field VQ/2±iP is equual to Q2/4 + P 2, in particular, dimensions of the fields in the
spectrum are bounded below by Q2/4.

The OPE of the Liouville theory is continuous as opposed to Minimal Models. It
means that LFT is not a rational CFT.

Va1(z, z̄)Va2(0, 0) =

∫ ′ dP
4π

(zz̄)∆Q/2+iP−∆a1−∆a2CQ/2+iP
a1,a2

[VQ/2+iP (0)], (1.71)

where the basic structure constants CQ/2+iP
a1a2 = CL(a1, a2, Q/2 − iP ) [9, 10] (derived

from the crossing symmetry in [45]) have the explicit form (here a denotes a1 +a2 +a3)

CL(a1, a2, a3) =
(
πµγ(b2)b2−2b2

)(Q−a)/b Υb(b)

Υb(a−Q)

3∏
i=1

Υb(2ai)

Υb(a− 2ai)
, (1.72)

where Υb is the same “upsilon” function as the one, which appears in the expression
for GMM structure constants (see [46, 10]).

The OPE (1.71) is continuous and involves integration over the “momentum” P .
The prime on the integral indicates possible discrete terms, In our computations such
extra terms do appear and give an important contribution.

The four-point function of Liouville fields is defined using OPE (1.71)

〈Va1(x)Va2(0)Va3(1)Va4(∞)〉 =

=

∫ ′ dP
4π

CL(a1, a2, Q/2 + iP )CL(a1, a2, Q/2− iP )|F(∆i; ∆Q/2+iP |x)|2. (1.73)

The prime at the integral has the same meaning as in the OPE and we are going to
discuss it in the end of this section.
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Liouville OPE discrete terms It turns out, that the fields of interest in Liouville
theory usually do not belong to the spectrum of the theory, so one cannot use OPE
literally as in minimal models. However, correlation numbers are real analytic functions
(with singularities) of conformal dimensions and it is possible to continue them to
compute correlators of the fields which do not belong to the spectrum. ? Thus, one
has to use OPE (1.71) carefully if the fields Vai are not in the spectrum. For example,
if one computes 3-point function with the naive OPE, one often gets zero, which is
inconsistent with DOZZ formula (1.72) and the 4-point function is inconsistent with
conformal bootstrap.

Four-point correlation function (1.73) involves integration in the Liouville momen-
tum parameter P . The integrand is a product of LFT structure constants (1.72)

CL(a1, a2, p)CL(Q− p, a3, a4), p = iP (1.74)

and the conformal blocks. In the case, where Re(|Q/2−ai|)+Re(|Q/2−aj|) < Q/2 for
i 6= j the contour of integration goes along the real axis. This corresponds to the fact
that in this case the correlator is a sum over intermediate states in the Hilbert space
of Liouville theory. When this condition is not satisfied, meromorphic continuation of
the correlation functions is required. It can be achieved by deforming the integration
contour (see, e.g. [11, 47]). Basically, in this case poles of structure constants intersect
the real line and one needs to add corresponding residues to the total integral, as
depicted in figure 1.3. These residues are called discrete terms. If, for example,

Q− a2 + a1 Q− a2 − a1

a2 − a1a2 + a1

Figure 1.3: Poles of structure the constant and discrete terms.

Q/2− ai > 0 then the corresponding poles come from zeros in

Υ(ai + aj − p) = Υ(p+ (Q/2− ai +Q/2− aj)),
Υ(ai + aj + p−Q) = Υ(p− (Q/2− ai +Q/2− aj)) .

In this case one can easily see that the corresponding residues are to be taken at

p = (Q/2− ai +Q/2− aj)− r/b− sb, p > Q/2
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and in the reflected positions Q− p with the same residues.
We note that expression (1.74) in principle may have a second order pole if both

of the structure constants have poles for the momentum p. In what follows we assume
that this is not the case, then the residues are computed easily using quasiperiodicity
of Υ-function and the fact that Υ(ε) = Υ(b)ε+O(ε2).

1.2 Liouville Gravity

In this section we discuss the Minimal Liouville Gravity correlation numbers on a
sphere.

Minimal Liouville Gravity (MLG) is a theory of two-dimensional quantum gravity
where matter is represented by a Minimal Model. It can also be considered as noncrit-
ical string theory in dimension cM < 1. To gauge diffeomorphisms of two-dimensional
system one introduces a b − c ghost system (see, e.g., [48, 49, 50]), consisting of two
anticommuting fields (b, c) of spins (2,−1), is the conformal field theory with central
charge cgh = −26.

When taking path integral due to conformal anomaly the metric field does not
decouple completely and the remaining degree of freedom is described by Liouville
Field Theory of central charge −cM − cgh = 26− cM . In particular, if cM = 1− 6q2 =
1− 6(b−1 − b)2, then cL = 1 + 6Q2 = 1 + 6(b−1 + b)2.

In the framework of the so-called DDK approach [51, 8], Liouville Gravity is a
tensor product of the conformal matter (M), represented by ordinary or generalized
Minimal Models, Liouville theory (L), and the ghost system (gh).

ALG = AM + AL + Agh ,

with the “interaction” between them via the construction of the physical fields and the
conformal anomaly cancellation condition

cM + cL + cgh = 0 . (1.75)

Physical Fields and Correlation Numbers. As in all gauge theories in the BRST
formulartion the physical fields form a space of cohomology classes with respect to the
nilpotent BRST charges QBRST , QBRST ,

QBRST =
∑
m

:

[
LM+L
m +

1

2
Lg
m

]
c−m:− c0 , (1.76)

where LM+L
m denotes a sum of Virasoro algebra elements of matter and Liouville CFTs.

The BRST cohomologies decompose into sectors with fixed ghost numbers. Each of
the physical fields is generally covariant, because the diffeomorphism group is gauged.
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In the sector with the ghost number (1, 1) physical fields are

Wm,n(z, z̄) = CC̄ · Φm,n(z, z̄)Vm,−n(z, z̄), (1.77)

where

Vm,−n := Vam,−n , am,−n = Q/2 + λm,−n (1.78)

and Minimal Model and Liouville fields are chosen in a way that ∆M
m,n + ∆L

m,−n = 1,
i.e. the field Wa has total conformal dimension (0, 0) and transforms as a scalar. Here
we note, that the fields Vm,−n:

1. do not belong to the spectrum of the LFT, so their correlation function require
analytic continuation as discussed before.

2. are not degenerate, therefore their OPE is not subject to the singular vector
decoupling equations (1.38) and are continuous.

The (1, 1)-forms Um,n are closely related to Wm,n and can be integrated over the
worldsheet Riemann surface:

Um,n(z, z̄) = Φm,n(z, z̄)Vm,−n(z, z̄) = B−1B−1 ·Wm,n. (1.79)

The fields Um,n are not BRST invariant themselves, but their integrals are.
The n-point correlation number on a sphere for these observables [47] is

I ((m1, n1), . . . , (mk, nk)) :=

=

∫ k∏
i=4

d2zi

〈 k∏
i=4

Umi,ni(zi)Wm3,n3(z3)Wm2,n2(z2)Wm1,n1(z1)

〉
, (1.80)

where angular brackets denote correlation function in all three CFTs involved and we
put 3 fields with ghost numbers (1, 1) to fix SL2 symmetry on a sphere and integrated
over all other insertions.

In principle, one could replace Minimal Models with Generalized Minimal Models
and consider the BRST closed fields

Wa(z, z̄) = C C̄ · Φa−b(z, z̄)Va(z, z̄), (1.81)

where the parameter a can take generic values with the usual caution that one needs
to check that the corresponding correlation function is well-defined.

The ghost number zero sector consists of the so-called ground ring states [52, 53,
47]

Om,n(z, z̄) = H̄m,nHm,nΦm,n(z, z̄)Vm,n(z, z̄) . (1.82)
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The operators Hm,n are composed of Virasoro generators in all three theories and are
defined uniquely modulo Q exact terms.

It turns out that the ground ring states Om,n and ghost number (1, 1) states Wm,n

are related. As customary in cohomology, the nontrivial de Rham cohomology elements
quite often can be represented as differentials of certain singular differential forms.
Similarly, in MLG the fields Wm,n can be represented as QBRST -images of certain
singular operators connected with Om,n. This relation goes under the name of Higher
Equations of Motion of LFT.

Consider logarithmic counterparts of the ground ring states Om,n,

O′m,n := H̄m,nHm,nΦm,n(V ′a)|a=am,n .

Higher Equations of Motion read [54], [47]

Wm,n = B−1
m,nQBRSTQBRSTO′m,n, (1.83)

or using the commutation relations

Um,n = B−1
m,n∂̄∂O′m,n mod Q , (1.84)

where Bm,n are numerical coefficients arising in the higher equations of motion of
LFT [54]. Consider the four-point correlation function

I(am,−n, a2, a3, a4) =

∫
d2z

〈
Um,n(z)Wa2(0)Wa3(1)Wa4(∞)

〉
(1.85)

with generic momenta parameters a2, a3 and a4. Relation (1.84) applied to Um,n(z)
allows to reduce the moduli integral in (1.85) to the boundary integrals and a curvature
term. This was done in [55] with the following result

I(am,−n, a2, a3, a4) = κN(am,−n)

(
4∏
i=2

N(ai)

)
Σ(m,n)(a2, a3, a4) , (1.86)

where

Σ(m,n)(a) = −mnλm,n +
3∑
i=1

(m,n)∑
r,s

|λi − λr,s|Re , (1.87)

λi = Q/2−ai are the “momentum parameters” and the fusion set is governed by OPE
with Φm,n : (r, s) ∈ {1−m : 2 : m− 1, 1− n : 2 : n− 1}. The prefactor κ in (1.86) is

κ = −(b−2 + 1)b−3(b−2 − 1)ZL, ZL =
[
πµγ(b2)

]Q/b 1− b2

π3Qγ(b2)γ(b−2)
(1.88)
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and the “leg” factors are

N(a) =
π

(πµ)(a/b)

[
γ(2ab− b2)γ(2ab−1 − b−2)

γ2a/b−1(b2)γ(2− b−2)

]1/2

.

The expression (1.86) was derived under the assumption that the number of conformal
blocks in the expansion of the matter sector correlation function is maximally possible,
i.e. the number of conformal blocks = mn. We discuss this point in more details in
the sections 1.3, 1.3.1.

In what follows, we focus on the four-point correlators in the Lee-Yang series of
Minimal Models, that is the series M(2/p) for arbitrary odd number p > 3. In the
Lee-Yang series b =

√
2/p and ai = a1,−ni . We also denote

I4(ni) :=

∫
M0,3

d2z〈U1,n1(z)W1,n2(0)W1,n3(1)W1,n4(∞)〉. (1.89)

Taking into account the explicit form of the correlation functions in the ghost sector

〈C(0)C(1)C(∞)〉 = 1 ,

we obtain

I4(ni) =

∫
M0,3

d2z〈Φ1,n1(z)Φ1,n2(0) Φ1,n3(1) Φ1,n4(∞)〉×

×〈V1,−n1(z)V1,−n2(0)V1,−n3(1)V1,−n4(∞)〉 .

(1.90)

For further purposes this expression can be conveniently written in more explicit form,
for details, see Appendix 1.A.

1.3 Four point numbers

We call the formula (1.85) the HEM formula for correlation numbers. In the orig-
inal paper [55] it was derived assuming that a2, a3, a4 are generic, in particular they
correspond to nondegenerate matter fields. It was assumed that the formula is correct
in the more general case when all ai are degenerate but the number of conformal blocks
in the matter sector is maximal, that is equal to mn.

Let us make a comment on what do we mean by number of conformal blocks. Let
ai = ami,ni . Then the Minimal Models correlation function

〈Φm,n(z)Φm2,n2(0)Φm3,n3(0)Φm4,n4(∞)〉 (1.91)

is computed using the formula (1.58). In the formula the summand with |F(∆i; ∆r,s|z)|2
appears with nonzero coefficient if and only if Φr,s appears in the OPE of Φm,nΦm2,n2
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and in OPE of Φm3,n3Φm4,n4 . From the general form of OPE with degenerate field (or
from the decoupling condition (1.38)) it follows that the number of conformal blocks
is not greater then min(mn,mini).

As an example consider a Lee-Yang model M(2/p), where p > 7. Then the corre-
lator

〈Φ1,2(z)Φ1,2(0)Φ1,2(0)Φ1,4(∞)〉 (1.92)

has only one conformal block in the decomposition. Indeed, Φ1,2Φ1,2 = [Φ1,1] + [Φ1,3]
whereas Φ1,2Φ1,4 = [Φ1,3] + [Φ1,5]. Therefore the only conformal block appears in the
intermediate channel [Φ1,3] as shown on the picture 1.3. The fields on top of the central
line come from OPE of the fields on the left, the fields below the central line appear in
the OPE of the fields on the right. The only nontrivial contributions to the correlation
function come from the intermediate fields which appear both on top and bottom of
the line.

Φ1,2

Φ1,2

Φ1,2

Φ1,4

Φ1,1 Φ1,3

Φ1,3 Φ1,5

Figure 1.4: Conformal block diagram for 〈Φ1,2Φ1,2Φ1,2Φ1,4〉

As we find out, the HEM formula holds true in more general cases. Its failure is
connected with appearance of particular discrete terms in the LFT correlation function.
For example, the HEM formula for the correlator (1.92) holds true in M(2/9) but fails
in M(2/11) and higher.

Most of our discussion holds true for the general Minimal Model case, so we will
keep the notations general. Our modification of the HEM formula for the Lee-Yang
series reads:

ΣMHEM = ΣHEM −
4∑
i=2

∑
(r,s)∈Fi∩Ri

2λr,s , (1.93)

where ΣHEM is given by (1.87), and Fi is the fusion set of Φm,nΦmi,ni (Φm,nΦmi,ni →
Φr,s) and Ri is the set of discrete terms in the OPE of Vmj ,−njVmk,−nk (Vmj ,njVmk,−nk →
Vr,−s) and {i, j, k} = {2, 3, 4}.
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To compute the correlator of degenerate fields we start with the correlator of one
degenerate and three generic nondegenerate fields Wai and carefully study the limit
ai → ami,−ni . Then the HEM formula reads:

〈Uam1,n1
Wa2Wa3Wa4〉 = 2mnλm,n +

4∑
i=2

(m,n)∑
r,s

(|λi − λr,s|Re − λm,n) . (1.94)

Instead of applying higher equations of motion formula (1.84) we will consider more
direct upproach to study this limit. In the Appendix 1.A we show that conformal block
decomposition for the integral (1.90) gives the formula for the correlator (1.94):

I4(am1,n1 , ai) = 2
∑
k

Ck
12Ck34

π2

∫ ′ dP
4π

CL(am1,n1 , a2, Q/2− iP )CL(Q/2 + iP, a3, a4)∑
l

∑
j

(
bj(P )bl−j(P )Φ(∆L(P ) + ∆M

k − 1, j, l − j)
)

+ � , (1.95)

where � denotes two similar summands differing by cyclic permutations of a2, a3, a4

(see Appendix 1.A for details). Let us focus on one of these terms. In (1.95) some
Minimal Model structure constants Ck

12 and Ck34 become zero in the desired limit.
Moreover, as is not difficult to see from the zeros of Υ function in Lee-Yang series
structure constants in (1.95) always have zeros when the fusion rules are not satisfied.
3. Let us denote the corresponding terms in (1.95) as

〈Uam1,n1
Wam2,n2

Wam3,n3
Wam4,n4

〉k+ � . (1.96)

In the limit these terms do not necessary vanish, because zeros of structure constants
can get cancelled by poles on from conformal blocks. From another side, when the
matter in Minimal Models correlation numbers, these terms do not appear in the
expression because of the fusion rules.

Let us study when these terms do not vanish automatically in the limit, so that to
get an answer for Minimal Models we take the limit of (1.94) and then subtract the

3There are some complications when these structure constants do not vanish even if they should
do according to the fusion rules [44], but this is not the case for Lee-Yang series and is not discussed
here.
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terms (1.96)

〈Uam1,n1
Wam2,n2

Wam3,n3
Wam4,n4

〉 =

lim
ai→ami,ni

[
〈Uam1,n1

Wa2Wa3Wa4〉
]
−

(∑
k

〈Uam1,n1
Wam2,n2

Wam3,n3
Wam4,n4

〉k+ �

)
.

(1.97)

Let us compute the contribution of (1.96). Some of these terms do not vanish be-
cause Φ(∆L(P ) + ∆M

k − 1, j, l− j), arising from the x-integration, has a pole and anni-
hilates zero appearing in the structure constant (1.53). Explicitly one has (see (1.188))

Φ(A, r, l) =
(16)2A

π(2A+ r + l)

∫ 1/2

−1/2

cos(π(r − l)x)e−π
√

1−x2(2A+r+l)dx ,

so that it has a pole when 2A+ r+ l = 0 and r− l is odd or zero. In our case it implies
r = l = 0 and A = 0, which leads us to the conclusion that in the intermediate channel
the Liouville dimension ∆L(P ) should be dressing for the matter dimension ∆M

k in the
sense that ∆L(P ) + ∆M

k = 1. This can be possible only if Liouville correlation function
has specific discrete terms, i.e. iP → λm,−n. The first thing to notice is that nonzero
terms (1.96) appear precisely if k = (r, s) ∈ Fi ∩Ri as in the formula (1.93).

Let us compute the value of each of these terms. We have

lim
ai→ami,ni

〈Uam1,n1
Wa2Wa3Wa4〉kF = CG,p

am1,n1 ,am2,n2
CG
p,am3,n3 ,am4,n4

=

CG
am1,n1 ,am2,n2 ,p

(DG
p,p)
−1CG

p,am3,n3 ,am4,n4
= 2λkκ

4∏
j=1

N(ami,ni) , (1.98)

where DG and CG denote MLG two- and three-point functions, κ is given in (1.88)
and λk is Q/2 − ak. Taking (1.97), (1.98) into account one derives modified HEM
formula (1.93).

Let us now accurately prove (1.98). We start from the formula (1.95).
Taking residue in the discrete terms and using reflection relation in LFT,
CL(am1,n1 , a2, pk)RL(pk)

−1 = CL(am1,n1 , a2, Q− pk), we have

〈Uam1,n1
Wa2Wa3Wa4〉kF = 2CM(αm1,n1 , α2, αk)CM(αk, α3, α4)

π2CL(am1,n1 , a2, pk)RL(pk)
−1Resp→pk [C

L(pk, a3, a4)]∑
l

∑
j

(
bj(pk)bl−j(pk)Φ(Ak(pk), j, l − j)

)
+ � . (1.99)

In the last formula we used the notations p = Q/2 + iP , Ak(P ) = ∆L
ak

+ ∆M
αk
− 1

and pk is the value of p corresponding to the discrete term of interest. In (1.99) we
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also took into account two equivalent symmetric residues, which produces the factor
of 2. Now we denote ε = pk − ak, where ∆L

ak
+ ∆M

αk
= 1 and ∆M

αk
is the dimension of

the intermediate field in the MM conformal block. We ignore terms of order o(ε) and
multiply Minimal Model structure constants by Liouville ones to get MLG three-point
functions. In this way we obtain

〈Uam1,n1
Wa2Wa3Wa4〉kF ∼ 2CM(αm1,n1 , α2, αk) · CL(am1,n1 , a2, pk)

CM(αk, α3, α4) · (−ε)CL(αk, a3, a4)

π2RL(pk)
−1
∑
l

∑
j

(
bj(pk)bl−j(pk)Φ(Ak(pk), j, l − j)

)
+ � . (1.100)

To compute this expression we note that Φ has a pole in ε only if j = l = 0, so that
we can ignore other terms. Using the explicit formula for Φ we find

Φ(Ak(pk), 0, 0) ∼ 1

2πAk(pk)
∼ 1

2π∆L(pk)′ε
. (1.101)

Now we expand the value of RL(pk):

RL(a) = (πµγ(b2))(Q−2a)/b γ(2ab− b2)

b2γ(2− 2ab−1 + b−2)
(1.102)

and two- and three-point functions in MLG are correspondingly:

DG
a,a =

κ

2λa
N(a)2,

CG
a1,a2,a3

= bκ
3∏
i=1

N(ai).
(1.103)

Using these expressions we finally arrive to the formula (1.98) and thus prove (1.93).
�

For the Lee-Yang series we can further simplify (1.93). Without loss of generality
let n1 ≤ n2 ≤ n3 ≤ n4 ≤ s, p = 2s+ 1. Then only the term∑

(1,s)∈R4

2λ1,s (1.104)

survives in the sum. If
∑

i ni is even, then the last expression is equal to

min(n1+n4−1,s)∑
s=n2+n3+1 : 2

2λ1,s =
1

2
√

2p

(
F̂ (min(n1 + n4, n2 + n3))− F̂ (n1 + n4)

)
,
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where F̂ (n) = (s+ 1− n)(s− n)θ(n ≤ s). If
∑

i ni is odd, then (1.104) equals to

s∑
s=n2+n3+1 : 2

2λ1,s =
1

2
√

2p
F̂ (n2+n3) =

1

2
√

2p

(
F̂ (min(n1 + n4, n2 + n3))− F̂ (n1 + n4)

)
,

where the last equality is due to n1 + n4 > s and n2 + n3 < s.
Now for Lee-Yang series we can rewrite (1.93) as

ΣMHEM = ΣHEM −
1

2
√

2p

(
F̂ (min(n1 + n4, n2 + n3))− F̂ (n1 + n4)

)
. (1.105)

1.3.1 Comparison with Douglas equation approach

In this section we compare our results with the results of the Douglas equation
approach based on matrix models and Frobenius manifolds (see section 1.6.1 below).

Using identification Φ1,n = Φ1,p−n in Lee-Yang series we will study fields U1,n with
n ≤ s, where p = 2s + 1. Our modified HEM approach gives formula (1.105). For
comparison purposes we consider a normalization independent version of this formula:

〈〈Um1,n1Um2,n2Um3,n3Um4,n4〉〉(∏4
i=1

〈〈
U2
mi,ni

〉〉)1/2
=

∏4
i=1 |mip− nip′|1/2

2p(p+ p′)(p− p′)

( 4∑
i=2

m1−1∑
r=−(m1−1)

n1−1∑
t=−(n1−1)

|(mi−r)p−(ni−t)p′|−m1n1(m1p+n1p
′)
)

=

∏4
i=1 |mip− nip′|1/2

2p(p+ p′)(p− p′)
(−2

√
pp′ΣMHEM(mi, ni)) , (1.106)

where p′ = 2 and ni = 1.4 We denote Σ′(mi, ni) = −2
√
pp′Σ(mi, ni) and expect it to be

an integer number, so that in the comparison it will be the most convenient quantity.
The numerical quantity to be compared with Σ′MHEM is

Σ′NUM(mi, ni) = −2
√
pp′

I4(mi, ni)∏4
i=1N(mi, ni)κ

. (1.107)

In the framework of the Douglas equation approach there are two formulae for the
four-point correlation numbers. First of them [56, 21] after renormalization can be

4We do not specify p′ and mi in (1.106) in order to make the structure of this formula more clear.
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written as

Σ′DSE(ni) = −F̂ (0) +
4∑
i=1

F̂ (ni)

− F̂ (min(n1 + n2, n3 + n4))− F̂ (min(n1 + n3, n2 + n4))− F̂ (min(n1 + n4, n3 + n2)) ,
(1.108)

where F̂ (n) = (s+ 1− n)(s− n)θ(n ≤ s).
The second one is proposed in [57] and coincides with the above one when the

number of conformal blocks is maximal and does not otherwise.

Proposition 1.3.1. The formula for four-point correlation numbers in Douglas equa-
tion approach is equivalent to the modified HEM formula:

ΣMHEM(ni) = ΣDSE(ni) .

Moreover, if there are no discrete terms in the operator product expansion V1,n2V1,n3 ,
then we also have ΣHEM = ΣMHEM . The proof can be found in Appendix 1.B.

All our numerical computations of correlation numbers in various models confirm
that the formula (1.105) is correct. In order to give some reference points we list some of
the numerical results compared with Douglas equation approach and with the old HEM
formula in tables 1.1,1.2. In the tables correlator 12 12 12 14 means 〈U1,2W1,2W1,2W1,4〉
and so on. Sign * after the correlator means that there are discrete terms in Liouville
OPE of any of the four fields, sign † means that there is a discrepancy between different
approaches (Σ′NUM,DSE,HEM correspond to numerical computation, Douglas equation
approach and higher equations of motion approach respectively).

In the table 1.1 we give some results on correlation numbers in different models.
Note that in the table we also presented the results for the Minimal Model M(4/15),
which does not belong to the Lee-Yang series. We list a larger set of correlation numbers
in the table 1.2 for the model M(2/15).

1.3.2 Discussion

We have considered the direct approach to Liouville Minimal Gravity. Our main
result is the formula (1.93) for four-point correlation numbers in the Lee-Yang series.
This formula generalizes the old one (1.87) proposed in [47]. We show that our modified
HEM formula is equivalent to the DSE formula (1.108). We also performed numerical
checks, which confirm our results in the region of parameters where the old formula
was not applicable.

Below we state some questions which naturally arise from the present considera-
tions.
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If the matter sector is represented by the Minimal Model with p′ > 2, in Douglas
equation approach it is impossible to fulfil all the Minimal Model fusion rules as was
shown in [21, 58]. So it would be interesting to see how does the correspondence
between DSE and conformal field theory approaches extends to other Minimal Models.

In [44] there was obtained a formula for three-point functions in GMM. It coincides
with the one obtained by Dotsenko and Fateev in [41] when it is not forbidden by
fusion rules. But for some reason this formula gives a nonzero result for some structure
constants which should vanish according to the fusion rules. Taking into account this
fact would clearly lead to further complications for four-point correlation numbers in
general Minimal Models, as mentioned in Section 1.3. In [44] the prescription to obtain
MM from GMM is to multiply the GMM structure constants by fusion algebra con-
stants. As far as we know, there is no good understanding of this phenomenon, but it
can also be connected with the previous question and with the fusion rules problem in
MLG. For instance, without this additional restriction MLG three-point functions are
always nonzero, that requires a better understanding. Some insight to this problem can
be found in [43], where Liouville theory with c ≤ 1 (GMM in our language) is discussed.

1.4 Discrete approach to Minimal Gravity

In the previous sections we discussed non-critical string theory or 2d quantum grav-
ity where integration over two-dimensional surfaces was realized using BRST quanti-
zation and CFT formalism applied to the resulting path integral. Another approach
to integration over all surfaces is to discretize the surfaces and to sum over all pos-
sible discretizations. This idea was implemented by various people [12, 13, 14] using
integration over spaces of matrices.

The most classical realization of this idea is called Gaussian Unitary Ensemble uses
interal of deformed Gaussian measure over space of Hermitian matrices of some fixed
size. Expansion in deformation parameters have a combinatorial interpretation as a
sum over Feynman diagrams. The dual to each diagram represents a graph which
defines a triangulation of a Riemann surface. The conformal structure appears if one
thinks of each triangle as a perfect metric triangle. In a particular limit where size of
matrices goes to infinity the matrix integral is dominated by configurations with many
triangles and thus, it is a good candidate for description of integration over all possible
surfaces 5.

5In some cases this was done rigorously from the probability theory point of view, e.g. [59]. In
such cases the typical surface turns out to be a fractal.
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It turns out that such matrix integrals and their limits can be computed explicitly.
This is connected with the fact that matrix integrals of such type compute tau functions
of integrable hierarchies. The simplest GUE for every finite size of matrix corresponds
to finite-dimensional Toda lattice [60] whereas in the large matrix size limit it computes
a particular Korteweg-de Vriez (KdV) equation.

It follows that in the discrete approach the correlation numbers can be computed
as derivatives of tau functions of integrable hierarchies. Tau functions arise in many
ways in the theory of integrable hierarchies and related subjects such as isomonodromy
deformations, Riemann-Hilbert problems and such. One way to think of tau functions
is as follows. Given a solution to all equations of the hierarchy, its tau function is a
generating function of all Hamiltonian densities of the hierarchy on this particular solu-
tion. The condition which fixes a solution of the hierarchy and thus the corresponding
tau function is a celebrated string equation.

The genus zero part of the discretized string partition function corresponds to
dispersionless limit of the integrable hierarchy, that is a limit where in all equations
the terms which have more then one derivatives are sent to zero. Such genus zero limits
usually have a nice geometrical structure which is a Frobenius manifold.

Witten conjecture proved by Konstsevich [16] and others later [17, 18] states that
the discrete apporach should coincide with the topological approach to two-dimensional
quantum gravity. In particular, tau functions of integrable hierarchies should coincide
with generating functions of intersection numbers like Gromov-Witten invariants.

logZMM(Ti(ti)) = logZtop(ti),

Ti = ti ∗ const
(1.109)

It was also proposed long ago that Liouville gravity approach to two-dimensional
quantum gravity isi equivalent to matrix models approach and topological gravity [20,
19, 61]. The correspondence, however, is more subtle then in the Witten conjecture.
The first important result is that gravitational dimensions of natural observables in
Minimal Liouville Gravity match scaling dimensions of observables in particular matrix
models [19].

Under the naive identification of observables the correlation function do not match,
in particular the Minimal Models fusion rules are not satisfied. The correspondence
between operators of the theories is nontrivial and are called resonance transforma-
tions [20]. The resonance transformations were interpreted as contact terms in OPE
of the fields when their insertion points coincide in the original paper. In particular,
these resonance transformations should be local and should not depend on topology
of the surface. With that said it is possible to compute resonance transformations in
genus zero cases.

Another important aspect of MLG is that under the conjectural correspondence
between it and Matrix Models approach the partition function of MLG is different
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from topological gravity one, in particular, it satisfies a different string equation. String
equations differ by shift in the coupling constants which are deformation parameters of
the observables in the theory. Therefore, partition function of Liouville gravity can be
(conjecturally) thought of as a coherent state in the topological gravity and vice versa,
where the coordinate change is given by resonance transformations.

Part of spherical correlation numbers and resonance transformations was computed
in [61] for the Lee-Yang series of MLG (matter sector in Lee-Yang series of MLG is
represented by 2/p Minimal Models) using study of the string equation and Minimal
Models fusion rules. Lee-Yang series corresponds to KdV hierarchy and thus can be
fairly well understood. The main problem is a lack of computations of correlation
numbers on the MLG side beind 4-point numbers on a sphere.

The next important step was made in [21] where it became possible to compute
resonance transformations and four-point correlation numbers in the 3/p series of Min-
imal models using the connection with A2 Frobenius manifold which is dispersionless
limit of the Boussinesq integrable hierarchy. The Frobenius manifold prepotential is the
restriction of the specific tau-function of the dispersionless hierarchy to the so-called
small phase space. Given a string equation the tau function is fiven as an integral of
an explicit differential form on the Frobenius manifold.

The same approach was successfully applied to Unitary and more general Minimal
Models in [62, 63]. In this approach the resonance transformations are computed
using the fusion rules of Minimal Models which imply orthogonal polynomials-like
constraints on the resonance transformations and determine them at least up to four-
point numbers.

After discussing in more details matrix models and the Frobenius manifold approach
we proceed to the study of two-dimensional gravity on surfaces with boundaries or open
non-critical strings. Each of the three approaches to two-dimensional gravity can be
applied to theories with boundaries.

For the Liouville Gravity it involves conformal field theories with conformal bound-
ary conditions. On the matter side Minimal Models on surfaces with boundaries
were studied by Cardy [64] and Liouville theory in the CFT approach by Fateev and
Zamolodchikov brothers [25].In both theories in addition to the bulk operators there are
boundary operators which can be inserted on the boundary and separate regions with
different boundary conditions. The boundary conditions of Minimal Models which we
will study are called Cardy states and are in one-to-one correspondence with the bulk
fields. In the Liouville theory the boundary conditions are numbered by a continuous
parameter which is called boundary cosmological constant µB and is Laplace dual to
the length of the boundary in a similar way that the original cosmological constant µ is
Laplace dual to the area of the Riemann surface. Since there are two scaling constants
in the Liouville theory, correlation functions can depend on their ratio µ/µ2

B which is
dimensionless under the scaling. In theory with boundary even one point correlation
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functions (where the operator is inserted in the bulk) are nontrivial and were computed
in [25].

In the Minimal Liouville Gravity we consider boundary conditions which are called
FZZT branes: they are tensor products of Cardy states from Minimal Models and
Liouville states with fixed boundary cosmological constant or boundary length. Corre-
lation functions are defined as integrals of products of correlation functions of Minimal
Models and Liouville theory over the moduli space of curves with boundary. At this
point one has to be careful, because moduli spaces of curves with boundaries are more
complicated then for the closed curves. Main complications arise from two facts. First,
the boundary length is a real parameter, and the moduli space might be a real manifold.
In particular, the moduli space might be (real) odd-dimensional.

Secondly, the moduli space can be a non-orientable manifold since there is no natu-
ral orientation coming from a complex structure. Definitions of the moduli spaces can
be found in the literature (e.g. [65, 66]). For physical expositon one can look in the
paper [67]. The problems with moduli spaces do not appear in the case of correlation
numbers of bulk operators on a disk.

In the topological gravity approach the correlation numbers are defined as integrals
of certain cohomology classes on moduli spaces of curves with boundaries. The moduli
spaces are usually studied in this context.

In the Matrix Models approach one can modify matrix integrals to include trian-
gulations of surfaces with boundaries. This can be done by introducing new vector
integration variables. After integration over these additional variables the boundary
contribution is equivalent to insertion of some operators in the integral corresponding
to closed surfaces. In particular, the one-boundary contribution is called a loop oper-
ator and plays an important role in theory of matrix models. This allows to compute
disk correlation numbers using correlation numbers on a sphere. The important result
that we get in this computation is that under the same resonance transformations of
couplings as on the sphere, the µ and µB-dependence of disk correlation numbers is
the same as in one-point correlation numbers with FZZT brane boundary condition in
the Minimal Liouville Gravity.

In the matrix models approach we compute disk correlation functions by two dif-
ferent methods following our papers [23, 24]. The equality of the results has a nice
interpretation as Mirror Symmetry for An singularity or generalization of the heat
kernel asymptotic expansion for the A1 case.
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1.5 Matrix Models

1.5.1 One-matrix model and Virasoro constraints

The perturbative expansion of matrix models (MM) in terms of ribbon Feynman
diagrams gives an interpretation of MM as a discrete version of 2D quantum gravity [12,
13, 14].

Let us give an idea how it works (see e.g. [68].Let Hn be a space of N×N Hermitian
matrices. Consider asymptotic expansion in the formal variable λ of the following
integral:

ZN(λ) := Vol−1
n

∫
Hn

dM e−NTr[M2/2−λM3/3] =
∑
k

λk

k!

∫
Hn

dM TrM3k e−N TrM2/2,

(1.110)
where dM =

∏
i≤nMii

∏
i<j ReMij

∏
i<j ImMij is a natural Haar measure on Hn and

Voln = ZN(0).

Notation 1.5.1. Let us introduce the correlation numbers or correlators as averages
with respect to the measure given by the matrix integral

〈Mi1j1 · · ·Mikjk〉 := Vol−1
n

∫
Hn

dM Mi1j1 · · ·Mikjk e
−NTrM2/2. (1.111)

The correlators in the right hand side of (1.5.1) are Gaussian and thus can be
computed as a sum of weighted Feynman diagrams. To compute them consider a
Gaussian integral with a source matrix S ∈ Hn:

ZN,S := Vol−1
n

∫
Hn

dM e−NTrM2/2+TrSM = 〈eTrSM〉 = eTrS2/2N . (1.112)

Then the integrals in the RHS of can be computed as derivatives of the integral with
a source

〈(TrM3)k〉 =
∑

a1,b1,c1,··· ,ak,bk,ck

〈(Ma1
b1
M b1

c1
M c1

a1
) · · · (Mak

bk
M bk

ck
M ck

ak
)〉 =

=
∑

a1,b1,c1,··· ,ak,bk,ck

∂

∂Sb1a1

· · · ∂

∂Sbkak
ZN,S. (1.113)

Since ∂Skl e
TrS2/2N = 1

N
Slke

TrS2/2N , the expression above vanishes at S = 0 unless for
each ∂/∂Skl there is a derivative ∂/∂Slk which kills the prefactor of the exponent.

To get a Feynman diagram expansion let us represent Mk
l as a half-edge consisting

af two oriented lines where one is oriented outward and is labeled by k and another is
directed inward and is labeled by l.
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A correlator 〈(Ma1
b1
M b1

c1
M c1

a1
) is pictorially represented by a union of such half-edges

where we glue two half-edges whenever they have the same index.
Nonvanishing correlators correspond precisely to diagrams where all the edges are

paired.

i

i

i

k

j

m

l

n

Figure 1.5: A part of a fatgraph and a dual triangulation

Such a diagram is called a (marked) fatgraph Γ̃. In the correlators 〈(TrM3)k〉 there
are no free indices, meaning that there is a summation over all indexed fatgrahps.
By construction, all edges of the same face of a fatgraph have the same index and
summation over all indices gives a factor N .

Therefore, pictorially the correlator 〈(TrM3)k〉 is equal to∑
Γ

N−E(Γ)+F (Γ), (1.114)

where the summation is over all fatgraphs consisting of k trivalent vertices and
E(Γ) = 3k/2 is the number of edges in Γ and F (Γ) is the number of faces. Returning
to the original integral (1.5.1) we obtain

ZN(λ) =
∑

Γ

λV (Γ)

3V (Γ)V (Γ)!
NV (Γ)−E(Γ)+F (Γ) =

∑
Γ

λV (Γ)

3V (Γ)V (Γ)!
Nχ(Γ), (1.115)

where the summation now is over all possible fatgraphs consisting of trivalent vertices.
The expression can be further reduced with the help of combinatorics:

ZN(λ) =
∑

Γ

1

]Aut(Γ)
λV (Γ)Nχ(Γ), (1.116)
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where ]Aut(Γ) is the number of automorphisms of the fatgraph Γ.

For a fatgraph Γ consider a dual fatgraph Γ̌ whose faces are triangles dual to
vertices of Γ. Each such dualgraph defines a triangulation of some Riemann surface.
Moreover, it has a canonical orientation given by orientations of the lines of Γ and
defines a conformal structure if we think of each triangle as a perfect triangle. Then
the formula (1.116) is a sum over triangulations of Riemann surfaces Σ with weights
λArea(Σ)Nχ(Σ), where area of each triangle is 1. We see that the matrix integral (1.5.1)
represents a discretized version of path integral approach to two-dimensional quantum
gravity.

This construction has a simple generalization. By a similar argument,

Vol−1
n

∫
Hn

dM e−NTr[M2/2−
∑
s>2 tsM

s/s] =
∑

Γ

1

]Aut(Γ)
Nχ(Γ)

∏
s>2

tVs(Γ)
s , (1.117)

where the summation is over all fatgraphs Γ with Vs(Γ) vertices of valency s. Equiv-
alently, a dual graph Γ̌ is a tesselation of a Riemann surface with Vs(Γ) s-edged faces.
The addition of parameters ts refines pure gravity partition function and is interpreted
as addition of matter. As we will see, this matter is equivalent to the Lee-Yang series
of Minimal Models on the Liouville Gravity side.

Virasoro constraints Let us recall celebrated Virasoro constraintswhich appear as
equations which are satisfied by the Matrix Models partition functions.

Consider a general Hermitian one-matrix model (which is also known under the
name of Gaussian Unitary Ensemble or GUE for short):

ZN(t) =
1

VolN

∫
HN

dM · e−
1
g

TrV (M),

V (N) =
∑
s≥0

tsM
s.

(1.118)

One way to understand Virasoro constraints is as conditions which follow from the
coordinate invariance of matrix integrals. Consider a coordinate change in the integral
M →M + εMn+1. Then in the first order in ε we have:

dM → dM

(
1 + ε

∑
i,j≤N

∂ (Mn+1)
i
j

∂M i
j

)
= dM(1 + ε

∑
a+b=n

TrMaTrM b),

V (M)→ V (M) + εMn+1V ′(M) = V (M) + ε
∑
s≥0

s tsM
n+s.

(1.119)
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Then the constraint for the partition function is

0 =
∂

∂ε
ZN(t) =

1

VolN

∫
HN

dM · e−
1
g

TrV (M)

[ ∑
a+b=n

TrMa TrM b − 1

g

∑
s≥0

s tsTrMn+s

]
.

(1.120)
We now use that correlation numbers of trace operators are derivatives of the partition
function ZN(t) with respect to the “times” ts:

− 1

g

∂

∂ts
ZN(t) =

1

VolN

∫
HN

dM · e−
1
g

TrV (M)TrM s (1.121)

to rewrite as a differential equation on the partition function:

LnZN(t) = 0,

Ln =
∑
s≥0

s ts
∂

∂ts+n
+ g2

∑
0≤a≤n

∂2

∂ta∂tn−a
, n ≥ −1.

(1.122)

A particulary important example is the so-called string equation which we will
discuss in much more details later

L−1 =
∑
s≥0

s ts
∂

∂ts−1

ZN(t) = 0. (1.123)

The operators Ln span half of the Virasoro algebra

[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m +
1

12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0. (1.124)

In fact, they form a well-known representation of Virasoro algebra representation as
differential operators acting on a Fock space of a free boson. To see this define a free
bosonic current:

∂φ(z) :=
∑
n∈Z

anz
−n−1,

an = g
√

2
∂

∂tn
, n ≥ 0,

a−n =
1

g
√

2
ntn, n > 0.

(1.125)

The energy-momentum tensor of a free boson is defined as∑
n∈Z

Ln
zn+2

= T (z) =
1

2
: ∂φ(z)∂φ(z) :=

1

2

∑
n∈Z

1

zn+2

∑
s∈Z

: asan−s :, (1.126)
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where z is a “worldsheet coordinate” 6 formal variable and : XY : means a normal
ordering in the ring of polynomial differential operators. Normal ordering differential
operators X and Y which puts all the derivatives in X to the right of Y treating them
as commuting variables. In particular, if X =

∑
n fn(t̄)∂/∂tn, Y =

∑
m gm(t̄)∂/∂tm,

then : XY :=
∑

n,m fn(t̄)gn(t̄) ∂2/∂tn∂tm.
Plugging in the definition of an we conclude that Ln in (1.126) are indeed the same

as in (1.122) for n ≥ −1.
The current have a simple expression when plugged in the partition function:

g√
2
∂φ(z) = V ′(z)/2− gTr

1

z −M
. (1.127)

Partition function (1.118) is also a tau-function of a Toda integrable hierarchy.

Open Liouville problem Matrix integrals of the type (1.118) have combinatorial
interpretation as sums over discretizations of closed surfaces. There is a simple way to
modify the integral so that its Feynman diagram representation includes also surfaces
with boundaries. This is done by introducing new vector degrees of freedom, namely
considering integrals of the type

Zo
N(t) =

1

VolN

∫
HN

dM · e−
1
g

TrV (M)

∫
dΨdΨ̄ e−zΨ̄

TΨ+Ψ̄T M Ψ, (1.128)

where Ψ ∈ CN . This integral is also Gaussian and can be taken by the Feynman
diagram technic. This integral adds new type of vertices to the diagrams. These are
also trivalent vertices with one half-edge corresponding to the matrix M j

i and two other
corresponding to vectors Ψi which must be paired with half-edges of the same type.
Since Ψi carries only one index i these half-edges are represented by one line which
carries the index i. In the Feynman diagram one interpretes closed loops of such half-
edges as boundary components, since interiors of such loops do not contribute factror
N to the total area of the Riemann surface. Instead, each edge corresponding to ΨiΨ̄i

has a factor of z−1 so that the partition function (1.129) decomposed according to
Feynman diagrams has a prefactor z−L at each diagram with total boundary length L.

Computing the Gaussian integral in Ψ, Ψ̄ we get

Zo
N(t, z) =

1

VolN

∫
HN

dM det(z −M) e−
1
g

TrV (M) (1.129)

up to a constant and assuming that the variables Ψ, Ψ̄ are odd. It turns out, that
computation of open and closed surfaces partition function reduces to computation of
the correlation number of the operator det(z −M) in the closed surfaces case.

6It is not connected with the string worldsheet
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Such an integral counts discretizations of closed and open surfaces with arbitrary
number of connected and boundary components. In particular, expanding det(z−M)
in traces of powers of M we get products TrMa1 · · ·TrMak which combinatorically
correspond to insertion of k boundary components to the Riemann surface.

Similarly to the closed case one can compute the one-boundary contributon taking
the logarithm of the boundary term:

w(z) := log det(z −M) = Tr log(z −M). (1.130)

The operator w(z) is called a loop operator and plays an important role in the
theory. Using this interpretation we can introduce a parameter Nb to count the number
of boundary components in the theory. The matrix integral we use to sum over open
and closed Riemann surfaces is thus

Zo
N(t, z, Nb) :=

eV (z)/2

VolN

∫
HN

dM det(z −M)Nb e−
1
g

TrV (M). (1.131)

The prefactor eV (z)/2 is a convenient choice of normalization which we now explain.
Both partition function Zo

N(t, z, Nb) and the loop operator w(z) have transparent
interpretations in terms of the free boson ∂φ(z) (1.125). Explicitly we have

φ(z) = −ã0 + a0 log z +
∑
n6=0

an
z−n

n
,

1√
2
φ(z)ZN(t) = −1

2
V (z)ZN(t)− 〈Tr log(z −M)〉,

: e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: ZN(t) = 〈det(z −M)Nb〉eNbV (z)/2,

(1.132)

where 〈A(M)〉 :=
∫
M

dM A(M) e−
1
g

TrV (M) and normal ordering is defined as before. It
follows that

Zo
N(t, z, Nb) =: e

−Nb√
2
φ(z)

: ZN(t). (1.133)

Open Virasoro constraints The closed surfaces partition function satisfies Vira-
soro constraints in the form (1.122). Using these Virasoro constraints and the for-
mula (1.133) for open surfaces partition function one can derive so-called open Vira-
soro constraints [65, 69]. One way to derive them is commuting Ln with the operator

: e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: in the formula (1.132). However, there is a simpler method to get them.
Using the stress-energy tensor of a free boson φ(z). T (x) =

∑
n Lnx

−n−2 ordinary
Virasoro constraints can be rewritten as

T (x)ZN(t) = P (x, t), (1.134)
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where P (x) is a polynomial in x. The operator : e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: is a well-known primary
operator for free bosons with conformal dimension N2

b /4. Using the OPE of conformal
field theory of a free field φ(z) we write

T (x) : e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: ZN(t) =
N2
b

4(x− z)2
: e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: ZN(t)+

+
1

x− z
∂

∂z
: e
−Nb√

2
φ(z)

: ZN(t) + P̃ (x, t, z), (1.135)

where P̃ (x, t, z) is regular in x. Let us expand the singular part of the operator in their
right hand side of the previous equation in x:

N2
b

4(x− z)2
+

1

x− z
∂

∂z
=
∞∑
n=0

(
zn

∂

∂z
+
N2
b

4
nzn−1

)
x−n−1. (1.136)

If we collect the terms at x−n, n > 0 and move singular terms from the left hand side
to the right hand sidee we get open Virasoro constraints:

LnZo
N(t, z, Nb) = 0, n ≥ −1,

Ln = Ln − zn+1 ∂

∂z
− N2

b

4
(n+ 1)zn,

(1.137)

where Ln are closed Virasoro constraints.

Double scaling limit For any finite matrix size N partition function (1.118) counts
finite triangulations of surfaces and thus is a discrete approximation of a sum over
all Riemann surfaces. The continuum limit is achieved through the so-called double
scaling limit. Namely, one takes a limit where size of matrices N goes to infinity
and simultaniously coupling constants ti undergo a coordinate change. The limit is
nontrivial and involves several steps which depend on a particular matrix model. The
main idea is that in the limit the Virasoro constraints should survive. We will use the
approach which starts from the continuum Virasoro constraints but we outline the idea
how to perform double scaling limit in the case of the Hermitian one matrix model for
the sake of completeness.

The procedure of taking the limit which is known in the literature [70, 71] consists
of three steps:

1. Reduction of the integral (1.118) to only even times. The corresponding function
is a tau-function of the Volterra or discrete KdV hierarchy.

2. Coordinate change in the even times of the hierarchy and introduction of reduced
Volterra tau-function to restore Virasoro invariance.
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3. Taking the continuum limit where the reduced Volterra tau-function becomes
KdV tau function satisfying Virasoro constraints.

When the limiting procedure is done, the limiting tau function ZKdV (t) satisfies
Virasoro constraints which can be written in the form

T (x)ZKdV (t) = P (x, t), (1.138)

where P (x, t) is regular in x and the stress-energy tensor is defined in terms of the free
boson:

T (x) =
∑ Ln

xn+2
:= −1

2
: ∂φ(x)∂φ(x) : − 1

16x2
, (1.139)

1

2
g∂φ(x) = x1/2 −

∑
n≥0

(n+ 1/2)tnx
n−1/2 − 1

4
g2
∑
n≥0

∂

∂tn
x−n−3/2 . (1.140)

The boson in the expression (1.140) is twisted, that is it is expanded in the half-
integer modes of x.

In the expressions above tn stand for new (re-scaled) KdV couplings, which are some
functions of the “bare” couplings of the underlying matrix model (1.118). The deriva-
tives ∂/∂tk are interpreted as insertions of operators Ok in the correlation function. In
order to motivate this change we note that in the semiclassical limit the eq. (1.138)
becomes

y2 = P (x) , (1.141)

where y := limN→∞〈J(x)〉, and P (x) is a polynomial, which arises from the RHS
of (1.138). This can be interpreted as an equation for a so-called spectral curve. The
boson φ(x) is then defined on this curve rather then on the x-plane (for more details,
see e.g. [67]).

In the double scaling limit the Virasoro constraints, which arise for the twisted free
boson (1.140), become:

L−1 =
∑
k≥1

(k + 1/2)tk
∂

∂tk−1

+
1

2g2
t20 ,

L0 =
∑
k≥0

(k + 1/2)tk
∂

∂tk
+

1

16
,

Ln =
∑
k≥0

(k + 1/2)tk
∂

∂tk+n

+
1

8
g2

∑
i+j=n−1

∂2

∂ti∂tj
, n > 0 .

(1.142)

Finally we note, that any function of KdV parameters, which is annihilated by
all these operators, is uniquely defined and represents in fact a (square root of a)
tau-function of a KdV hierarchy [72].
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1.5.2 W-constraints and loop operator in general (q,p)-case

With the insight from the one-matrix model now we consider the general situation.
Our goal will be to construct the generalization of the open generating function with
the loop operator (1.155) and to check it against the results of the worldsheet approach.

1.5.3 From twisted bosons to loop operator

General (q, p) models have several matrix model descriptions, some of which like
conventional multi-matrix model are appropriate for orthogonal polynomials method
and for the double scaling limit consideration. It turns out, however, that the W-
symmetry which is present in the general (q, p) case is not manifest in this setup.
What we use here is the integrable systems approach, which can be also obtained from
the conformal matrix models approach [73]. In this setting various quantities of the
theory are expressed by analogy with the one-matrix case. The results of this approach
can be briefly formulated as follows (see, e.g., [74]).

We consider q twisted bosons φl(x), with l = 1, ..., q:

∂φl(x) =
∞∑

k=−∞

αk+l/qx
−(k+l/q+1) , (1.143)

where the modes

αk+l/q = g
∂

∂tl,k
and α−k−l/q =

1

g
(k + l/q)tl,k . (1.144)

The energy-momentum tensor of a system of twisted bosons is

T (x) =

q−1∑
r=1

:
1

2
∂φr∂φq−r : +

q2 − 1

24qx2
=

∞∑
n=−∞

Lnx
−n−2. (1.145)

The system obeys an extended Wq−1 symmetry, and the other W-currents, W (n)(x),
may be constructed explicitly using the standard bosonization methods. The closed
string partition function Z(t) of the q-th model is uniquely defined by the condition
that it is annihilated by all the W (n)-currents [75]. More precisely,

W
(n)
k Z(t) = 0 , n ≥ 2 , k ≥ 1− n , (1.146)

where W
(2)
k is Lk.

The correlation numbers are given as usual as derivatives of connected partition
function with respect to deformation parameters:

〈Oα1,k1 · . . . · Oαn,kn〉 :=
∂

∂tα1,k1

. . .
∂

∂tαn,kn
logZ(t) , (1.147)
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where the derivatives are computed at the corresponding critical point.
For later purposes, we write explicitly the string and the dilation equations,

L−1Z(t) = 0 and L0Z(t) = 0, with the generators:

L−1 =
∑
α,k

(α/q + k)tα,k
∂

∂tα,k−1

+
1

2g2

∑
β

β(q − β)/q2tβ,0tq−β,0 ,

L0 =
∑
α,k

(α/q + k)tα,k
∂

∂tα,k
+
q2 − 1

24q
.

(1.148)

Another equivalent description of the system is based on the statement that its partition
function is the (q-th root of the) tau-function of the q-th Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy,
which satisfies the string equation, i.e., the L−1 Virasoro constraint.

Similarly to the KdV case, the boundary partition functions are obtained as the
exponential vertex operators constructed from the bosons φl(x),

Zopen(t, z) = 〈exp(Nb

q−1∑
α=1

φα(z))〉 , (1.149)

where Nb is a boundary component number counting parameter 7.
To define open correlation numbers we subtract all purely closed surfaces and con-

tributions and take the connected part. The open correlation numbers are then given
by

〈Oα1,k1 · . . . · Oαn,kn〉open :=
∂

∂tα1,k1

. . .
∂

∂tαn,kn
log(Zopen(t, z)/Z(t)) . (1.150)

From this expression one gets [74] the open W-constraints as the Ward identities for
the vertex operator

Lfulln = Ln −
N2
b

2
(n+ 1)zn − zn+1 ∂

∂z
. (1.151)

Let us take a formal Laplace transform of this operator in the variable z:

L̂fulln = Ln −
N2
b

2
(n+ 1)

∂n

∂sn
− s ∂

n+1

∂sn+1
. (1.152)

Having in mind the interpretation of Zopen and Z as disconnected surfaces partition
functions, or tau-functions, let us now represent

Zopen(t, s) = exp(Fc + Fo), Fc = log(Z(t)) . (1.153)

7In principle, there can be independent boundary parameters for each of the bosons.
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Using the ordinary string equations (1.148) for Z(t), the open string equation and the
dilation equations for Fo correspondingly read:∑

α,k

(α/q + k)tα,k
∂

∂tα,k−1

F o = s ,

∑
α,k

(α/q + k)tα,k
∂

∂tα,k
F o = N2

b /2 + s
∂

∂s
F o .

(1.154)

After some renormalization these equations coincide with the equations obtained
recently in [76] for the generating function F 1/q,o of the open correlation numbers in
the topological gravity of q-spin curves.8

Loop operator. The analogue of the formula for the loop operator is easily obtained
from the bosonic representation [74] together with the Laplace transform:

wr(l) =
∞∑
k=0

lk+r/q

Γ(k + r/q + 1)
Or,k ,

wr(l) ∼
∫
l

dl

l
e−lz〈φr(z)〉 .

(1.155)

The loop insertion is the one-boundary part of the open partition function (1.149).
In this case there are in general q − 1 linearly independent loop operators. They can
be interpreted as corresponding to different boundary conditions. However, the precise
identification with the FZZT branes is yet to be clarified. The general loop operator
can be written as

w(l) :=

q−1∑
α=1

cαwα(l) . (1.156)

Below we omit the coefficients cα as it will be trivial to restore them in the final answer.
The analogs of open-Virasoro and W-constraints are then obtained from the Ward

identities for the fields φr(z), for instance:

〈T (x)φr(z)〉 ∼ ∂φr(z)

z − x
, (1.157)

from which we get

Lloopn 〈φr(z)〉 =

(
Ln − zn+1 ∂

∂z

)
〈φr(z)〉 = 0, n ≥ −1 , (1.158)

8The generating function F 1/q,o has many interesting properties. In particular, in [76] the authors
give an expression for F 1/q,o in terms of the wave function of the KP hierarchy.
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where Ln are the closed Gelfand-Dickey Virasoro constraints.
Let us denote by Ôα,k the bulk insertion operator ∂/∂λα,k in the MLG frame. Then

using the resonance transformations, that is change of the couplings tα,k → λα,k from
KdV to MLG frame, we obtain

〈Ôα,k
∑
r

wr(l)〉 = u−k−α/qIk+α/q(2lu) , (1.159)

which is precisely the singular part of the Liouville one-point boundary (FZZ) function
found in [77]. This is the main result of the present paper. Moreover, if we include the
regular part of bosons in the definition of the loop, we correctly restore also the regular
part of FZZ formula. The important point is that the resonance transformations have
been computed from the condition of diagonality of two-point functions in the MLG
frame, corresponding to the Liouville couplings λα,k, in the spherical topology.

Let us sketch the derivation of the formula (1.159). The detailed computation is
given in Appendix 1.C. First, we expand the sum

∑
r wr(l) as

q−1∑
α=1

∑
k≥0

lα/q+k+1

Γ(α/q + k + 1)

∂

∂tα,k
. (1.160)

Then we express the left hand side of (1.159) in terms of the two point functions∑
β,m

lα/q+k+1

Γ(α/q + k + 1)
〈Ôα,kOβ,m〉 (1.161)

and compute this expression using the results of [78] and [79], namely the formula for
the generating function of the correlators and the explicit expression for the resonance
transformation.

We shall now briefly describe the computation method of the correlation numbers,
based on the Frobenius manifold structure, leading to the results (1.159).

1.6 Frobenius Manifolds

1.6.1 Dual approach and Frobenius manifolds

Here we formulate the result for the spherical partition function, corresponding to
the tau-function of the q−th Gelfand-Dickey integrable hierarchy. The L−1 constraint
(which uniquely fixes the tau-function) is written in the form of Douglas string equation,
conveniently formulated as the action principle [80], ∂S(u)/∂ui = 0, and

S(u, t) = Resy=∞

q−1∑
α=1

∞∑
k=0

tα,kQ
α
q

+k . (1.162)
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Here Q = Q(y, u) is the symbol of the Lax operator of the corresponding q−th Gelfand-
Dickey hierarchy,

Q(y, u) = yq + u1y
q−2 + u2y

q−3 + ...+ uq−1 . (1.163)

The parameters uα, (α = 1, ..., q− 1), can be regarded as coordinates on the Frobenius
manifold on the unfolding space of the Aq−1 singularity, see sections 2.2, 2.3 for defini-
tions and details on such manifolds. The tangent space of the Frobenius manifold at a
point u is a Frobenius algebra C[y] mod ∂Q(y,u)

∂y
(for more details, see, e.g., [81]). We

note that for the (q, p)−model the time parameter in (1.162) in front of Qp/q is equal
to 1 and the time parameter in front of Qp/q−1 is equal to the Liouville cosmological
constant µ.

In order to consider the general MLG(q, p) case it is convenient [81] to use another
parametrization, s and p0, such that p = sq + p0 and 0 < p0 < q. As described
before, the physical fields Om,n are labeled by pairs (m,n), where 1 ≥ m ≥ q − 1 and
1 ≥ m ≥ q − 1. Equivalently, in the “KdV frame”, we use the parameters (α, k):

α = p0m mod q , k = sm− n+ [p0m/q] . (1.164)

The action can be rewritten as

S(u, t[λ]) = Resy=∞

Q p+q
q +

∑
(m,n)∈Kac(q,p)

t(m,n)Q
|pm−qn|

q

 . (1.165)

The KdV times t(m,n) and the Liouville couplings λmn are related through the
resonance transformation,

t(m,n) = λm,n +
∑

A
(m,n)
(m1,n1),(m2,n2)λm1,n1λm2,n2 + · · · , (1.166)

with the coefficients A
(m,n)
(m1,n1),(m2,n2) constraint by the scaling properties and fixed by

the underlying CFT selection rules [81].
We will perform the computations in the tα,k frame, as it makes the connection with

the integrable structure more transparent. Following [81], we introduce the deformed
flat coordinated on the Frobenius manifold

θα(z) :=
∑
k≥0

θα,kz
k , (1.167)

where

θα,k = −cα,k res
y=∞

Qk+α
q (y) (1.168)
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and

cα,k =
Γ(α

q
)

Γ(α
q

+ k + 1)
. (1.169)

Then the action takes the form

S(u, t[λ]) = −
[
θp0,s

cp0,s

+
∑
σ,k

tσ,k
θσ,k
cσ,k

]
, (1.170)

where t(λ) stands for the resonance transformation (1.166). The generating function
of the spherical correlators is

Z[t(λ)] =

∫ v1
∗

0

dv1Cβγ
1

∂S

∂vβ
∂S

∂vγ
, (1.171)

where vα and Cβγ
σ are correspondingly flat coordinates and structure constants of the

Frobenius manifold Aq−1, and v∗ ∈ Aq−1 is the special solution of the string action.

1.7 Correlation numbers on a disk

In this section we compare the loop formulae (1.155), (1.156) with the results in [23],
where a different way to compute open MLG correlators was chosen. Namely, the
following expression for the loop operator in the (q, p) model has been proposed there:

w̃(l) :=

∫ ∞
t1,0

dx

∫
γ

dy elQ(y,v(x)) . (1.172)

Here Q(y, v) is defined in (1.163) and v(x) is the solution of the string equation, cor-
responding to the closed string partition function. Let us compare the formula (1.172)
with the formula (1.155), and recall the difficulties encountered in [23].

First of all it is more convenient to write the derivative of the normalized loop

∂t1,0
∑
β

cβwβ(l) =
∑
β,m

cβ
lβ/q+m

Γ(β/q +m+ 1)
∂t1,0∂tβ,m logZ(t) , (1.173)

where Z(t) is the spherical partition function. It is known, see, e.g., [78], that the
second derivative ∂t1,0∂tβ,m logZ(t) = Resy=∞Q(y)α/q+k.9

To analyze the difference with the earlier approach [23], we compare (1.173) with
the derivative of (1.172):∫

γ

dy elQ(y,v(x)) ?
=

q−1∑
β=1

cβ
∑
m≥0

lβ/q+m

Γ(β/q +m+ 1)
Resy=∞Q(y)β/q+m . (1.174)

9Here we do not have a prefactor as in [78] due to the different normalization of the action S =∑
α,k tα,kResQ(y)α/q+k.
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We note, that if satisfied the relation (1.174) would reflect the classical genus zero
mirror symmetry. Indeed, according to the extended Witten’s conjecture, the RHS is
an analytic continuation of a certain power series, counting the intersection numbers
on the moduli space of curves with q−spin structure, namely an A-model expression.
Whereas the left hand side is a period integral for the dual B-model, which is an
oscillating integral of a Landau-Ginzburg model W (y) = Q(y), or an Aq−1 singularity.
In our case we can simply establish the explicit connection. From this point of view,
the genus zero loop is a period of the mirror model with the deformation parameters
vi, as functions of couplings t governed by the string equation.

We note, that for q = 2, that is in the KdV case, the equality above is known as
an asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel operator, where the residues in the RHS
are dispersionless analogues of the Seeley coefficients [82]. A very similar phenomenon
occurs in the arbitrary q case.

Let us first expand the left hand side of the equation (1.174). We introduce a
notation Q(y) = yq +Q0(y), where Q0(y) is of degree q − 2 in y. Then∫

γ

dy elQ(y,v(x)) =

∫
γ

dy ely
q
∑
n

lnQ0(y)n

n!
=

=

q−2∑
α=0

∑
k,n≥0

cγαe
πik [yα+kq]Q0(y)n

n!
Γ

(
α + 1

q
+ k

)
ln−k−

α+1
q ,

(1.175)

where we introduced a notation [yn](
∑
pky

k) := pn and in the second line we computed
the integral term by term in powers α + kq of y as∫

γ

dy ey
q

yα+kq = cγαΓ

(
α + 1

q
+ k

)
, (1.176)

where cγα are some (in general complex) coefficients of the expansion of the cycle γ in a
certain basis (Γα)α in homology H1(C,<yq << 0;C). This basis is defined by duality∫

Γα

e−y
q

yβ = δα,β , β ∈ [0, q − 2] . (1.177)

Now we turn to the right hand side of (1.174),

ResQ(y)β/q+m =
∑
n

[y−β−1+(n−m)q]Q0(y)n
Γ(β/q +m+ 1)

Γ(β/q +m+ 1− n)n!
. (1.178)

Then the right hand side of the equation (1.174) becomes∑
β

cβ
∑
n,m

[y−β−1+(n−m)q]Q0(y)n

n!
Γ(β/q +m+ 1− n)−1lβ/q+m . (1.179)
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Using reflection relation for gamma function and changing summation variables we get∑
β

cβ
∑

k≥0, n≥0

[yα+kq]Q0(y)n

n!
Γ

(
α + 1

q
+ k

)
sin π((α + 1)/q + k)

π
ln−k−

α+1
q . (1.180)

Now it is clear, that the formulae (1.175) and (1.180) differ by some constants and
coefficients cβ and cγα. Basically, cγα in the expression (1.172) is defined by the cycle γ,
whereas in the approach of the present paper it is a matter of choice of a particular
linear combination w(l) :=

∑
β cβ wβ(l). It is tempting to interpret cβ as a boundary

condition of the minimal model, however it requires further investigation. From this
point of view the vanishing of one-point correlators of the form 〈Ô2α,m〉disk for even
q, encountered in [23], is just related to the fact that the corresponding cycle γ does
not contain some of Γα in the expansion over this basis. Another problem encountered
in [23] was the problem in the computation of one-point functions in the non-unitary
(q, p) models (i.e. p > q + 1), which was due to inappropriate solution of the string
equation in dx integration.
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mini |Σ′NUM(mi, ni)|/2 num. Σ′DSE(mi, ni)/2 exact Σ′HEM(mi, ni)/2 exact
2/9 - - -

12 12 12 12 2.00002 2 2
13 13 12 12 2.00031 -2 -2
12 14 12 12 1.00003 -1 -1
13 12 13 13 4.00016 -4 -4

2/11 - - -
13 15 13 13 5.99976 -6 -6

12 14 12 12*† 1.000001 1 2
2/13 - - -

12 14 12 12*† 3.0001 3 6
4/15 - - -

13 17 13 13 2.00009 N/A -2
13 15 13 13 10.9998 N/A -11

Table 1.1: Numerical data for Σ′. * - means discrete terms. † - discrepancies.
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mini |Σ′NUM(mi, ni)|/2 num. Σ′DSE(mi, ni)/2 exact Σ′HEM(mi, ni)/2 exact
2/15 - - -

12 12 13 15*† 3.08 3 6
12 12 14 16*† 1.025 1 2
12 12 15 15* 1.98 2 2
12 12 15 17* 1.03 -1 -1
12 12 16 16* 2.06 -2 -2
12 12 17 17* 4.09 -4 -4
12 13 13 16*† 1.01 1 2
12 13 14 15* 1.99 2 2
12 13 14 17* 1.015 1 1
12 13 15 16* 2.03 -2 -2
12 13 16 17* 5.07 -5 -5
12 14 14 14* 1.995 2 2
12 14 14 16* 2.02 -2 -2
12 14 15 15* 2.01 -2 -2
12 14 15 17* 5.04 -5 -5
12 14 16 16* 6.05 -6 -6
12 14 17 17* 8.04 -8 -8
13 13 13 15*† 1.995 2 3
13 13 13 17*† 0.999 -1 0
13 13 14 14* 2.93 3 3
13 13 14 16* 2.01 -2 -2
13 13 15 15* 3.03 -3 -3
13 13 15 17* 6.05 -6 -6
13 13 16 16* 7.04 -7 -7
13 13 17 17* 9.05 -9 -9

Table 1.2: Numerical data for Σ′. * - means discrete terms. † - discrepancy.
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Appendix

1.A Conformal block decomposition in correlation

numbers

In this appendix we derive convenient representation for the correlation numbers.

The following considerations are known in the literature, see e.g. [83]. We start
from the formula (1.90) for the correlation numbers and use the symmetry of the
integrals under modular transformations in order to reduce the integration from the
whole complex plane to the fundamental domain. The modular subgroup of projective
transformations divides the complex plane into six regions. The fundamental region
is defined as G ={Rex < 1/2; |1− x| < 1}. The other five regions are mapped to
the fundamental one using one of the transformations A,B,AB,BA,ABA, where A:
z → 1/z and B: z → 1− z. Combining the projective transformations of the fields and
the corresponding change of the variables in the integrals, we reduce the integration
to the fundamental region. We note that the Jacobian of the transformation exactly
cancels the transformation of the fields because their total conformal dimension is 1.
Then,

I4(ni) = 2

∫
G

d2z

(
〈W1(0)U2(z)W3(1)W4(∞)〉+ 〈W3(0)U2(z)W1(1)W4(∞)〉+

+〈W4(0)U2(z)W3(1)W1(∞)〉
)
,

(1.181)
where the factor 2 in front counts the equivalent projective images (the order of the
last two fields is not relevant) and Ui,Wi stand for Uai ,Wai .
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Conformal block decomposition. For a while, we omit some arguments that are
easily reconstructed in the final expressions. In the matter sector,

〈Φ1(0)Φ2(z)Φ3(1)Φ4(∞)〉 =
∑
k

c
(1)
k |F

(1)
k (z)|2 ,

〈Φ3(0)Φ2(z)Φ1(1)Φ4(∞)〉 =
∑
k

c
(1)
k |F

(3)
k (z)|2 ,

〈Φ4(0)Φ2(z)Φ3(1)Φ1(∞)〉 =
∑
k

c
(1)
k |F

(4)
k (z)|2 .

(1.182)

Here the index k corresponds to the channels in the degenerate OPE of the fields Φi

and the coefficients ck are related to the basic structure constants [41, 44]:

c
(1)
k = Ck

12Ck
34, c

(3)
k = Ck

32Ck
14, c

(4)
k = Ck

42Ck
31 .

In (1.182), F (i)
k denotes the conformal blocks appearing in the k-channel for the given

correlation function. In the Liouville sector we have

〈V1(z)V2(0)V3(1)V4(∞)〉 = R
∫ ′ dP

4π
r(1)(P )|F (1)(P, z)|2 ,

〈V3(z)V2(0)V1(1)V4(∞)〉 = R
∫ ′ dP

4π
r(3)(P )|F (3)(P, z)|2 ,

〈V4(z)V2(0)V3(1)V1(∞)〉 = R
∫ ′ dP

4π
r(4)(P )|F (4)(P, z)|2 ,

(1.183)

where

Rr(1)(P ) = CL(a1, a2, Q/2 + iP )CL(Q/2− iP, a3, a4)

and so on. Here R stands for the momentum independent part of the product. In what
follows we omit upper subscripts pointing permutations of the fields and summation
with respect to them in the correlators.

The Modular Integral. It is efficient [84] to go to the universal cover of the moduli
space M0,3 = S2\{0, 1,∞}, that is to use elliptic transformation in the integration.
We use the map

τ = i
K(1− z)

K(z)
,

where K(z) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind

K(z) =
1

2

∫ 1

0

dt

y
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and y2 = t(1− t)(1− zt). It can be verified that

dz = πz(1− z)θ4
3(q)dτ ,

where the elliptic nome parameter

q = eiπτ

and theta constant

θ3(q) =
∞∑

n=−∞

qn
2

.

Following [84] we can write

F(∆i,∆|q) = (16q)∆p−∆0z∆0−∆1−∆2(1− z)∆0−∆2−∆3θ
12∆0−4

∑
∆i

3 (q)H(∆i,∆|q) ,
(1.184)

in order to represent integral (1.181) in the following form

I4(ai) = 2

1,3,4∑
i

π2R
∫ ′ dP

4π

∑
k

r(i)(P )c
(i)
k

∫
F

|16qAk(P )H
(i)
k (q|∆L

p )H
(i)
k (q)|2d2τ , (1.185)

where F = {|τ | > 1; |Re τ | < 1/2}, Ak(P ) = ∆L(P ) + ∆M
k − 1 is sum of conformal

dimensions in the intermediate channel minus 1 and H(∆i,∆|q) is a series in q of the
form 1 +O(q), which is computed using recurrence relation [84].

Numerics. With (1.185), the calculation reduces to the numerical integration of
several integrals of the general form∫

F

|z(1− z)θ4
3(q)FP (z)|2d2τ , (1.186)

where FP (z) is some Liouville conformal block like in (1.182) or some more complicated
composite expression like in (1.183). The integrand can be developed as a power series
in q according to

z(1− z)θ4
3(q)FP (z) = (16q)α

∞∑
r=0

br(P )qr (1.187)

and the same for q̄. In each term, we can integrate in τ2 = Im τ explicitly with the
result conviniently represented in terms of the function

Φ(A, r, l) =

∫
F

d2τ |16q|2A qrq̄l =
(16)2A

π(2A+ r + l)

∫ 1/2

−1/2

cos(π(r− l)x)e−π
√

1−x2(2A+r+l)dx .

(1.188)
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Using explicit formulae (1.185), (1.187), (1.188) we finally obtain the following
expression for (1.185):

I4(ai) =

2

1,3,4∑
i

∑
k

c
(i)
k π

2R
∫ ′ dP

4π
r(i)(P )

∑
l

∑
j

(
bj(P )bl−j(P )Φ(Ak(P ), j, l − j)

)
, (1.189)

where bj(P ) = [qj](H(i)(q|∆L
p )H

(i)
k (q)) is a qjth term in the expansion of the elliptic

conformal blocks and Ak(P ) = ∆L(P ) + ∆M
k − 1 as above. Each term in (1.189) is

suppressed by a factor maxF |q|2l and the series in l converges very rapidly.
Main source of numerical errors in these computations is a method of computing

product of Liouville structure constants, namely functions r(i)(P ).

1.B Proof of the proposition 1.3.1

Here we prove that
Σ′MHEM(ni) = Σ′DSE(ni). (1.190)

Let n1 ≤ n2 ≤ n3 ≤ n4 ≤ s. For our purposes we write Σ′DSE and Σ′MHEM as

Σ′DSE = −F̂ (0)+
4∑
i=1

F̂ (ni)−F̂ (n1+n2)−F̂ (n1+n3)−F̂ (min(n1+n4, n2+n3)) (1.191)

and

Σ′MHEM =
4∑
i=2

(n1)∑
t

|p−2(ni+t)|−n1(p+2n1)+−F̂ (min(n1 +n4, n2 +n3))+ F̂ (n1 +n4).

(1.192)
First, we need to show that the old formula Σ′HEM coincides with Σ∗DSE, where we have
introduced

Σ∗DSE = −F̂ (0) +
4∑
i=1

F̂ (ni)− F̂ (n1 + n2)− F̂ (n1 + n3)− F̂ (n1 + n4) . (1.193)

If n1 + ni ≤ s + 1, in Σ′HEM all expressions under modules are positive and in Σ′DSE
all F̂ are equal to F̂0, so that both Σ′ simplify to

2n1(p−
∑
i

ni) . (1.194)
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When n1 + ni ≥ s + 2 for some i, Σ′HEM gets a correction to (1.194) because of the
modules equal to

−2
∑

t : p−2(ni+t)<0

(p− 2(ni + t)) = (s+ 1− n1 − ni)(s− n1 − ni) .

Σ∗DSE gets a correction because of the Heaviside theta function equal to F̂ (n1 + ni) =
(s+ 1− n1 − ni)(s− n1 − ni), which finishes the proof.

Now the initial statement (1.190) follows immediately from the definitions.

1.C Computation of one-point correlation numbers

As explained in Section 1.5.2, the macroscopic loop w(l), where l is the length of
the loop, is created by the operator

w(l) =
∑
β,j

lβ/q+j

Γ(β/q + j + 1)

∂

∂tβ,j
, (1.195)

where tβ,j are KdV times. The one-point function of the bulk operator Ôα,k on a disk

〈Ôα,k〉disk = 〈Ôα,k · w(l)〉sphere (1.196)

is obtained from the generating function (1.171) as follows

〈Ôα,kw(l)〉sphere =
∑
β,j

lβ/q+j

Γ(β/q + j + 1)

∂

∂tβ,j
· ∂

∂λα,k
logZ[t(λ)] . (1.197)

Note that the second derivative is taken with respect to λα,k, since we are interested
in the correlation functions in the Liouville frame. Here comes non-trivial dependence
on the resonance transformations (1.166).

Using (1.196),(1.197), one gets

〈Om,n〉disk =
∑
β,j

lβ/q+j

Γ(β/q + j + 1)

∫ v∗

0

dvσCβγ
σ

(
− 1

cβ,j

)
∂θβ,j
∂vβ

∂Ŝα,k
∂vγ

. (1.198)

It is convenient to take the integration contour10 along v1-axis and to use the prop-
erties of the derivatives ∂S(m,n)

∂vγ
and of the structure constants on the line v1, obtained

in [79]. Namely, using expressions for structure constants, one gets

〈Ôα,k〉disk =
∑
β,j

lβ/q+j

Γ(β/q + j + 1)

(
− 1

cβ,j

) q−1∑
γ=1

∫ v0
1

0

dv1

(
−v1

q

)γ−1
∂θβ,j
∂vγ

∂Ŝα,k
∂vγ

. (1.199)

10This is possible due to specific properties of the integral representation and of the special solution
v∗ of the string equation, for more details, see [79].
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Because the expressions of Ŝα,k and θβ,j differ for odd and even k, j we consider
four computations separately.

First case. Here we compute the correlation function for a field with even k.∑
β,j

lβ/q+j+1

Γ(β/q + j + 1)
〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,j〉 =

=
∑
β,m

lβ/q+2m+1

Γ(β/q + 2m+ 1)
〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m〉+

∑
β,m

lβ/q+2m+2

Γ(β/q + 2m+ 2)
〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m+1〉 .

(1.200)
To compute the first summand in (1.200) we expand it using (1.199)

〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m〉 =

q−1∑
γ=1

v∗1∫
0

d(−v1/q)
γ ∂Sβ,2m

∂vγ

∂Ŝα,2k
∂vγ

. (1.201)

We use expressions from [81]:

∂Sβ,2m
∂vγ

= −δβ,γ/cβ,2m
∂θβ,2m
∂vγ

=
Γ(α/q + 2m+ 1)

Γ(α/q +m)m!
xm ,

∂Ŝα,2k
∂vγ

= δα,γ x
k
0 P

(0,α/q−1)
k (2x/x0 − 1) ,

(1.202)

where x := (−v1/q)
q and x0 := (−v∗1/q)q, and explicit formula for Jacobi polynomial:

P
(0,β)
k (2z − 1) =

1

k!
z−β∂kz

[
zβ+k(1− z)k

]
. (1.203)

When we plug all this expressions into (1.208), we get:

Γ(α/q + 2m+ 1)

Γ(α/q +m)m!

x
m+k+α/q
0

k!

∫ x0

0

d(x/x0) (x/x0)m∂ x
x0

[
(x/x0)α/q+k

(
1− (x/x0)k

)]
.

(1.204)
After using Leibniz rule k times, the last integral becomes beta function integral∫ 1

0

dx∂x
[
xβ+k(x− 1)k

]
=
k!(m− k + 1)k

(β +m)k+1

. (1.205)

Inserting it into the formula (1.204) we obtain

〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m〉 =
Γ(α/q + 2m+ 1)x

m+k+α/q
0

Γ(α/q +m+ k + 1) (m− k)!
. (1.206)
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Finally, summing over m with weight lα/q+2m/Γ(α/q+ 2m+ 1) and changing the sum-
mation variable m→ m+ k we get

〈Ôα,2k〉disk = (x
1/2
0 )α/q+2k

∞∑
m=0

(lx
1/2
0 )α/q+2k+2m

Γ(α/q + 2k +m+ 1)m!
= (x

1/2
0 )α/q+2kIα/q+2k(2lx

1/2
0 ) .

(1.207)
Now we compute the second summand from (1.200):

〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m+1〉 =

q−1∑
γ=1

v∗1∫
0

d(−v1/q)
γ ∂Sβ,2m+1

∂vγ

∂Ŝα,2k
∂vγ

, (1.208)

where
∂Sβ,2m+1

∂vγ
= −δq−β,γ

Γ(α/q + (2m+ 1) + 1)

Γ(α/q +m+ 1)m!
xm+α/q . (1.209)

Analogous to the previous case we get:

Γ(α/q + (2m+ 1) + 1)

Γ(α/q +m+ 1)m!

xm+k+1
0

k!

∫ x0

0

d(x/x0) (x/x0)m+1−α/q∂ x
x0

[
(x/x0)α/q+k

(
1− (x/x0)k

)]
.

(1.210)
We notice, that this expression is analytic in µ and therefore should be disregarded in
the expression as non-universal. However we proceed with computation of this non-
universal part because it gives interesting results. Computing the integral above with
same formula we obtain:

〈Ôα,2k · Oβ,2m+1〉 = − Γ(1− α/q + 2m+ 2)xm+k+1
0

Γ(−α/q +m− k + 1) (m+ k + 1)!
. (1.211)

Finally we sum over m and perform a variable shift m→ m− k − 1:

∞∑
m=k+1

−(x
1/2
0 )−α/q−2k−1 (lx

1/2
0 )−α/q−2k−1+2m

Γ(−α/q − 2k − 1 + 2m+ 1)m!
. (1.212)

We note, that if in the definition of the loop (1.195) we add regular terms, that is
to consider the summation range from −∞ to ∞ treating differentiation wrt negative
times as multilication by conjugated time, or as a pseudodifferential equation, then the
result in (1.207) will not change whereas the formula (1.212) the summation will be
from 0 to ∞, yielding Bessel function

(1.212) = −(x
1/2
0 )α/q+2k I−α/q−2k(2lx

1/2
0 ) . (1.213)

When we add up both the contributions we get

〈Ôα,2k〉disk =
2 sin(απ)

π
(x

1/2
0 )α/q+2kKα/q(2lx

1/2
0 ) , (1.214)

which coincides with the FZZ expression.
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Second case. In this paragraph we compute

〈Ôα,2k+1〉disk = =
∑
β,m

lβ/q+2m+1

Γ(β/q + 2m+ 1)
〈Ôα,2k+1·Oβ,2m〉+

∑
β,m

lβ/q+2m+2

Γ(β/q + 2m+ 2)
〈Ôα,2k+1·Oβ,2m+1〉 .

(1.215)
The situation is analogous to the even case: pairings with fields Oβ,2m+1 are non-
analytic and the ones with Oβ,2m+1 are analytic. First we compute the non-analytic
part.

〈Ôα,2k+1 · Oβ,2m+1〉 =

q−1∑
γ=1

v∗1∫
0

d(−v1/q)
γ ∂Sβ,2m+1

∂vγ

∂Ŝα,2k+1

∂vγ
, (1.216)

We again use the formula derived in [81] from the diagonality condition for two point
functions:

∂Ŝα,2k+1

∂vβ
= δα,q−β x

k
0x

α/qP
0,α/q
k (2x/x0 − 1) . (1.217)

Formula (1.216) becomes:

−Γ(α/q + 2m+ 2)

Γ(α/q +m+ 1)m! k!

∫ x0

0

x
α/q+m+1
0 dx xm∂kx

[
xα/q+1+k(1− x)k

]
. (1.218)

Non-analytic part the correlator becomes

− (x
1/2
0 )α/q+2k+1

∞∑
m=0

(lx
1/2
0 )α/q+2k+1+2m

Γ(α/q + 2k + 1 +m+ 1)m!
= −(x

1/2
0 )α/q+2k+1Iα/q+2k+1(2lx

1/2
0 ) .

(1.219)
By the same argument, the nonanalytic part is equal to∑

m≥0

Γ(1− α/q + 2m+ 1)

Γ(1− α/q +m)m! k!
xm+k+1

0

∫ 1

0

dx xm−α/q∂kx
[
xα/q+k(1− x)k

]
, (1.220)

which evaluates to

(x
1/2
0 )α/q+2k+1

∑
m≥k+1

(lx0)−α/q−2k−12m

Γ(m− α/q − 2k − 1 + 1)m!
. (1.221)

Similarly to the even case we see that up to a small mismatch in first k + 1 terms
this coincides with the Bessel function. If we add regular terms to the loop definition,
we get

〈Ôα,2k+1〉disk =
2 sin(απ)

π
(x

1/2
0 )α/q+2k+1Kα/q+2k+1(2lx

1/2
0 ) . (1.222)
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Chapter 2

Critical Strings

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the questions related with the critical string theory.
Superstring theory in 10 dimensions is free of conformal anomaly and the path integral
over metrics in the worldsheet formulation reduces to finite dimension integration over
conformal classes of the metric. In particular, the critical string theory does not contain
Liouville CFT which makes the theory significantly simpler. It is critical string theory
which has nice low-energy target space supergravity limits which can be understood
and are the common way to relate to phenomenology.

In the worldsheet formulation the critical superstring theory one starts from a
N=(2,2) supersymmetric “matter” CFT with a total central charge 15 which is can-
celled by the N=2 (b, c, β, γ) ghost system central charge −15. In the classical compact-
ification scenario the matter theory is a product of a linear sigma model into the flat
Minkowski space and a Calabi-Yau threefold nonlinear sigma model. In principle, any
N=2 superconformal theory with appropriate central charge could give a superstring
background.

In this chapter we study a bunch of N = (2, 2) superconformal field theories. We
start our study with the discussion of super Landau-Ginzburg theories. Ground states
dynamics of N=2 Landau-Ginzburg theories is governed by a holomorphic function W
called a superpotential. When W is weighted homogeneous, the theory can be made
conformal and is a candidate for a superstring background. In the first section we
study not only conformal Landau-Ginzburg theories but also their massive deforma-
tions which are still N = 2 supersymmetric theories.

N = 2 supersymmetric theories can be topologically twisted [5].Topologically
twisted theory is related with the dynamics of the ground states of the theory and
can be computed exactly in principle. Topological theories have topological deforma-
tions. Deformed topological correlation functions are expanded into series of topological
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gravity correlation functions of the undeformed theory. All these topological correla-
tion finctions satisfy many constraints. Among them the most important ones are the
celebrated WDVV equations [85].Mathematical formalization of the structure of defor-
mations of topological field theories (TFT) and, in particular, WDVV equations led to
the introduction of Frobenius manifolds in [1].

A Frobenius manifold is flat Riemann manifold with multiplication structure in its
tangent spaces. Tangent spaces are identified with the state spaces of TFTs. The
flat Riemann metric is a topological two-point function which is invariant under de-
formations and therefore flat. The multiplication structure is the operator product in
the state spaces identified with operators. The WDVV equations are associativity of
this multiplication and integrability of the structure constants of the mutltiplication.
Frobenius manifolds also have a pair of distinguished vector fields: a unit vector field
which corresponds to an indentity operator of the TFT and the Euler vector field which
corresponds to a scaling vector field in the conformal case.

Remarkably, for the Landau-Ginzburg theories essentially the Frobenius manifold
structure was known under a name of flat structure and appeared in the works [26, 27,
28, 86]dedicated to complex geometry of Milnor fibrations of singularities.

Being a natural example of Frobenius manifolds, flat structures correspond to Frobe-
nius manifold structures on families of topologically twisted Landau-Ginzburg theories.
The singularity in the flat structure formulation is a Landau-Ginzburg superpotential.
The deformations of topological LG are deformations of the superpotential by the chiral
fields. Via mirror symmetry this class of Frobenius manifolds is connected to a second
important class which arises from enumerative geometry: quantum cohomology, FJRW
and related theories.

In the first sections of this chapter we explain how to construct a Frobenius manifold
from a topological LG theory. The main result of these sections is a construction of
weak primitive forms or primitive forms without metric ([30], in preparation) which
correspond to F-manifolds [87] or flat structures without metric [88].

Another important quantity from N=2 supersymmetric theories which can be
compted exactly is quasi-topological. It is called tt∗ geometry or topological-
antitopological fusion. There is a choice in topological twisting of the N=2 theory
which leads to either topological or antitopological theory. The tt∗ metric is a two-
point function of topologically twisted and anti-topologically twisted observables on a
stretched sphere. It is related with a N=2 Hilbert space two-point function of the N=2
theory.

tt∗ geometry appeared in [89, 4] and was put in the mathematical context in [90].
It is an additional Hermitian metric on a holomorphic Frobenius manifold which is
integrable (in a sense of zero-curvature equations) and is compatible with the Frobenius
manifold structure. It is a very imprtant object since it computes the natural Hermitian
pairing in the Hilbert space of the N=2 theory. However, it is usually difficult to
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compute, more complicated then the Frobenius manifold structure itself.

In the case of conformal only deformations both Frobenius manifold structure and
the tt∗ metric significantly simplify and quite often can be computed explicitly. The
following sections of this chapter are devoted to computations of these structures in
the special cases connected with 4d superstring compactifications. Particular Landau-
Ginzburg orbifolds of central charge 9 lead to such compactifications. Restriction of the
Frobenius manifold structure with tt∗ geometry onto the conformal deformation spaces
of such Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds defines another nice mathematical structure which
is called special Kähler geometry and which appeared as the geometry of coupling
constants of 4d N=2 supergravity.Special Kähler geometry is related to variations of
polarized Hodge structures of particular type. We study special geometry on nonlinear
Calabi-Yau sigma models moduli spaces which comes from superstring compactifica-
tions and on conformal deformations of Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds which come from
the restriction of Frobenius manifold structure with tt∗ geometry for Landau-Ginzburg
theories deformation spaces.

We use a version of Landau-Ginzburg Calabi-Yau correspondence and compute
special geometries on many Calabi-Yau complex structures moduli spaces using sim-
pler computations of special geometries on Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds deformation
spaces. Mathematically this correspondence is the relation between period integrals
and complex oscillatory exponential integrals or, more generally, the relation between
singularity theory and complex geometry.

We finish the chapter with a mirror symmetric computation. Certain supersymmet-
ric Gauge Linear Sigma Models (GLSM) interpolate between non-linear sigma models
and Landau-Ginzburg theories. Such theories have supersymmetric backgrounds on a
round sphere. In [91, 92] the authors computed partition functions for such theories
in the round sphere backgrounds. It was conjectured [93] and physically proved [94]
that the sphere partition function computes the exponent of the Kähler potential of
the quantum corrected special geometry metric on a Kähler deformations moduli space
of a vacuum manifold of the GLSM (when it is in the geometric phase). In the last
section we check the mirror version of this conjecture by direct construction of the
mirror pair, mirror map and computations of the both sides. The localization formulas
give a convenient tool to analyze special geometry.

In all these cases the physical correlation functions of the ground ring operators are
computed using Frobenius manifold structure with tt∗ metric or its particular cases
and limits. Frobenius manifolds compute the string genus zero contributions to corre-
lation functions. The all genera contributions should be connected with full integrable
hierarchies of which the Frobenius manifolds are dispersionless limits. In the semisim-
ple (massive) cases the whole hierarchy can be uniquely reconstructed from the genus
zero part [82] by various constructions. In the interesting conformal case, however,
the higher genera contributions are more subtle. There are partial results in spe-
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cial cases such as higher genus Gromow-Witten invariants and holomorphic anomaly
equations [95].The author is not aware of systematic approaches to the higher genera
reconstruction problem in the conformal case (see [96, 97, 98] for some partial results).

2.2 Landau-Ginzburg theories

N=(2,2) Landau-Ginzburg theories form an important class of 2d supersymmetric
QFT and are connected to many interesting mathematical structures. This class of
theories is quite well understood an it is relatively simple to compute the ground ring
correlaiton functions. Mathematically, Landau-Ginzburg vacua are described by the
singularity theory of the LG superpotential.

Consider a d=2 superalgebra on a Minkowski spacetime with coordinates t and s.
It has four supercharges Q±, Q±, Q

∗
± = Q± in addition to the d=2 Poincaré generators.

The supercharges are spinors on the worldsheet and their commutation relations are

{Q±, Q±} = H ± P = −2i∂±,

{Q+, Q−} = Z,

{Q−, Q+} = Z̃,

(2.1)

where Z, Z̃ are the central charges and ∂± = ∂t±∂s. The Landau-Ginzburg theory can
be conveniently formulated in the superfield language. The worldsheet is transformed
into a supermanifold with 4 additional odd coordinates θ±, θ±, (θ±)∗ = θ±.

In the superfield formalizm the supercharges are

Q± =
∂

∂θ±
+ iθ±∂±,

Q± = − ∂

∂θ±
− iθ±∂±.

(2.2)

Their (anti-)commutator is

{Q±, Q±} = −2i∂±. (2.3)

The supercharges commute with the superderivatives

D± =
∂

∂θ±
− iθ±∂±,

D± = − ∂

∂θ±
+ iθ±∂±.

(2.4)

The superderivatives are convenient to write irreducible representations of N=2
superalgebra (supermultiplets). The chiral and antichiral operators are defined by the
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super(anti-)holomorphicity conditions 1

D±Φi = 0,

D±Φi = 0.
(2.5)

The N=(2,2) supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg theory action is built from chiral
and antichiral fields:

SLG =

∫
S+S−Σ

d2z d2θd2θ K(X i, Xj) +

∫
S+Σ

d2z d2θ W (X i) + h.c., (2.6)

where K(x, x̄) is a real function of its arguments which is interpreted as a Kähler
potential of the metric on the target space of scalars of the chiral fields. W (x) is a
holomorphic function called a superpotential. The first term in the Lagrangian is called
a D-term and is not universal (it does not affect the ground ring dynamics) and the
superpotential term is called an F-term.

If the superpotential is weighted homogeneous

W (λqixi) = λW (xi), (2.7)

then there exists a D-term such that the theory is superconformal. We will consider
only the theories with a finite number of vacua, that is all critical points dW = 0 are
isolated.

The chiral superfield can be expanded in the odd coordinates

X i(z) = φ(y±) + θαψα(y±) + θ2F (y±), (2.8)

where y± := x± − iθ±θ± is a superholomorphic coordinate, that is D±y± = 0.
After integrating out odd coordinates and auxilary terms F (x) one computes the

component Lagrangian. The potential term of the scalars is |dW |2, so the critical
points of the superpotential are classical vacua of the scalars of the chiral fields.

The chiral fields form a ring with respect to operator multiplication due to the
Leibniz rule. This ring is called a chiral ring R of the theory. The equations of motion
are

∂iW (Xj) = −D−D+∂iK(X, X̄). (2.9)

In particular, ∂iW (X) vanish in the chiral ring so that R is isomorphic to a factor
of the polynomial ring generated by the elementary chiral fields Xi with respect to
derivatives of the superpotential:

R =
C[X1, . . . , Xn]

(∂1W, . . . , ∂nW )
. (2.10)

1There are different conventions for supecharges and superderivatives in the literature.
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Mathematically, the chiral ring R is a Milnor or Jacobi ring of the singularity W (x).
Elements of the chiral ring are deformations of the superpotential which cannot be
undone by coordinate transformations.

In the conformal case every chiral field has a U(1) R-charge and W (x) is weighted
homogeneous with respect to this R-charge. The smallest degree element of the chiral
ring is e0 := 1 and the largest degree element is eρ := HessW = det(∂i∂jW ). Let us
normalize the weights qi of the fields Xi so that wt(W ) = 1. Then the central charge
of the corresponding CFT is

c = 3
n∑
i=1

(1− 2qi). (2.11)

The weight of eρ is one third of the central charge.

Topological twist Topological twist can be done in any d=2 N=2 theory. Let Q+

and Q− be a pair of supercharges with the commutation relations

(Q+)2 = (Q−)2 = 0,

{Q+, Q−} = H.
(2.12)

The topological twist shifts the spins of Q± by 1/2 so that one of them, say Q+,
becomes a scalar and Q− becomes a 1-form. Since Q2

+ = 0 it can be interpreted as a
BRST operator, so that the physical fields are defined to be Q+ cohomology.

Q+Φ = 0, Φ ∼ Φ +Q+χ. (2.13)

In each class there is a harmonic representative fixed by the condition Q−Φ = 0. The
chiral ring is precisely a state space of the topologically twisted theory.

|i〉 = Φi|0〉+Q+(· · · ). (2.14)

Energy-momentum tensor is Q+ exact, thus the correlators of the twisted theory
do not depend on the metric. In particular, the correlation functions can be defined
on any Riemann surface.

One can pick an appropriate D-term [99] such that the Landau-Ginzurg theory
effectively becomes one-dimensional or just supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The
two-point function of the twisted theory can be computed in this regime

ηij = 〈i|j〉 = Res
Φi(x) Φj(x) dnx

∂1W · · · ∂nW
, (2.15)

where the residue is a Grothendieck residue symbol which denotes a contour integral
around zeros of the denominator.

The Milnor ring endowed with the bilinear pairing ηij is a Frobenius algebra.
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The structure constants with lowered indices are given by

Cijk = 〈i|Φj|k〉 = Res
Φi(x) Φj(x) Φj(x) dnx

∂1W · · · ∂nW
. (2.16)

The theory can be deformed by arbitrary chiral fields

Llg → Llg +
∑
i

ti
∫

d2θΦi + h.c., (2.17)

where the deformation parameters ti define a point in the moduli space M. Such
a deformation is equivalent to a deformation of the superpotential W (x, t) such that
W (x, 0) = W (x). In what follows we will denote the undeformed superpotential by
W (x, 0) =: W0(x) = W0 and save W for the deformed one.

The ground ring form a vector bundle H →M over the deformation space. Each
fiber of this bundle is isomorphic to the chiral ring through

∂

∂ti
→ ∂

∂ti
W (x, t) =: ∂iW. (2.18)

The deformation space M becomes a Frobenius manifold with tt∗ structure. The
topological metric and multiplication are given by the topological pairing and chiral op-
erator product in H ' TM. The exact formulas for these structure can be complicated
and require a more careful analysis. The flat basis in H does not coincide with the
standart linear deformations basis and its computation leads to a notion of primitive
forms by K. Saito [26, 27, 28, 29].

Vacuum bundle and Berry connection It turns out convenient to perform the
dimensional reduction of the LG theory and proceed in the supersymmetric quantum
mechanics language. Consider a deformation family of Landau-Ginzburg theories with
the superpotentials

W (x, t) = W0(x) +

µ∑
i=1

tiΦi, (2.19)

where Φi = Φi(x) form a basis of the Milnor ring of W0, µ = dimR is a Milnor number,
and the deformation parameters {ti} define a point in the deformation space M.

Let {|a(t, t̄)〉}µa=1 form a basis of the ground states of the theory for each t.
The full Hilbert space is a trivial bundle over M, whereas the vacuum bundle
H := span(|a(t, t̄)〉)µa=1 varies inside the Hilbert space. There is an induced connection
on H which is called a Berry connection:

∂

∂ti
|a(t, t̄)〉 = Abia|b(t, t̄)〉, (2.20)
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which can be written as a covariant derivative Diej = ∂iej −Akijek. The Berry connec-
tion is a projection of the deformed ground state back to the ground state space.

Chiral and antichiral rings define two natural “holomorphic” and “antiholomorphic”
bases in the vacuum bundle H by the following.

Consider a disk with the geometry of a long stretched sigar and insert a (anti-)chiral
field Φi (Φi) in the tip of the sigar. One can define a path integral of (anti-)topologically
twisted theory in this background which is equivalent to a physical theory on the flat
space. The path integral determines a state on the boundary of the sigar and this state
is projected to a ground state when the sigar becomes infinitely long.

We call the corresponding states in the ground ring |i〉 (|j̄〉). In particular, there
is always a distinguished ground state |0〉 which corresponds to an identity operator.
The action of the chiral ring on the vacuum bundle in this basis coincides with the
action of the chiral ring on itself

ΦiΦj = Ck
ijΦk, Φi|j〉 = Ck

ij|k〉. (2.21)

The Berry connection is holomorphic in the basis {|i〉}.
The topological pairing is

ηij = 〈i|j〉. (2.22)

It can be computed using the path integral over a stretched sphere which is glued out of
two infinite sigars with Φi and Φj inserted on the tips of the sigars. Since the correlator
is purely topological, the precise metric on the sphere does not matter.

Since holomorphic and antiholomorphic bases both span the same groud state space,
they are connected by an invertible matrix

|j〉 = M i
j̄ |i〉. (2.23)

This matrix of complex conjugation is called a real structure matrix. It accounts for
the fact that the actual real structure in the Hilbert space does not coincide with the
naive real structure in the basis |i〉.

The actual Hilbert space two-point function is

gij̄ := 〈i|j̄〉 = 〈i|Mk
j̄ |k〉 = ηikM

k
j̄ . (2.24)

is computed by a path integral on a stretched sphere which is glued out of two
infinite sigars 2.2. However, in this case one sigar is topologically twisted and the
other is antitopologically twisted, so the geometry of the sphere does matter.

One of the ways to compute ηij and gij̄ uses the quantum mechanics reduction of
the Landau-Ginzburg theory. The Hilbert space is a space of L2 functions of bosonic
and fermionic variables
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ΦjΦi

〈Φj|e−TH |Φi〉

Figure 2.2.1: Topological-antitopological fusion

ω(x)i1,...,ip,j̄1,...,j̄qψ
i1 · · ·ψipψj1 · · ·ψjq , (2.25)

which are identified with the differential forms on the target space Cn by the rule
ψi → dxi and ψj → dxj. The 1d theory has four supercharges Q±, Q̄± which are
identified with the twisted Dolbeault operators

Q̄+ = ∂̄ + ∂W ∧ Q+ = Q†+,

Q− = ∂ + ∂W ∧ Q̄− = Q†−.
(2.26)

The Hamiltonian coincides with the twisted Laplace-Beltrami operator

H = ∆W = {Q̄+, Q+} = {Q̄−, Q−}. (2.27)

N=2 superalgebra commutation relations translate into the Kähler identities for the
twisted Dolbeault operators.

The ground states are annihilated by all these supercharges and, therefore, are
harmonic forms. The vacuum bundle H is identified with the kernel on ∆W .

If Φi ∈ C[x̄]/(∂W ) is a representative of the chiral ring, then the corresponding
chiral |i〉 ground state is represented by a harmonic form

ωi = Φi d
nx+ Q̄+ηi = Φi d

nx+ (∂̄ + ∂W∧)ηi (2.28)

for a 4-form ηi. From this representation it is clear that the real structure on the ground
ring (which is induced from the real structure on the Hilbert space) is computed as

ωi = M j̄
i ωj̄, where ωj̄ are harmonic forms representing antichiral ground states.

To compute the correlation functions we note that if ω is harmonic with respect to
∆W , then the following forms are d-closed

eW+W̄ω,

e−W−W̄ ? ω,
(2.29)

where ?ωk is the Hodge dual form. The d-closed differential forms can be inte-
grated over cycles such that the integral converges and the integrals are invariant
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under deformations of the cycles. Such cycles are relative cohomology elements
Γ± ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(±W ) � 0), that is the unbounded cycles which go to infinity in
the regions where the exponent e±W±W̄ vanishes.

The integrals ∫
Γ+

eW+W̄ω (2.30)

are identified with one-point functions on a disk with a boundary condition given by
the brane Γ+.

In the SUSY QM formalizm the two-point functions in the QM setting are

ηij =

∫
Cn
?ωj ∧ ωi,

gij̄ =

∫
Cn
?ω∗j ∧ ωi.

(2.31)

The topological metric is computed to coincide with the residue pairing of the holo-
morphic parts:

ηij = Res
ΦiΦjd

nx

∂1W · · · ∂nW
. (2.32)

Both metrics, being spherical two-point functions, can be decomposed into a pairing
of disk one-point functions

ηij =

µ∑
a=1

∫
Γa+

eW+W̄ωi

∫
Γ̌a−

e−W−W̄ ? ωj,

gij̄ =

µ∑
a=1

∫
Γa+

eW+W̄ωi

∫
Γ̌a−

e−W−W̄ ? ωj,

(2.33)

where Γa+ and Γ̌a− are dual cycles which represent branes which preserve different linear
combinations of supercharges. There is an intersection pairing on the relative homology
groups which is given by the geometrical intersection and Γa+ ∩ Γ̌b− = δab.

2.2.1 Frobenius manifolds and tt∗ geometry

The holomorphic metric ηij, Hermitian metric gij̄ and multiplication in the chiral
ring which is identified with the tangent space TM defines a structure of Frobenius
manifold with a tt∗ metric on M. In fact, topological field theories and WDVV equa-
tions were the original motivation to introduce Frobenius manifolds.

Definition 2.2.1. Frobenius manifold is a flat Riemannian manifold (M, η) such that
each of its tangent spaces is a Frobenius algebra and the following integrability condition
is satisfied:

[∇i − z−1Ci,∇j − z−1Cj] = 0, (2.34)
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where ∇i is a flat Levi-Civita connection for ηij and Ci = ∂i∗ is a multiplication
operator in the tangent spaces: ∂i ∗ ∂j = Ck

ij∂k. The variable z is a formal parameter.
In addition, there should exist two special vector fields on M:

1. The identity vector field ∂1 such that Cj
1i = δji and ∇(∂1) = 0.

2. An Euler vector field E with the following properties:

1) The grading operator Q := ∇E is covariantly constant, that is ∇∇E = 0.

2) The homogeneity property: the one-parametric diffeomorphism group generated
by E should act as conformal transformations of the metric η and rescale the
Frobenius algebras in the tangent spaces.

The connection ∇i − z−1Ci can be understood as a deformation family of flat
connections with the parameter z or as a flat connection on π∗TM, where π : M×
C∗ →M is a natural projection.

The flat sections of the connection ∇i − z−1Ci can be identified with the brane
amplitudes in the holomorphic limit. The parameter z is related with the particular
choice of supercharges which is preserved by the brane.

The integrability condition can be rewritten in the classical WDVV form:

∂iC
l
jk = ∂jC

l
ik,

Ck
ijC

m
kl = Ck

jlC
m
ik ,

(2.35)

that is associativity and integrability equations. The Frobenius algebra condition is
equivalent to that

Cijk := C l
ijηlk (2.36)

is symmetric in all indices. The integrability condition implies that locally there exists
a prepotential F for the structure constants:

Cijk = ∇i∇j∇kF. (2.37)

The Euler vector field conditions can be written in coordinates as

∇i(∇jE
k) = 0,

LEc
k
ij = ckij,

LE∂1 = −∂1,

LEηij = Dηij

(2.38)

for some constant D = 2−d. LE denotes the Lie derivative along the vector field E. In
the interesting examples the Euler vector field expresses the (weighted) homogeneity
of the Frobenius manifold.
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Two important classes of Frobenius manifolds include Frobenius manifold struc-
tures on unfoldings of singularities and quantum cohomology. The first class is the
one which is studied in this paper and examples of this class are also called B-models.
The quantum cohomology, FJRW theory and related enumerative geometry theories, in
turn, are called A-models. The mirror symmetry identifies B-models with A-models. In
the language of Frobenius manifolds the mirror symmetry states that Frobenius man-
ifolds appearing on deformation spaces of singularities are connected with Frobenius
manifolds appearing in enumerative geometry.

tt∗ geometry Frobenius manifolds themselves are purely holomorphic. The B-model
Frobenius manifolds apriory contain only information about chiral sectors of Landau-
Ginzburg theories. The tt∗ metric is a Hermitian metric on a Frobenius manifold
which is an actual ground ring metric in the underlying N=2 supersymmetric theory.
We briefly describe the mathematical structure following [90].

Consider a Hermitian metric gab̄ on a Frobenius manifold (M, η). Let Da be a
Chern connection for gab̄, that is

Dav
b = ∂av

b + Γbacv
c,

Dāv
b = ∂av

b,

Dc̄ = Dc,

Dagab̄ = 0

(2.39)

The metric gab̄ is called compatible with ηab if the Chern connection Da annihilates
ηab:

Daηbc = 0. (2.40)

The Christoffel coefficients are given by the formula:

Da = ∂a + Γa, Γa = g−1∂ag, g = (gāb). (2.41)

The real structure tensor is defined as

M b
ā := gācη

cb. (2.42)

This tensor satisfies the condition

MM̄ = const 1. (2.43)

If the constant is equal to 1, the compatible pair (gāb, ηab) is called a normalized com-
patible pair. The tensor M defines a complex conjugation in tangent space of M by
the rule

va∂a = M b
ā∂bv

a. (2.44)
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Definition 2.2.2. The normalized compatible pair (gāb, ηab) defines a topological- an-
titopological fusion or a tt∗ structure on the Frobenius manifold (M, η) if the following
pensil of connections (tt∗ Lax connection) is flat:

Dλ
vw = Dvw − λv ? w,

Dλ
v̄w = Dv̄w − λ−1v ? w,

(2.45)

where the complex conjugation is defined using the formula (2.44), in particular

Cb̄ = MCbM̄. (2.46)

The integrability conditions can be rewritten in the form

DaCb = DbCa,

[Da, Db] = −[Ca, Cb̄],
(2.47)

2.3 Primitive forms

The theory of primitive forms physically can be thought of as a holomorphic de-
scription of deformations of Landau-Ginzburg theories. Originally it appeared in the
works of K.Saito [26, 27, 28, 29] in the study of period mappings related with Milnor
fibrations of singularities.

Let us briefly describe this theory in the Landau-Ginzburg language. We consider
a holomorphic limit of the constructions in the end of the previous section which turns
out to capture all the structure of the chiral sector but loses information about the tt∗

metric.
We follow the discussion in [100]. Consider a nonunitary deformation of the LG

superpotential (W, W̄ )→ (λ−1βW, λβW̄ ) and send λ→ 0 while keeping z = λ/β finite.
Then the relevant supercharges become

Q̄+ = ∂̄ + z−1∂W∧ Q− = ∂ (2.48)

The vacum wave-forms also depend on z and are annihilated by these operators.
For all z we consider a vacuum form of the type

ω = Ω1 + (∂̄ + ∂W/z∧)η1, (2.49)

where Ω1 =
∑µ

i=1 c
i Φi d

nx is a holomorphic top form such that ci are λ-independent
and {[Φi]}µi=1 form a basis of the chiral ring R. The one-point function in the holo-
morphic limit is then

lim
z→0

∫
γ

eW/zω =

∫
γ

eW/z(Ω1 + (∂̄ + ∂W/z)η1 =

=

∫
γ

eW/zΩ1 +

∫
γ

[
d
(
eW/zη1

)
+ eW/z∂η1

]
.

(2.50)
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In the right hand side the total derivative vanish and the second term can be recursively
rewritten as an integral of a purely holomorphic form. Indeed, ω = Ω1 + Q̄+η1 is killed
by Q− = ∂. Since Ω1 is a top holomorphic form ∂Ω1 = 0 and therefore ∂Q̄+η1 = 0.
The operators Q− = ∂ and Q̄+ anticommute, therefore Q̄+∂η1 = 0, that is ∂η1 is an
element of Q̄+-cohomology and is killed by ∂, so we can recursively apply the procedure
above to

∂η1 = Ω2 + Q̄+η2. (2.51)

Moreover, since ∂η1 does not have a (0, n) component, we can choose η2 to not have
(0, n− 1) component and the recursion terminates after n steps. We get ∂ηi = Ωi+1 +
Q̄+ηi+1. The one point function becomes

lim
z→0

∫
γ

eW/zω =

∫
γ

eW/zωh, ω → ωh, (2.52)

where ωh :=
∑

i≤n Ωi is a holomorphic form. The deformation parameter z which can
be interpreted as a generalized U(1)V R-symmetry rotation.

The holomorphic limit of the Landau-Ginzburg theory and its deformations is re-
duced to a study of complex oscillatory integrals∫

γ

eW/zωh, (2.53)

where ωh is a holomorphic n−form which makes the integral convergent.

2.3.1 Filtered de-Rham cohomology module and Gauss-
Manin connection

The Stokes formula implies

0 =

∫
Γz

d(eW/zα) =

∫
Γz

eW/z(dα + z−1dW ∧ α). (2.54)

The oscillatory integrands naturally belong to the cohomology group of the twited
de-Rham operator

Dz := zd + dW = e−W/zdeW/z. (2.55)

It is convenient to treat z as a formal variable or as a pseudo-differential operator. Let
us explain our mathematical setting.

Let Z = X × S ⊂ Cn × Cµ be an open subset in the space with coordinates
(x1, . . . , xn, t

1, . . . , tµ). The Landau-Ginzburg superpotential W0(x) is a function Cn →
C and the deformed superpotential W (x, t) is called a universal unfolding W : Cn ×
Cµ → C of W0. In particular, ∂tiW span the corresponding Milnor ring. We consider
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the case where at each t the critical points of W are isolated so the Milnor ring is
finite-dimensional.

The separation of coordinates into x and t is somewhat arbitrary, because it de-
pends on a choice of basis in the chiral ring for each t. This implies that the de-Rham
differential dX is not invariant and the correct differential is the relative de-Rham differ-
ential d := dZ/S. The corresponding complex which substitutes (Ω∗X , dX) is (Ω∗Z/S, d),

where the relative differential forms are defined as differential forms on ΩZ modulo dti

Ω∗Z/S :=
Ω∗Z

dti ∧ Ω∗−1
Z

. (2.56)

The filtered relative de-Rham cohomology group is defined as 2

HW =
Ωn
Z/S((z))

DzΩ
n−1
Z/S((z))

. (2.57)

This space has a semi-infinite filtration in the formal variable z:

· · · ⊂ H(i)
W ⊂ H

(i+1)
W ⊂ · · · (2.58)

such that ⋃
i∈Z

H(i)
W = HW ,

⋂
i∈Z

H(i)
W = ∅, (2.59)

where each filter is

H(0)
W :=

Ωn
Z/S[[z]]

DzΩ
n−1
Z/S [[z]]

,H(i)
W := z−iH(0)

W . (2.60)

Since the differential Dz = zd + dW mixes differential forms with different powers of
z, there is no natural splitting of this filtration.

Each graded component is isomorphic to the chiral ring of the singularity:

H(0)
W /H(−1)

W ' ΩW =
Ωn
Z/S

dW ∧ Ωn−1
Z/S

' R dnx, (2.61)

where the first isomorphism is given by setting z = 0.
The splittng of the filtration (2.58) is an injective reverse map

ΩW
ι
↪→ H(0)

W (2.62)

such that its image B := ι(ΩW ) projects back B z=0' ΩW isomorphically.

2All other cohomology groups vanish for isolated singularities.
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The subspace B is called a section3 in the theory of primitive forms. In the presence
of a section the filtration (2.58) splits:

HW =
⊕
∈Z

Bzi. (2.63)

From the point of view of Landau-Ginzburg theory the splitting is given by the
ground states wave-forms. Namely, if {ωk}k≤µ form a chiral basis of the ground states,
then the formula (2.52) which sends a wave form ωk to a holomorphic form ωhk with
the same oscillatory integral integral defines a map from the chiral ring R dnx ' ΩW

to a space of oscillatory integrands H
(0)
z which is a section.

From the holomorphic perspective apriory there is no canonical choice of a section.
It turns out that there is a finite dimensional family of so-called good sections [29]
which correspond to topological field theories or allow to define a Frobenius manifold
on the base space S of the unfolding. In particular, a section coming from the Landau-
Ginzburg theory is certainly a good section.

Gauss-Manin connection Consider the Landau-Ginzburg theory again.
For the brane amplitudes (or oscillatory integrals) the deformations with respect to

chiral ring elements are related to the product in the chiral ring. This is expressed as
flatness with respect to the tt∗ Lax connection. In the holomorphic limit the condition
reads

∂

∂ti

∫
Γz

eW/zωhj = z−1Ck
ij

∫
Γz

eW/zωhk . (2.64)

The equation above implies that the one-parametric family of connections ∇i −
z−1Ci is flat on the space S of deformation parameters. According to the defini-
tion (2.2.1), such a family (with some additional assumptions) define a Frobenius man-
ifold structure on S. The brane amplitudes

∫
Γz
eW/zωhj =

∑
k≥0 θj,kz

−k are called the
deformed flat coordinates on S. In particular, θj,0 are the flat coordinates for the
Frobenius manifold metric.

The differentiation of the oscillatory integrals can be rephrased in terms of the
so-called Gauss-Manin connection. The Gauss-Manin connection is a connection on
the filtered de-Rham cohomology group HW which can be considered as a bundle of
topological gravity states over S. The Gauss-Manin (GM) connection on the dual space
of cycles Hn(Cn,Re(W/z)� 0) is a connection which is flat on the families of integral
cycles over S. In the homology group z should be considered as an analytic variable.

GM connection acts on the oscillatory integrals as partial derivatives with respect
to the deformation variables ti. From this description one can derive the formula in

3There is a related notion of an opposite filtration L which is equivalent to a section via LB =

z−1B[z−1] and BL = zL ∩H(0)
W . In this text we will use the language of sections.
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coordinates. Let ω = [φ(x, t, z) dnx] ∈ HW , then:

∇iω = e−W/z∂ti e
W/zω = (∂tiφ+ z−1(∂tiW )φ) dnx,

∇zω = e−W/z∂z e
W/zω = (∂zφ− z−2W φ) dnx.

(2.65)

A defining property of good sections B will be that the analogue of the equa-
tion (2.64) is satisfied. Good sections can be generated from Gauss-Manin derivatives
of a form which is called a primitive form ζ. A choice of a good section 4 is equivalent
to a choice of a primitive form.

Let us try to pick a naive section to show what we need from a good section. Let
W (x, t) = W0(x) +

∑
i≤µ t

iΦi and pick a naive “primitive form” dnx. Then the section
B is spanned by ∇id

nx = Φi d
nx. The derivative of the exponential period (brane

amplitude) is given by

∂i

∫
Γz

eW/zΦj dnx = z−1

∫
Γz

eW/zΦi Φj dnx = (∗) (2.66)

We use the relation in the function ring

Φi Φj = Ck
ijΦk +

∑
α≤n

Bα
ij(x, t)∂xαW (2.67)

to compute (2.66)

(∗) = z−1Ck
ij

∫
Γz

eW/zΦk dnx+ z−1

∫
Γz

eW/zBα
ij∂xαW dnx. (2.68)

The second integral is equal to

z−1

∫
Γz

eW/z∂αB
α
ij dnx (2.69)

via the Stokes formula. We can decompose

∂αB
α
ij dnx =

∑
k≤µ

(Γ0)kijΦk + (B1)αij∂αW =
∑
a≥0

za
∑
j≤µ

(Γa)kijΦk. (2.70)

using our section B. If the only nonvanishing component in the series is (Γ0)kij, then it
can be interpreted as Christoffel symbols of a connection ∇/ on TS by the formula

∇/iej = ∂tiej − (Γ0)kijek. (2.71)

4In the case where W (x, t) is not weighted homogeneous there is no canonical choice of a volume
form for W0(x) and the notion of good section is replaced with a notion of a good pair. A good pair
consists of a good section and a volume form on W0(x) satisfying some condition.
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This connection is flat. Indeed, the tangent space to S is identified with B by the rule
∂i → z∇id

nx and by the construction

[(∇/i + z−1∂tiW )Φj dnx] = 0. (2.72)

This equation in cohomology can be integrated over a Lefschetz thimble Γz for any
fixed z:

∂i

∫
Γz

eW/zΦj dnx+ (Γkij + z−1Ck
ij)

∫
Γz

eW/zΦk dnx = 0, (2.73)

that is the connection∇/i+z−1∂tiW is integrable. Expanding the integrability condition
in z we check that ∇/ is also integrable.

In the case where (Γa)kij 6= 0 for a > 0 the construction of a flat connection above
does not work and one has to consider a different section, a so-called good section
to compensate the “higher Christoffel symbols” (Γ(a))kij. From this perspective the
primitive form can be thought of as a renormalized form dnx where the correction
terms are respondible for annihilating all the higher coefficients (Γa)kij.

Good sections Let us understand the condition on a good section if we want an
analogue of (2.73) to be satisfied. Let {Φi d

nx}i≤µ be a basis of a section B, where
Φi(x, t, z) dnx ∈} are t and z-dependent cohomology classes. We want our section to
satisfy (2.73) to be a good section such that the osillatory integrals define a Frobenius
manifold structure on the space S of deformations. This condition is satisfied if there
are no “higher Christoffel symbols” (Γa)kij, that is if

∂i

∫
Γz

eW/zΦj dnx ∈ C[t̄] + C[t̄]z−1 (2.74)

or, in the cohomological notation:

∇iB ⊂ B ⊕ z−1B, (2.75)

that is all the positive powers of z vanish. The first coefficient is responsible for the
Christoffel symbols and the second contains the multiplication structure constants.
This condition on B is called a holonomicity condition and is the most nontrivial one.

It will be convenient to rewrite the holonomicity condition in yet another form. The
space H(0)

W =
⊕

k≥0 Bzk plays a role Let us define an negative subspace HW ⊃ L :=⊕
k>0 Bz−k. Obviously, there is a direct sum decomposition

HW = H(0)
W ⊕ L. (2.76)

Then the holonomicity condition can be rewritten as a stability condition on L:

∇iL ⊂ L. (2.77)
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The construction below solves this condition, that is we show how to build a section
B satisfying the holonomicity condition. We start from a (weighted homogeneous)

section R0 ' B0 ⊂ H
(0)
W0

whose different choices define different solutions to (2.73).
We build B from B0 using the Gauss-Manin connection. Let ω0 ∈ HW0 . Then

e−
∑
s t
ses/zω0 ∈ HW is a Gauss-Manin flat section:

∂i

∫
Γz

eW (x,t)/ze−
∑
s t
ses/zω0 = ∂i

∫
Γz

eW0(x)/zω0 = 0, (2.78)

that is

∇i

(
e−

∑
s t
ses/zB0

)
⊂ e−

∑
s t
ses/zB0. (2.79)

The Gauss-Manin flat sections ω := e−
∑
s t
ses/zω0 have essential singularities at z = 0

and cannot be used as sections, since the sections must be regular at z = 0 (semiclassical
approximation).

To solve this problem we decompose the space of oscillatory integrands HW into
the positive and negative parts with respect to the z-grading:

HW = H(0)
W ⊕ L, (2.80)

where L is called an opposite filtration and is defined as a Gauss-Manin flat continua-
tion of the negative part of the decomposition at 0:

e−
∑
S t

ses/z

(⊕
k>0

B0z
−k

)
. (2.81)

This is L consists of differential forms whose integrals do not contain non-negative
powers of z: ∫

Γz

eW/z ω ∈
⊕
k>0

C[t̄]z−k, ω ∈ L. (2.82)

The important property of L is that by its definition it is stable under the Gauss-Manin
connection ∇i:

∇iL = ∇i(e
−

∑
S t

ses/z
⊕
k>0

B0z
−k) = (e−

∑
S t

ses/zz−1∂i
⊕
k>0

B0z
−k) ⊂ L. (2.83)

This is an analogue of the holonomicity condition in the form (2.77). To finish the
construction we need to build a section B ⊂ zL such that L =

⊕
k>0 Bz−k.

Using the decomposition (2.80) we can define the positive parts of the Gauss-Manin
flat sections ω:

e−
∑
S t

ses/zω0 = ω+ + ω−, (2.84)
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where ω+ ∈ H
(0)
W and ω− ∈ L. This equation is equivalent to∫

Γ0
z

eW0/zω0 =

∫
Γz

eW/zω+ +O(z−1). (2.85)

We define a section B to be a positive part of the Gauss-Manin flat continuation of
B0:

B :=
(
e−

∑
s t
sesB0

)
+
, (2.86)

where (·)+ stands for the positive part in the decomposition (2.80). Indeed, the condi-
tion

L =
⊕
k>0

Bz−k (2.87)

holds true, since
(
e−

∑
s t
sesB0

)
− is already an element of L and vanishes when t̄→ 0.

Let {Φ+
i dnx}i≤µ form a basis of a good section B. The condition (2.83) implies

that

∂i

∫
Γz

eW/z Φ+
j dnx+ (Γkij + z−1Ck

ij)

∫
Γz

eW/z Φ+
k dnx = 0 (2.88)

for some coefficients Γkij which define a flat connection on S.
The most difficult part in computations of Φ+

i is the decomposition (2.80).

Primitive forms A primitive form ζ+ is an image of 1 in the isomorphism R → B
of the Milnor ring and the section. All other elements of B can be obtained as Gauss-
Manin derivatives of ζ+. In the weighted homogeneous case the primitive form is also
weighted homogeneous. It is equal to (up to a constant)

ζ+ =
(
e−

∑
s t
sesdnx

)
+

(2.89)

since the restriction of a primitive form to the weighted homogeneous case t̄ = 0
is proportional to the unique volume form of the minimal weight dnx. Using the
formula (2.88) we recover all other elements of B = {Φ+

i dnx}i≤µ:

Φ+
i dnx = z∇iζ+. (2.90)

This property is called primitivity and hence the name primitive form.
Let us list the properties a primitive form should have to define a Frobenius manifold

structure or a flat structure of the deformation space S [26].

A form ζ ∈ H
(0)
W is called a weak primitive form if {z∇iζ} form a basis of a section

Bζ and the following conditions hold true:

1. Flatness (holonomicity) condition

z2∇i∇jζ ∈ Bζ ⊕ zBζ ,
z2∇z∇iζ ∈ z−1Bζ ⊕ Bζ .

(2.91)
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2. Primitive direction flatness
z∂1ζ = ζ, (2.92)

where Φ1 = 1.

3. Homogeneity. There exists a constant r ∈ C such that

∇z∂z+Eζ = rζ, (2.93)

where E is the Euler vector field which is equal to the class of W in the chiral ring.
In the case where W is weighted homogeneous, the last condition is equivalent
to the fact that ζ is weighted homogeneous.

These conditions imply, that

z2∇i∇jζ = zCk
ij∇kζ + z2∇∇/i∂jζ (2.94)

for a flat connection ∇/i on TS.

Construction of weak primitive forms We show how to construct weak primitive
forms for a given universal unfolding W in more details. To simplify the discussion we
consider the weighted homogeneous case. It is convenient to construct weak primitive
forms in the formal setting. Namely, we consider a power series completion ȞW =
HW ⊗̂C[[t1, . . . , tµ]] of HW and work in the formal neighbourhood of 0 ∈ S.

First we need to pick a good section and a primitive form for W0(x). In the weighted
homogeneous case the good section needs to be weighted homogeneous as well, that is
it has to have a weighted homogeneous basis. The weight if z is equal to 1 so that the
exponential has weight 0.

We take {Φi}i≤µ to be an ordered weighted homogeneous basis of the Milnor ring
R0 of W0(x). A good section projects to ΩW0 isomorphically, so the preimage Φz

i dnx
of the basis Φ dnx of ΩW0 is a basis of B0:

{Φz
i dnx := (Φi +

∑
j≤i

mij z
wt(i)−wt(j)Φj) dnx}i≤µ, (2.95)

where in the sum above only terms with wt(i)− wt(j) ∈ Z>0 are nonvanishing. mij is
a constant matrix with complex coefficients which is responsible for the moduli of the
primitive form.

Consider a formal power series expansion 5 of the oscillatory integral∫
Γz

eW (x,t)/zω =

∫
Γz

eW0(x)/z+
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/zω =
∑
k≥0

1

zkk!

∫
eW0(x)

(∑
s≤µ

tsΦs

)k

ω. (2.96)

5This expansion depends on the projection Z → X, that is on how we split the coordinates x and
t.
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One can think of e
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z as an operator from HW0 to to ȞW0 =
C[[t1, . . . , tµ]]⊗̂HW0 : which is defined as

A := e
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z ω :=

[∑
k≥0

(
∑

s≤µ t
sΦs)

k

zkk!
ω

]
. (2.97)

This operator intertwines the Gauss-Manin connection with the trivial connection:

∂

∂ti

(
e
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z ω
)

= e
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z∇iω (2.98)

Consider its inverse

A−1 := e−
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z =
∑
k≥0

(−
∑

s≤µ t
sΦs)

k

zkk!
. (2.99)

One can check that both A and A−1 converge in the topology of formal power series
in ti with coefficients at Laurent polynomials in z. We note, that as power of t grows,
the negative power of z is unbounded which reflects the fact that eW/z has an essential
singularity at z = 0.

The constant differential forms HW0 ⊂ C[[t1, . . . , tµ]]⊗̂HW0 are killed by ∂i. There-
fore, by the intertwining property, if α ∈ HW0 , then e−

∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z α is a Gauss-Manin
flat section.

The section B0 gives a splitting

HW0 = H(0)
W0
⊕ L0, (2.100)

where L0 := z−1B0[z−1]. The operator A−1 : HW0 → ȞW maps H(0)
W0

to Ȟ(0)
W and

defines a splitting
ȞW = Ȟ(0)

W ⊕ Ľ, (2.101)

where Ľ = C[[t1, . . . , tµ]]⊗̂A−1(L).

The weak primitive form belongs to Ȟ(0)
W . The primitive form built from a good

section B0 at t = 0 is a positive part of the Gauss-Manin flat section of dnx in Ȟ(0)
W .

Proposition 2.3.1 (Construction of weak primitive forms). In the notations of this
section let

e−
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs/z dnx = ζ− + ζ+, (2.102)

where ζ− ∈ Ľ and ζ ∈ H(0)
W0

. Then ζ+ is a (formal) weak primitive form.

Idea of proof. The form ζ+ = dnx+O(t) by definition and therefore satisfies the prim-
itivity property. It is weighted homogeneous since dnx and A is homogeneous and
homogeneity is respected by the splitting.

The holonomicity is essentially the formulas (2.83), (2.75) and (2.90) in the formal
setting.
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The formula (2.73) defines a flat connection ∇/ on TS with flat coordinates si, that
is ∂si are the flat sections of ∇/. The structure constants are integrable and have the
form

Ck
ij = ∂si∂sjV

k (2.103)

for a locally defined vector potential V k. Such a structure on S is called an F-
manifold [87] or a Saito structure without metric [88].

Remark 2.3.1. In fact, the correspondence B0 → ζ+ is bijective (in weighted homo-
geneous case) since given a (weak) primitive form, the restriction of its Gauss-Manin
derivatives to t̄ = 0 spans a good section Bc0.

Higher residue pairing and Frobenius manifolds In the construction above
there was no nice compatible metric on TS to turn S into a Frobenius manifold. Let
α, β ∈ H(0)

W and an involution ∗ : HW → HW acts by sending z → −z. Let us pick a
set of dual cycles Γi±z ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(±W/z)� 0) dual with respect to the intersection
pairing 6.

Then the following “two-point function” pairing on H(0)
W

KW (α, β) :=
∑
i

∫
Γiz

eW (x,t)/zα

∫
Γi−z

e−W (x,t)/zβ∗ =
∑
k≥n

znKn
W (α, β) (2.104)

is called the higher residue pairing [27, 101], Kk
W (α, β) ∈ C[[t̄]]. In particular, the lowest

degree pairing Kn coincides with the ordinary residue pairing on ΩW ' H(0)
W /H(−1)

W .
The higher residue pairing behaves well with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection:

∂tiKW (α, β) = KW (∇iα, β) +KW (α,∇iβ). (2.105)

Consider the good section B0 such that

KW0(B0,B0) ∈ znC. (2.106)

We call (2.106) a metric condition on a good section B0. The higher residue pairing is
invariant with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection and B̌ is obtained using the map
e
∑
s≤µ t

sΦs which is a parallel transport with respect to the GM connection, therefore if
B0 satisfies the metric condition, then

KW (B̌, B̌) ∈ znC[[t̄]]. (2.107)

Since B is identified with TS via the primitive form ∂i → z∇iζ+, the formula (2.107)
defines a metric on TS.

ηij = η(∂i, ∂j) = z−nKW (z∇iζ+, z∇jζ+). (2.108)

6In this definition we consider z to be a comlex number and Γi±z are families of cycles.
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Due to the flatness condition of the higher residue pairing (2.105) the metric η is flat.
The structure constants with lowered indices are integrable

Cijk := C l
ijηlk = ∇/i∇/j∇/kF (2.109)

for a locally defined function F on S which is called a prepotential. The flat metric
ηij on TS together with the multiplication structure ∂i · ∂j = Ck

ij∂k in TS and vector
fields ∂1 and E = [W ] define a Frobenius manifold structure on S.

2.3.2 Examples

An singularities and Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy Let us give a couple of simple
examples of computation of primitive forms. The easiest case is simple singularities [28].
Consider a universal unfolding of an An singularity:

W (x, φ) = xn+1 +
n∑
s=1

tsxs−1. (2.110)

This case corresponds to the Frobenius manifolds considered in the first chapter of the
current paper in connection with Minimal Liouville Gravity. The polynomial W0(x) is
homogeneous and so must be the primitive form ζ+. At t̄ = 0 we have ζ0 = (ζ+)|t̄=0dx.
Since all ti and x have positive weights it follows that ζ+ = dx by the homogeneity.

The deformed flat coordinates

θa(z) :=

∫
Γa

eW (x,t)/zdx (2.111)

are Hamiltonian densities of the An Gelfand-Dickey hierarchies (see, e.g. an Appendix
in [21] for details. Our variable z should be identified with −z−1 from [21]).

Conformal case and Calabi-Yau varieties The next important class of examples
considers conformal deformations of W0(x) : Cn → C, that is only the deformations
with parameters of weight 0 or marginal deformations

W0(x) +
∑
s

tsΦs, wt(Φs) = 1, wt(ts) = 0. (2.112)

The bases of such deformation families do not have Frobenius manifold structures
but are certain submanifolds in Frobenius manifolds corresponding to the universal
unfolding of W0(x).

In such examples it is still possitble to compute primitive forms explicitly. Since
all ti have weight 0 and all xi have positive weight, primitive forms of the unfoldings
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restricted to the marginal subspace (2.112) have the form 7

ζ+ =
dnx

f(t̄)
. (2.113)

Let us compute the coefficient f(t̄).
By the formula (2.89)

e
∑
s t
sΦs/zζ+ = f(t̄)−1e

∑
s t
sΦs/zdnx = dnx+O(z−1). (2.114)

Pick a homogeneous basis of a good section B0 (2.95) {Φz
i = Phii +∑

j≤µmijz
wt(i)−wt(j)Φj}i≤µ, where Φi for a basis of the Milnor ring of W0. We in-

troduce the inverse matrix Φi =
∑

j z
wt(i)−wt(j)m−1

ij Φz
j which is also triangular. Let us

compute f(t).

e
∑
s t
sΦs/zdnx =

∑
i≤µ

[Φi d
nx]

∫
Γiz

eW/z dnx =
∑
i≤µ

z−wt(i)[Φi d
nx]

∫
Γiz

eW dnx, (2.115)

where we used homogeneity property in the last equation. Expanding Φi through Φz
j

we obtain∑
i≤µ

∑
j≤µ

m−1
ij z

−wt(j)[Φz
j dnx]

∫
Γiz

eW dnx =
∑
i≤µ

m−1
i1 [dnx]

∫
Γiz

eW dnx. (2.116)

We define ΓB0 =
∑

i Γ
i
zm
−1
i1 ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(W ) � 0;C). Then from (2.116)

and (2.114) it follows that

f(t̄) =

∫
B0

eW (x,t)dnx. (2.117)

In the case where W (x, t) defines a Calabi-Yau hypersurface Xt in a weighted pro-
jective space, the integral (2.117) is equal to a period integral of a holomorphic volume
form on Xt. In particular, if W0(x) = x3

1 + x3
2 + x3

3, the family W (x, t) defines a family
of elliptic curves in P2 and if W0(x) =

∑5
i=1 x

5
i , the corresponding variety is a quintic

threefold in P4. In the Calabi-Yau case the marginal flat coordinates coincide with the
mirror map. We will discuss this particular example from another perspective below.

2.3.3 Conclusion

In this section we briefly described a construction of Frobenius manifolds and Frobe-
nius manifolds without metric structure on the unfolding spaces of singularities. The
construction of Frobenius manifolds follows closely the one in [29] but has a different

7In fact, this is true in the more general case where (2.112) has not only marginal, but also relevant
deformations: wt(ts) ≥ 0.
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focus. In particular, it appears as a specification of a construction of a Frobenius man-
ifold without metric. The details of this construction will be given in a joint paper
with Kyoji Saito [30].

In the weighted homogeneous case the construction starts with a good section B0

which is an embedding of the chiral ring into the space of oscillating integrands H(0)
W :

B0 := Span((Φi +
∑
j≤i

mij z
wt(i)−wt(j)Φj) dnx)i≤µ. (2.118)

Such spaces are parametrized by complex matrices {mij}i,j≤µ whose entities are nonzero
only if wt(Φi)−wt(Φj) ∈ N. The space of good sections Mweak has the dimension is a
number of so-called resonant pairs

dimC M
weak = #{(i, j) | wt(Φi)− wt(Φj) ∈ Z>0}. (2.119)

Each good section defines a weak primitive form using the exponential map e−
∑
s t
sΦs

and splitting of HW into positive and negative subspaces defined by the section B0.
The weak primitive form defines a Frobenius manifolds without a metric. Its flat
coordinates are computed from the first nontrivial expansion coefficient of a J-function.
Saito structures without metric appear in interesting mathematical problems such as
unitary reflection groups [102] and we expect to find application to out construction
as well.

If the good section B0 satisfies a metric condition as well, then S turns to an actual
Frobenius manifold where the metric coincides with the higher residue pairing evaluated
on the section. The J-function expansion coefficients are Hamiltonian densities of a
dispersionless integrable hierarchy of the hydrodynamic type.

The metric condition on B0 is a quadratic condition on the matrix {mij}. The
dimension of the space M of good sections satisfying the metric condition is

dimCM =#{(i, j) | wt(Φi)− wt(Φj) ∈ Z>0 & i+ j < µ+ 1}+
+#{(i, j) | wt(Φi)− wt(Φj) ∈ (2Z>0 − 1) & i+ j = µ+ 1}.

(2.120)

Different choices of good sections are expected to appear in non-unitary Landau-
Ginzburg theories. Namely, if the antichiral superpotential does not coincide with the
complex conjugate of the chiral superpotential, that is Ū 6= W̄ , then the Schroedinger
equation for the LG theory depends on U . Therefore, even in the holomorphic limit
there is a non-trivial dependence of correlation functions on the antichiral superpo-
tential U which leads to different choices of the good section B0. The question about
connection of weak primitive forms or primitive forms without metric with Landau-
Ginzburg theories is left to the future research.
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2.4 Calabi-Yau moduli spaces

In the beginning of this chapter we discussed geometry of singulary theory which
appears in studying Landau-Ginzburg theories. In particular, physics of vacua for
genus zero Riemann surface is governed by Frobenius manifold structure with tt∗ ge-
ometry. We also explained how in a certain class this geometry gives rise to (local)
special Kähler geometry on marginal subspaces of Frobenius manifolds. Special Kähler
geometry is the geometry of coupling constants of 4-dimensional N=2 supergravity. It
was predicted long ago (e.g. [103]that such Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds are equivalent
to certain non-linear sigma models to Calabi-Yau manifolds. The superpotential of
a Landau-Ginzburg equation becomes a defining equation for a Calabi-Yau manifold
in homogeneous coordinates. The idea of Landau-Ginzburg Calabi-Yau correspon-
dence was studied both in physical and mathematical literature [104, 105]. We use
the correspondence to compute special Kähler geometry appearing in superstring com-
pactifications on Calabi-Yau manifolds.

2.4.1 Physical preliminaries

In the classical worldsheet approach to superstring theory it is formulated as a
superconformal theory on a worldsheet of a Riemann surface. For simplicity we restrict
ourselves to type II superstring theories. Then one can construct such a theory starting
from an N=(2,2) supersymmetric sigma model action

SPol =
1

2πα′

∫
d2z

(√
h ∂µY i∂µY jgij̄(X) + dY i ∧ dY jbij̄(X) + fermi.

)
, (2.121)

where {Y j(z)}10
j=1 is a map from a Riemann surface to a target space R1,3 × X with

a metric gij which factorizes into a product of a flat Minkowski metric on R1,3 and
a curved metric on X. Such a model is N = (2, 2) superconformal only if X has a
covariantly constant spinor and therefore is a Calabi-Yau manifold and gij is a Ricci
flat metric.

Scalar fields Y i(z) become holomorphic coordinates on X and R1,3 ' C2. They
have superpartners ψi(z) which are worldsheet fermions. On-shell supersymmetry is ex-
tended to N = 2 in holomorphic and N = 2 in antiholomorphic sectors. These fermions
can have periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions on a circle. One says that the
corresponding fermion belongs to Ramond or Neveu-Schwarz sector if it has periodic
or antiperiodic boundary conditions (this depends on representation of a string world-
sheet as a cylinder or as a punctured disk). In string theory with compact worldsheet
one takes into account both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors and fermions
can be in one of the four sectors (NS, NS), (NS, R), (R, NS), (R, R).

N=2 superconformal theories have important symmetry which is called a spectral
flow. (NS, R) and (R, NS) sectors correspond to twisted sectors of the spectral flow
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symmetry. Orbifolding this symmetry is called GSO projection and gives rise to the
massless spectrum of the string theory.

In two-dimensional conformal field theories one can (almost) separate holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic sectors. The massless spectrum of the holomorphic sector after
GSO projection consists of 10-dimensional gauge field and its fermion superpartner.
Both of them being massless transform under vector (NS-sector) and spinor (R-sector)
representations of the small 10-dimensional Lorentz group which in the string thory
case is so(8). Dynkin diagram of so(8) is Z3-symmetric under rotation by 2π/3. In
particular, both spinorial representations 8s, 8s′ and vector representation 8v are 8-
dimensional. Their highest weights are external vertices of the Dynkin diagram.

8v

8s

8s′

Figure 2.4.1: Dynkin diagram of so(8)

Supersymmetry operator is built of the spectral flow which in turn is constructed
using a space-time fermion from either 8s or 8s′ . Then GSO projection leaves only
8s′ or 8s massless fermionic states correspondingly which garantees mutual locality of
vertex operators.

Massless sector of the closed string theory is obtaied by tensoring massless states
from holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors on the worldsheet.

Let 8a, 8b denote a pair of representations of so(8), where a, b ∈ {v, s, s′} are different
elements. Then there is the following formula for tensor product of representations (due
to the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram)

8a × 8b = 56 + 8,

8a × 8a = 1 + 28 + 35,
(2.122)

where the numbers on the right hand side denote dimensions of irreducible represen-
tations. In particular,

8v × 8v = 1Φ + 28b + 35g (2.123)

is a decomposition of matrices into symmetric traceless 35g, antisymmetric 28b and the
trace 1Φ parts.
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For spinorial representations 8b, b ∈ {s, s′} we have

8v × 8b = 8λ + 56ψ, (2.124)

where 56ψ is a space of spin 3/2 Rarita-Schwinger fields of the same chirality as b
and 8λ is a Weyl fermion of the oposite chirality. Finally, tensor products of spinorial
representations decompose into a sum of anti-symmetric tensor representations with
the use of gamma-matrices:

8s × 8s′ = 1c0 + 28c2 + 35c+4 (2.125)

and
8s × 8s = 8c1 + 56c3 , (2.126)

where representations on the right hand sides are antisymmetric forms and c+
4 is a

self-dual antisymmetric form.
There are two non-equivalent choices to perform GSO reduction when pairing both

holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors. They correspond to the cases where mass-
less fermion vertex operators belong to different spinorial representations of so(8) or
to the same representation.

Type IIA string theory In the first case the supersymmetry operator is a Dirac
space-time fermion and is non-chiral. Such a theory is called superstring theory of
type IIA or type N = (1, 1). Its massless sector consists of space-time bosons (NS,
NS)+(R,R) sectors and fermions from (NS,R)+(R, NS) sectors:

(GMN , BMN ,Φ, C1, C3) + (ΨM,α, Ψ̃
α
M , λ

α, λ̃α). (2.127)

In the formula above M,N are ten-dimensional Minkowski indices and α are 8-
dimensional Weyl fermion indices. Fields G,B,Φ are th metric, B-field and dilaton,
C1, C3 are (R,R) antisymmetric forms, Ψ, Ψ̃ are gravitinos and λ, λ̃ are Weyl fermions.
This is precisely the field content of ten dimensional N = (1, 1) or IIA supergravity
theory. In fact, it can be shown that the low-energy limit of string theory indeed
reproduces supergravity.

Type IIA supergravity can be obtained by dimensional reduction from eleven-
dimensional supergravity. It is believed that full type IIA superstring theory similarly
can be obtained from eleven-dimensional M-theory which reduces to supergravity in
the low energy limit. Superstring theory backgrounds might include branes which are
extended objects which serve as sources for the fields and boundary conditions for open
strings. Sources for (R,R) fields are Dp branes, which are p + 1 dimensional subman-
folds in the space-time. In type IIA theory D0 and D2 branes serve as electrical charge
sources for C1 and C3 whereas D4 and D6 branes are magnetic charge sources for the
same fields. Similarly, M-theory should have M2 and M5 branes of dimensions 3 and
6.
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Type IIB string theory In the second case the chiralities of fermions in holomorphic
and antiholomorphic sectors are the same (a particular choice of one of two is just a
convention). Such a theory is chiral. Its massless sector consists of the following fields:

(GMN , BMN ,Φ, C0, C2, C
+
4 ) + (ΨM,α, Ψ̃M,α, λα, λ̃α). (2.128)

Apart from different chiralities in the fermion (NS,R)+(R,NS) sector the (R,R)
bosonic forms are different. In particular, C+

4 is a self-dual field strength and in the
Lagrangian formulation self-duality should be put as a constraint. There are Dp branes
which also play a role of sources of the fields. D1, D3 and D5 branes are electric and
magnetic charge sources for C2 and C+

4 .
The theory reduces to N = (2, 0) or IIB supergravity in the low energy limit. It

cannot be obtained by dimensional reduction since it is chiral. However, it enjoys a
wonderful SL(2,Z) symmetry which mixes (NS, NS) and (R,R) fields and is called
S-duality.

Namely, the complex field

τ := C0 + ie−Φ (2.129)

transforms as a modular parameter under SL(2,Z):

τ → aτ + b

cτ + d
, ad− bc = 1. (2.130)

S duality also mixes B with C2 and D5 brane with the so-called NS5 brane which
is magnetically charged under the B-field.

In the F-theory complexified dilaton τ can depend on the position in the spacetime
and is interpreted as a modular parameter of a torus fibration over 10-dimensional
spacetime.

Superstring dimensional reductions and 4-dimensional N=2 supergravity
As explained above, superstring theory reduces to 10-dimensional supergravity in the
low energy limit. It is only natural to consider nontrivial vacua configurations of
superstring which correspond to supergravity in the curved space-time. Originally, the
most interest was attracted to backgrounds of the form R1,3×X, where X is a compact
manifold.

Supergravity in such backgrounds further reduces to 4-dimensional supergravity
with matter via Kaluza-Klein procedure. Let us first remind the idea of Kaluza-Klein
reduction on a simple example. Consider a free scalar field in 5 dimensions with the
following action

S[φ] =

∫
R1,3×S1

d5w ∂Mφ∂
Mφ = −

∫
R1,3×S1

d5w φ∆φ, (2.131)
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where S1 is a circle of radius R and ∆ is a Laplace operator on R1,3 × S1. Either
in classical or in quantum setting one can expand φ(w) in eigenfunctions of Laplace
operator (Fourier modes) on a compact circle. Denoting a coordinate w = (x, y), where
x ∈ R1,3 and y ∈ S1 we obtain

φ(w) = φ(x, y) =
∑
n∈Z

φn(x)
einy/R√

2πR
. (2.132)

Plugging in this expression back to the Lagrangian and integrating over y we get

S[φ] = −
∑
n

∫
R1,3

dd4x

[
φn(x)∆xφn(x)− n2

R2
(φn(x))2

]
. (2.133)

This action is equivalent to an action of an infinite series of free four-dimensional
particles with masses n2/R2. These particles form a so-called Kaluza-Klein tower of
fields. For small radius R the particles become very massive and decouple in the low
energy limit.

Very similar phenomenon occurs in superstring compactifications. For low energies
the theory is described by ten-dimensional supergravity in the curved background. The
Lagrangian is symbolically written as

Seff =

∫
R1,3×X

d10wL(Φ(w)) =

∫
R1,3

d4x

∫
X

d6y[K(Φ(x, y)) + V (Φ(x, y))], (2.134)

where we separated ten-dimensional coordinates wM into flat coordinates xµ in R1,3

and 6 coordinates ym on X. Φ(w) denotes a collection of all the fields in supergravity
multiplet, K(Φ) denotes kinetic terms (Laplace or Dirac operators depending on the
statistics) and V (Φ) denotes all other (potential) terms.

One decomposes Φ(x, y) in the eigenfunctions of corresponding Laplace or Dirac
operators on X:

Φ(x, y) =
∑
i

φi(x)⊗ fi(y), ∆Xfi(y) = λifi(y) (2.135)

in order to obtain the four dimensional reduction. Integrating over the compact di-
rections one obtains towers of Kaluza-Klein particles with masses proportional to the
inverse size of the compact manifold X. Therefore, considering small enough manifold
X that the massive particles decouple in the low energy (but not too small so that the
supergravity approximation is still valid) the theory effectively reduces to the theory
of massless modes of Laplace and Dirac operators.

The zero modes of Laplace operator are called harmonic tensors and they are in
one-to-one correspondence with cohomology groups of X. This is how cohomology of
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compact manifolds appear in effective descriptions of superstring theories. There can
be, of course, corrections to the field theory correlation functions given by instantons
but they can be controlled and have beautiful mathematical interpretation themselves
such as quantum cohomology.

The condition that R1,3 × X is a four-dimensional supergravity background puts
strong restrictions on X. That is the vacuum state |0〉 corresponding to R1,3 × X
should be annihilated by at least 4 supercharges which are linear combinations of ten-
dimensional supercharges

εAα (w)QA|0〉, 1 ≤ α ≤ 4, (2.136)

where εAα (w) are ten-dimensional spinors and α is a four-dimensional Lorentz group
spinor index. In particular, vacuum expectation values of supersymmetric variations
of the fields of the theory should vanish which means that the field configurations are
supersymmetric, or because

〈0|δεΦ|0〉〈0|[εAαQA,Φ]|0〉 = εAα 〈0|QA Φ|0〉 ∓ εAα 〈0|ΦQA|0〉 = 0. (2.137)

If we consider a superstring background where only the metric on R1,3 ×X have non-
vanishing vacuum expectation value it turns out that it suffices to consider supersym-
metric variations of gravitini

δεΨM,α = ∇Mεα + · · · , (2.138)

where ∇M is a spin connection associated to the Levi-Civita connection of the metric
and · · · denote terms with vanishing expectation values. The first term is universal for
gravitini because they are (vector-spinor) gauge fields associated to supertransforma-
tions.

The equation (2.138) implies the existense of a quadruple of covariantly constant
spinors on R1,3 × X which in turn implies existence of a covariantly constant spinor
on X because there are four constant Dirac spinors on R1,3. This condition forces the
holonomy group of X to be su(3), which is a Calabi-Yau condition. Indeed, the (Lie
algebra of the) structure group of the tangent bundle of a real six-dimensional metric
manifold X is so(6) ' su(4). The Weyl spinor bundles S± → X are isomorphic to 4
and 4̄ representations associated to a principle bundle with the structure group SU(4)
(which is a cover of a one with the structure group SO(6)). The holonomy Lie algebra
is a subalgebra of su(4) and naturally acts on the spinor bundles. The existence
of covariantly constant spinor locally implies that the holonomy is a subalgebra of
su(3) ⊂ su(4) which has a one-dimensional invariant subspace in 4 and 4̄. If the
holonomy is strictly smaller than su(3), then there exist more covariantly constant
spinors and therefore the vacuum |0〉 is invariant under more supersymmetries. We
will restrict to the maximal holonomy case SU(3) which is the most interesting for
phenomenology.
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Six-dimensional manifolds with holonomy SU(3) are Calabi-Yau manifolds endowed
with a Ricci-flat metric, in particular, they are complex and Kähler. The easy way to
see that is to use holonomy again.

The tangent bundle TX is in the 3⊕ 3̄ representation of the holonomy group su(3).
Pick a point p ∈ X. Define an automorphism J : TpX → TpX of the tangent

space at the point p such that J is
√
−1 · id on 3 of su(3) and J is −

√
−1 · id on 3̄ of

su(3). Such an operator is real by construction and J2 = −idTpX .
This operator is explicitly invariant under the holonomy group action and thus can

be extended to a covariantly constant operator J : TX → TX, J2 = −id. Real
operator in the tangent bundle of a manifold which squares to −1 is called an almost
complex structure. It allows to turn tangent spaces into the complex vector spaces by
the formula (a+ ib)v = (a+ Jb)v.

If the J satisfies a certain integrability condition (vanishing of the associated Nijen-
huis tensor) then it is called a complex structure and it allows to introduce holomorphic
coordinates on X with holomorphic transition functions between patches, that is to
turn X into a complex manifold. Moreover, if J is a covariantly constant, then X
becomes a Kähler manifold with a Kähler form ω = Jg.

Holonomy of the Kähler manifold is a subgroup of u(3), because complex structure
defines a decomposition of the complexification of the tangent bundle into 3 and 3̄ of
u(3) and in the Kähler case this composition is covariant. It implies that only Cristoffel
symbols with all holomorphic or all anti-holomorphic indices might not vanish.

On the Kähler manifold X the trace of the holonomy is a Ricci tensor and therefore
if the holonomy group is traceless su(3) ⊂ u(3) then the metric is Ricci-flat, therefore
X is Calabi-Yau.

We will need a well-known set of properties of Calabi-Yau manifolds:

Proposition 2.4.1. Let X be a 6-dimensional smooth closed simply connected real
manifold. Thenn the following are equivalent:

1. There exist a metric g and the covariantly constant spinor ζ on X.

2. There exists a metric of SU(3) holonomy.

3. There exists a Kähler Ricci flat metric on X.

4. There exists a Kähler metric on X and first Chern class of X is trivial c1(X) = 0.

5. There exist a Kähler metric on X and a nowhere vanishing holomorphic 3-form
(a holomorphic volume form) Ω.

As we mentioned above the elements of cohomology groups of X manifold produce
(via harmonic forms and Kaluza-Klein reduction) massless particles in the superstring
theory on R1,3 × X. Cohomology of Kähler manifolds admit so-called Hodge decom-
position which is important in the context of studying the massless particles.
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Hodge structures On a complex manifold X complexification of the cotangent
bundle TX is decomposed into a direct sum of holomorphic and antiholomorphic
parts locally generated by differentials of holomorphic and antiholomorphic coordi-
nates. Therefore, the space of differential forms Ωn

X ' ΛnTX is further decomposed
into a sum of (p,q) forms Ωp,q

X which are represented as products of p holomorphic
differentials and q antiholomorphic differentials in the local charts.

On any complex manifold de Rham differential d naturally decomposes into the
holomorphic and antiholomorpic parts as well. They are called Dolbeault differentials
∂, ∂̄

Ωn
X =

⊕
p+q=n

Ωp,q
X , d = ∂ + ∂̄. (2.139)

However, in general, this decomposition does not continue on the cohomology level,
because the exact forms (the coboundaries) might not have a definite number of dif-
ferentials. The abovementioned correspondence of harmonic forms and cohomology
elements goes through the Hodge theory. Namely, let (X, g) be a compact Riemann
manifold. There is a metric on the appropriately completed space of C∞ differential
forms Ω∗(X):

(α, β) =

∫
X

〈α, β〉√gdnx =

∫
X

α ∧ ?β, (2.140)

where α, β are in principle any L2 forms on X,
√
gdnx is a volume form on X and

〈α, β〉 denotes pointwise scalar product induced by g.
One can introduce an adjoint de Rham differential:

(α, dβ) = (d∗α, β), d∗ = ± ? d ? . (2.141)

In particular, in geodesic coordinates we have d∗ =
∑n

i=1 ι∂i∂i, where ιvα is an inner
product or contraction of the vector field v with the differential form α. The operators
ψi := ∂xi∧ and ψ∗i := ι∂i acting on differential forms have canonical anticommutation
relations for an n-tuple of fermionic creation and annihilation operators:

{ψi, ψj} = {ψ∗i , ψ∗j} = 0,

{ψi, ψ∗j} = δij.
(2.142)

This is a manifestation of the fact that Riemannian geometry can be reformulated
as N = 2 supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ =
dd∗+ d∗d is a Hamiltonian of the theory. The kernel of ∆ is Ker∆ = Ker(d)∩Ker(d∗).
Zero eigenforms are called harmonic forms.

The Hodge decomposition theorem states that any form from Ω∗(X) can be decom-
posed into a sum of a boundary, coboundary and harmonic form:

α = h+ dβ + d∗γ, (2.143)
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where h is a harmonic form. Moreover, any cohomology element has a unique harminic
representative in its class.

On a Hermitian manifold there is decomposition d = ∂+ ∂̄. One could define three
corresponding Laplace operators:

∆d := ∆, ∆∂̄ = ∂̄∂̄∗ + ∂̄∗∂̄, ∆∂ = ∂∂̄ + ∂̄∂. (2.144)

On a general Hermitian manifold these operators are different, their kernels do not
have a distinct (p,q) type decomposition and the Hodge decomposition of differen-
tial forms Ωn

X =
⊕

p+q=n Ωp,q
X does not continue on the harmonic level and thus on

cohomology level.
Let X be a Kähler manifold. It was already discussed that covariant differentiation

on Kähler manifolds does not mix holomorphic and antiholomorphic objects due to
SU(3) holonomy. In particular, {∂, ∂̄∗} = 0 and

1

2
∆ = ∆∂ = ∆∂̄. (2.145)

The harmonic forms can be chosen to have a definite (p,q) type and the Hodge
decomposition continues on the level of cohomology

Hn(X) =
⊕
p+q=n

Hp,q(X), (2.146)

where Hp,q(X) = Hq

∂̄
(X,Ωp

X) consists of classes representable by differential forms of
type (p,q). This decomposition is called a Hodge structure on the cohomology group
Hn(X). In our cas it is more convenient to consider an equivalent definition of a Hodge
structure. Consider filtered subspaces F pHn =

⊕
k≥pH

k, n− k(X) ⊂ Hn(X). The
complex conjugation continues from differential forms to cohomology. In particular we
have F pHn∩F qHn = Hp,q(X), F pHn∩F q+1Hn, where p+q = n. Hodge decomposition
is equivalent to Hodge filtration and complex conjugation or a real structure

To sum up, we use the following

Definition 2.4.1. Let H be a complex vector space. A real structure M on V is an
anti-linear involution, that is M(λv) = λ̄M(v), MM̄ = id.

If a complex vector space is a complexification of a real space V = VR ⊗ C, then
there is a canonical real structure given by complex conjugation. In general, real
structure defines a real subspace inside a complex vector space. An example of non-
trivial real structure is a real structure on the relative de Rham cohomology group
Hn

d+dW (Cn) induced by the real structure on the dual homology group of relative cy-
cles Hn(Cn,Re(W )� 0;R).
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Definition 2.4.2. Let H be a complex vector space. The Hodge structure on H of
weight n consists of a Hodge filtration:

H = F 0H ⊃ F 1H ⊃ · · · ⊃ F n+1H = 0 (2.147)

together with an integral lattice HZ ⊂ H such that H ' HZ ⊗ C.

Remark 2.4.1. Sometimes we weaken the last condition of integral structure to the
existence of a real structure on H.

If X is a smooth Kähler manifold, then there is a natural Hodge structure on its
cohomology groups Hn(X,Z) (we work modulo torsion in cohomology).

Hodge structures on Calabi-Yau threefolds We are interested in superstring
compactifications on a Calabi-Yau threefold X. The massless particles of low energy
four-dimensional theories correspond to harmonic tensors. We consider the case where
the holonomy group of X is SU(3), that is the minimally supersymmetric case. For such
manifolds the the cohomology groups have a simple structure. Consider a harmonic
form of purely holomorphic type α ∈ Ωk,0(X) for k ≤ 3. harmonicity means that
∆α = 0. We use the Lichnerowicz-Weitzenböck formula connecting Laplace-Beltrami
operator with the square of covariant derivative:

−∇µ∇µα = ∆α +R[α], (2.148)

where ∇ is a Levi-Civita connection for the metric on X and R[α] is a degree zero
operator depending on the curvature. Such an operator vanishes on Ωk,0(X) which
implies that α is not just harmonic but also covariantly constant∇α = 0. Being a (k,0)-
form it transforms according to Λk3su(3) representation of the holonomy group. Such
representations have invariant subspaces only in the trivial cases k = 0 and k = 3 which
means that dimHk,0(X) ≥ 0 only for k = 0, 3. In the first case cohomology H0(X) are
one-dimensional since we assume it to be simply-connected. Consider [Ω] ∈ H3,0(X)
and its harmonic representative Ω. Such a representative is a holomorphic covariantly
constant (3,0) form. In particular it has a constant norm and thus is nowhere vanishing
and is defined by its value at any point. It follows that H3,0(X) is one-dimensional.

Further, there are symmetries among the cohomology groups: complex conjuga-
tion ·̄ : Hp,q(X) ' Hq,p(X) and Hodge star (Poincaré duality) ? : Hp,q(X) '
Hn−q,n−p(X). Summing up all these considerations we present a Hodge diamond of
a compact connected Calabi-Yau threefold with the maximal holonomy group SU(3).
We denote hp,q := dimHp,q(X) and put in the table at n’th row from the bottom at
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the q’th position from the left the number hp,q, where p+ q = n:

1

0 0

0 h2,2 0

1 h2,1 h1,2 1

0 h1,1 0

0 0

1

(2.149)

In the table above h2,2 = h1,1 and h1,2 = h2,1, so there are only two independent
dimensions. The Euler characteristic of such a threefold is equal to 2h1,1 − 2h2,1.

Hodge numbers and metric deformations Some four-dimensional massless par-
ticles come from harmonic modes of the metric tensor g = {gmn} on the Calabi-Yau
threefold X. These massless particles belong to the same N = 2 supermultiplets as the
ones coming from Ramond-Ramond forms. Harmonic modes of the metric tensor cor-
respond to infinitesimal deformations of the metric which do not spoil the Ricci-flatness
condition. This condition is expressed as Lichnerowicz equation for deformations of the
metric. Let h = {hmn} be a symmetric tensor on X. Then in the complex coordinates
Lichnerowicz equation reads

∇2hmn̄ + 2R p q̄
m n̄hpq̄ = 0,

∇2hmn + 2R p q
m nhpq = 0.

(2.150)

By Lichnerowicz-Weitzenböck formula it is equivalent to the fact that

∆∂̄hmn̄ = 0,

∆∂̄h
n
m̄ = 0,

(2.151)

where hnm̄ = gnn̄hm̄n̄. Harmonic forms are isomorphic to corresponding cohomology
groups. It follows that type (1,1) Ricci-flat metric deformations are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with H1,1(X) and type (2,0) or (0,2) deformations are in correspondence
with H1

∂̄
(TX).

Elements of H1,1(X) are naturally identified with deformations of Kähler structure
on X because they change the metric but do not change the complex structure. On
the other hand, elements of H1

∂̄
(TX) are so-called Beltrami differentials. They do not
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change the Kähler (real symplectic) form on X but mix holomorphic and antiholo-
morphic coordinates. They are identified with infinitesimal deformations of complex
structures. Moreover, all infinitesimal deformations can be integrated to finite deforma-
tions of complex structure for Calabi-Yau manifolds.For the mathematical exposition
of these questions see, e.g. [106].

2.4.2 Special Kähler geometry

Special Kähler geometry is the geometry of coupling constants of four dimensional
N=2 supersymmetric gauge theories. There are two types of special Kähler geometry:
global or affine which corresponds to gauge theories with global supersymmetry and
local or projective special geometry corresponding to local supersymmetry or super-
gravity. Originally they appeared in physical papers in the 80th.Mathematically, global
special Kähler geometry correpsonds to algebraic integrable systems [107] and naturally
appears in the study of Riemann curves. Whereas local special geometry is deeply con-
nected with variation of Hodge structures for compact Calabi-Yau threefolds [108].Let
us first give the physical motivation.

N=2 supersymmetry We consider the global case first, that is a theory of N=2
supersymmetric (abelian) vector multiplets without gravity. N=2 extended supersym-
metry means that the super-Poincaré group has an odd part isomorphic to a sum of
two irreducible spinor representations of the ordinary Lorentz group which consist of
supercharges. In particular, there is a SU(2) R-symmetry which rotates the two ir-
reducible collections of supercharges. Global theory with N=2 supersymmetry is a
special case of the N=1 supersymmetry. The on-shell N=1 vectormultiplet consists of
a real U(1) gauge field Aµ and a Weyl fermion λα.

Both of them have two physical degrees of freedom. The N=1 chiral multiplet
on-shell consists of a complex scalar φ and a Weyl fermion χα.

The N=2 vector multiplet decomposes into a sum of a N=1 vector and a N=1 chiral
multiplets

(Aµ, λα, λ̃α, φ) = (Aµ, λα, λ̃α, φ). (2.152)

The pair of fermions λα and λ̃α form a fundamental representation of SU(2) R-
symmetry.

Consider a theory with n N=2 vector multiplets. From the point of view of N=1
gauged sigma model the scalar target space is an n-dimensional Kähler manifold. The
kinetic terms of N=1 chiral multiplets have the form

1

2
gij̄(φ) ∂µφi∂µφj + gij̄(φ) ¯̃λj̄ /Dλ̃i, (2.153)
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where locally gij̄ = ∂i∂jK(φ, φ̄). The kinetic terms of N=1 vector multiplets have the
form

1

8π

(
Im(τij)F

i
µνF

j,µν −Re(τij)F i
µν(?F )j,µν

)
− 1

2π
Im(τij) λ̄

j̄ /Dλi, (2.154)

where τ is a holomorphic function of φ = {φi}ni=1. Due to the SU(2) R-symmetry, the
fermionic kinetic terms should be equal:

τij − τ̄ij
4πi

=
∂2K(φ, φ̄)

∂φi∂φj
. (2.155)

Differiating the equality above with respect to φi we obtain

∂

∂φi
τ jk =

∂3K(φ, φ̄)

∂φi∂φj∂φk
(2.156)

up to a non-significant factor. The last equation is an integrability condition for τ ,
that is

τij = ∂i∂jF (φ) (2.157)

holds locally for some holomorphic fuction F (φ). Using (2.155) we compute the Kähler
potential of the metric gij̄

K(φ, φ̄) = i(φi∂iF (φ)− φi∂iF (φ)). (2.158)

We get that the Kähler potential on the target space M of scalars of N=2 vec-
tormultiplets is determined by a holomorphic function F (φ). For this reason such a
structure on M is called a global special Kähler geometry. φi are flat coordinates of a
certain flat symplectic connection. Functions Fi := ∂iF (φ) are called dual coordinates.
Let us make the symplectic structure explicit. The formula (2.158) can be rewritten
as

∂∂̄K = −1

4
(dφi + dφi) ∧ (dFi + dFi). (2.159)

This is true due to the integrability condition:

dFi ∧ dφi = d(Fidφ
i) = ddF = 0. (2.160)

Structure of the special Kähler geometry is invariant under symplectic transformations
preserving the form dFi ∧ ∂φi:(

dφ̃

dF̃

)
=

(
A B
C D

)(
dφ
dF

)
, (2.161)
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where dφ, dF are one-form valued vectors with components dφi, dFi. Indeed, such
transformations preserve ∂∂̄K and d(F̃idφ̃

i) = 0, that is there exists a local holomorphic
function F̃ such that F̃i = ∂/∂φ̃iF̃ .

These symplectic transformations are induced by electro-magnetic duality transfor-
mation which mixes field strengths F i

µν with their Hodge duals ?F j
µν .

Mathematically, (φi, Fi) form a section of a flat symplectic bundle V over M and
the Kähler form on M is given by the second derivative of its norm.

Definition 2.4.3. A Kähler manifold (M, ω) is called a special Kähler or endowed
with a special Kähler structure if there is a holomorphic flat symplectic bundle V →M

with the structure group Sp(2, R) which is isomorphic to the tangent bundle V ' TM
and there exists a section Ω ∈ Γ(M, V ) such that the Kähler form ω on M equals to

ω =
i

2π
∂∂̄〈Ω, Ω̄〉, (2.162)

and the following transversality condition is satisfied

〈∂iΩ, ∂jΩ〉 = 0, (2.163)

where 〈·, ·〉 is a symplectic pairing on V .

N=2 supergravity In supergravity theories supercharges become local, that is sec-
tions of a principle bundle over the space-time. The metric tensor or the vielbein
becomes a dynamic field and obtains its own superpartners which are called gravi-
tini which are Rarita-Schwinger fields, or belong to a tensor product of vector and
spinor representations of the Lorentz group. In N=2 supersymmetry case there are
two gravitiny ψµ.α, ψ̃µ,α which serve as currents for the local supertransformations.
The physical fields of the N=2 gravity multiplet consist of the vielbein, two gravitini
and a graviphoton, which is a U(1) gauge field:

(EM
µ , ψµ,α, ψ̃µ,α, Aµ). (2.164)

Being a gauge field Aµ mixes with matter vector multiplet gauge fields. In the conformal
approach to d=4 N=2 supergravity one works in the N=1 language and introduces
n+1 vector multiplets and a Weyl multiplet which consists of the metric, gravitini and
auxilary fields. The vector multiplets are subject to C∗ gauge transformations which
effectively fix scalar and a pair of gaugini (fermions) from one of the vector multiplets
and the remaining gauge fields gets identified with the graviphoton. The geomety of
how exactly the graviphoton is embedded into n + 1 gauge fields is called the central
charge geometry [109].

Let us call scalars of n+1 vector multiplets {XI}n+1
I=1 . The gauge symmetry is XI →

ef(φ)XI for arbitrary transition functions ef(φ), that is they behave as homogeneous
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coordinates of a projective space. It means the that XI are sections of a line bundle
L→M, where M is a target space for n independent scalars of the vector multiplets.

If we forget the gauge transformations, that is consider a n + 1 dimensional total
space of the line bundle L, then the usual formula for the global special geometry
works. That is if NIJ (which should remind of Imτij) is a metric on the total space of
L them the following formula holds true:

NIJ = i∂I∂J(XIFI −XIFI) = i(FIJ − FIJ), (2.165)

where FI(X) = ∂/∂XIF (X) and the locally defined prepotential F (X) is a homoge-
neous function of degree two due to the gauge invariance of the metric.

Homogeneity of the preotential imply the following equations:

1

2
XIFI = F, ∂INIJX

I = NIJ , ∂INIJX
IXJ = NIJXJ . (2.166)

The metric on the target space M is a reduction the metric on the total space of L
by the C∗ action. To compute the metric we introduce orthogonal projection operators
P to the planes orthogonal to the group action, that is if v ∈ TL then (XN)I(Pv)I = 0:

(Pv)I = vI − XI(NX)Jv
J

(XNX)
. (2.167)

Then the metric on M is computed as

GIJv
IwJ = −NIJ(Pv)I(Pw)J

XNX
, (2.168)

where the sign makes the metric positive definite and the denominator makes it gauge
invariant. Using the explicit formula (2.167) we compute the metric to be

GIJ̄ = − NIJ

XINIJXJ
+

(NX)I(NX)J

(XINIJXJ)2
, (2.169)

which can be expressed through a Kähler potential

GIJ̄ = ∂I∂JK, (2.170)

where
e−K(X,X̄) = i(XIFI −XIFI). (2.171)

In particular, for the simplest potential F = X2 = XIXI the metric GIJ̄ is a Fubini-
Studi metric on CP n. We note that this metric is indeed independent of the gauge
transformations XI → ef(X)XI because it implies K(φ, φ̄)→ K(φ, φ̄) + f(X) + f(X).
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All the couplings of the vector multiplets are expressed through the holomorphic
prepotential. As an important example, the appropriately normalized Pauli couplings
(couplings of two gaugini and a photon field strength) are equal to third derivatives of
the prepotential FIJK(X).

Mathematically the structure of local special geometry can be described as follows.
Local special geomery on M is a gauge invariant global special Kähler geometry on a
total space of a line bundle L→M.

Definition 2.4.4. Let (M, ω) be a Kähler manifold. A local special Kähler structure on
MM consists of the following data: A flat holomorphic Sp(2n+2, R) bundle V →M,
a linear bundle L→M and a section of their tensor product Ω ∈ Γ(M, V ⊗L) subject
to the conditions

1. The Kähler form on M is given by the formula:

ω = − i

2π
∂∂̄ log〈Ω,Ω〉, (2.172)

in particular, c1(L) = [ω] and thus M is a Hodge manifold.

2. Transversality condition:

〈Ω, DiΩ〉 = 〈Ω, ∂IΩ− ∂IK Ω〉 = 〈Ω, ∂IΩ〉 = 0. (2.173)

2.4.3 Variations of Hodge structures on Calabi-Yau manifolds

Local Special geometry can be thought of as reformulation of variations of Hodge
structures. Hodge structure on cohomology of a compact complex manifold X is de-
composition of de Rham cohomology groups of X as a real manifold with respect to the
complex structure on X. It is therefore natural that the Hodge structure can be used
to measure complex structure deformations on X. The mathematical object which is
adjusted to it is a variation of Hodge structures or VHS for short [VHSDeligne]. Con-

sider a family X p→ M of complex manifolds, where M and π are holomorphic and a
generic fiber Xφ := p−1(φ) is a smooth complex manifold. Then the set Msing of points
whose fibers are singular has complex codimension at least 1. Then all manifolds in
the family are diffeomorphic as real manifolds because they can be connected by con-
tinuous deformations. In particular, they have the same integral cohomology groups
which are canonically identified along any path in the base space using continuous
deformations of the cycles. Therefore, there is a vector bundle H∗

π→M\Msing whose
fibers are cohomology groups of the fiber manifolds π−1(φ) = H∗(Xφ) and there is a flat
connection ∇GM called Gauss-Manin connection which is essentially a differentiation
of differential forms along the fibers such that locally constant singular cocycles are
flat.
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When the nonsingular fibers Xφ are Kähler, then each cohomology group H∗(Xφ)
has a Hodge structure. Consider a family of differential forms ωφ ∈ Γ(M,H) which is
a section of H. Let us fix φ0 ∈M\Msing and pick a representative ωφ0 to be of a (p,q)
type. To reduce amount of indices consider the case where ωφ0 is an (1,1)-form. In the
local chart on H∗ the form ωφ0 can be decomposed as

ωφ = ωi,j̄dzidzj. (2.174)

In the formula above dzi are sections of H1 themselves, their restrictions to the point
φ0 belong to H1,0(Xφ0). By the Leibniz rule, Gauss-Manin connection acts on ωφ as

∇GM
a ωφ = ∂φaω

i,j̄dzidzj + ωi,j̄∇GM(dzi)dzj + ωi,j̄dzi∇GM(dzj). (2.175)

As a consequence of this formula we have the following Griffiths transversality (or
Kodaira lemma):

∇GM : F pH∗(Xφ)→ F p−1H∗(Xφ). (2.176)

In other words, a derivative with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection can reduce a
number of holomorphic differentials only by one.

Basially, Gauss-Manin connection ∇GM acts on representatives as derivatives with
respect to local coordinates {φa}ha=1 on M.

Let us give a mathematcal definition of variations of Hodge structures.

Definition 2.4.5. Let V
π→ M be a holomorphic vector bundle over an algebraic

manifold M. Variation of Hodge structures of weight n on V consists of

1. A collection of holomorphic subbundles F pV ⊂ V, 0 ≤ p ≤ n such that they
restrict to Hodge filtrations on each fiber.

2. A holomorphic connection ∇ : V → Ω1(M)⊗ V which is called a Gauss-Manin
connection and satisfies the Griffiths transversality condition

∇ : F pV → F p−1V. (2.177)

3. An integral structure VZ ⊂ V whose elements are flat with respect to the Gauss-
Manin connection.

Now it is easy to connect variations of Hodge structures with the special Kähler
geometry.

Global special Kähler geometry is connected with the variations of Hodge structures
on specific families of Riemann curves or, more conceptually from the string theoretic
point of view, from variations of Hodge structure on local or non-compact Calabi-Yau
threefolds. In this case gravity decouples from the gauge theory with the result of N=2
super Yang-Mills theory.
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Local special Kähler geometry appears on variations of Hodge structures of compact
Calabi-Yau threefolds as it should: superstring theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau
threefold in the low-energy limit is described by N=2 supergravity.

Proposition 2.4.2. Let (H3 π→M, F pV,∇,H3
Z) be a variation of Hodge structures on

third cohomology of a family of Calabi-Yau threefolds such that at a generic point φ ∈M

there is a natural isomorphism TφM ' H2,1(Xφ) given by Gauss-Manin connection.
Then it defines a special Kähler structure on M 8.

Let us give an idea of proof of this proposition. At each point φ where Xφ is
smooth there is a Hodge decomposition of the fiber π−1(φ) = H3(Xφ,C) = H3,0(X)⊕
H2,1(X)⊕H1,2(X)⊕H0,3(X), where h3,0 = h0,3 = 1, h2,1 = h1,2. Furthermore, there is
a Poincaré pairing on H3(Xφ) which is skew-symmetric, integral, non-degenerate and is
block antidiagonal with respect to the Hodge decomposition. Therefore, the bundle H3

is a Sp(2h2,1+2,R)-bundle. This bundle has a flat Gauss-Manin connection. In addition
there is a linear holomorphic subbundle with fibers L := H3,0(Xφ) = F 3H3(Xφ,C).
Let us pick any of its local sections Ω ∈ Γ(M,L) and define a symplectic form by the
formula

ω := ∂∂̄ log

∫
Xφ

Ωφ ∧ Ωφ. (2.178)

This form is independent of the choice of Ω and is defined globally on M. In addition,
it has type (1,1) with respect to the complex structure of M. Therefore, it transforms
M into a Hodge Kähler manifold. Finally, the condition

∫
Ω∧ ∂IΩ = 0 is satisfied due

to the Griffiths transversality condition.

Period mapping From the mathematical point of view a variation of Hodge struc-
tures on H∗

π→M is constructed from a family X p→M using the period mapping. Since
under our assumptions all smooth fibers of p are diffeomorphic, so are their cohomology
groups and Gauss-Manin connection identifies them locally. In particular, if we con-
sider an open disk U ⊂M\M sing, then there is no monodromy and the bundle H∗ →M

can be trivialized to M×H∗(X0,C), where X0 := p−1(0). Then the period mapping P
sends a point in U into a flag variety F (H∗(X0,C)) = F (H1(X0,C)×· · ·×Hn(X0,C))
assigning a flag 0 = F k+1Hk ⊂ · · · ⊂ F 0Hk = Hk(Xφ,C) to a point φ ∈ U .

In the case of a Calabi-Yau threefold the period map on the middle cohomology is
completely determined by the period integrals of a holomorphic volume form. Pick any
nonzero section of Ω ∈ Γ(U, F 3H3). The coordinates on H3(X,C) can be chosen by
integration over cycles {γi}b3i=1 ⊂ H3(X,Z) forming a basis of the latter group. Then

8In fact, we will also work with the case where TφM ⊂ H2,1(Xφ), and the special geometry is
defined using a subbundle of the cohomology bundle
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in these coordinates the map F 3H3 ⊂ H3 is given by the formula(∫
γ1

Ωφ : . . . :

∫
γb3

Ωφ

)
. (2.179)

Different choices of Ω lead to overall scalings of the homogeneous coordinates and do
not change the point in the flag variety. The next step of the flag F 2H3 ⊂ H3 is given
by the periods of derivatives of Ω with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection. Those
are just derivatives of the period integrals with respect to ∂/∂φa because the cycles
of integration are Gauss-Manin flat. Moreover, we use the assumption 9 that TφM '
H2,1(Xφ). The last nontrivial step in the Hodge filtration F 1H can be obtained either
by derivatives of F 2H with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection, or by complex
conjugation and Poincaré pairing.

2.4.4 Special Kähler geometry on complex and Kähler moduli
of Calabi-Yau threefolds

Complex structures moduli space There are several ways to describe complex
structure deformations of Calabi-Yau manifolds. In the previous subsection we de-
scribed it from the point of view of variations of Hodge structure, where deformations
of complex structures are understood as algebraic (or holomorphic) families of mani-
folds.

Another approach is more differential geometric. On a Kähler manifold X there
are three connected structures: a Kähler metric gµν , a symplectic form ωµν and a
compatible orthogonal complex structure tensor Jµν = ωνλg

λµ such that gµνJ
µ
λJ

ν
σ = gλσ

and J2 = −id. Deformations of complex structures on a Calabi-Yau manifold can
be thought of as Ricci-flat deformations of the metric gµν which do not change the
symplectic form ωµν and such that Jµν for the deformed metric also satisfy complex
structure conditions.

Consider a Calabi-Yau manifolds X0 with complex structure J and Ricci-flat metric
g. Then Ricci-flat deformations of g up to first order are given by the equations (2.150).
Consider a deformation hīj̄ of the type (0,2). The Ricci-flatness is equivalent to the

harmonicity condition on the vector-valued (0, 1)-form hij̄ := gil̄hīj̄. This form is called
a Beltrami differential and it defines a first order deformation of the complex structure
by the rule dzi → dzi + hij̄dz

j. The closedness condition implies that the deformed

differentials are integrable. Each harminic form hij̄ determines a cohomology class in

H1
∂̄
(TX) which we denote by the same character. This is the well-known fact that

first order deformations of complex structure are in one-to-one correspondence with

9This assumption is not necessary and will not be satisfied in many of our examples where TφM ⊂
H2,1(Xφ) . In these cases the map (2.179) is a projection of the period map on a certain subspace.
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elements of H1
∂̄
(TX) cohomology group. In general, they might not lead to finite (all

order) deformations, that is there might be obstructions to deformations in general.
Deformation theory of Calabi-Yau manifolds is unobstructedand every infinitesimal
deformation hij̄ can be integrated.

Let us describe the metric on the Calabi-Yau complex structures moduli space.
We can start from the natural Polyakov/DeWitt metric on the space of deformation of
metrics. Let ∂agij, ∂bgij be deformations of metric with holomorphic indices (∂a denotes
a derivative with respect to deformation parameters in the finite-dimensional space of
Ricci-flat metric deformations). Then the Polyakov metric is defined by the formula

Gab̄ := G(haij, h
b
ij) :=

1

Vol(X)

∫
X

d6x g1/2 gik̄gjl̄∂agij∂bgkl. (2.180)

We can rewrite Ricci-flat metric deformations through the corresponding cohomology
elements:

(ha)ijk̄ :=
1

2
∂agk̄l̄g

l̄sΩsij, (2.181)

where Ωsij is a holomorphic volume form on X which is defined up to a constant. Then
the metric (2.180) can be rewritten as

Gab̄ =

∫
K
ha ∧ hb∫

K
Ω ∧ Ω

= ∂a∂b log

∫
K

Ω ∧ Ω. (2.182)

To get the first equality we write∫
K

ha ∧ hb =

∫
K

∂agk̄l̄∂b̄gklg
l̄sgls̄ΩsijΩ̄s̄̄ij̄d

6y ∼

∼ ||Ω||2
∫
K

∂agk̄l̄∂b̄gklg
l̄sgls̄εsijεkijεs̄̄ij̄εk̄īj̄d

6y. (2.183)

The second equality in (2.182) we use Griffiths transversality of the Gauss-Manin con-
nection. Let us show it from the point of view of differential geometry.Consider a
complex structure deformation on X0 induced by the metric deformation ∂agīj̄. Pick
new holomorphic coordinates on (X0, g + ∂ag, ω)

xi → xi +mi(x, x̄), dxi → dxi + ∂̄mi + hol.. (2.184)

In new coordinates the purely antiholomorphic part of the metric vanishes which implies

∂agīj̄ = −
(
∂mr

∂xj
grī +

∂mr

∂xi
grj̄

)
. (2.185)

We can pick mi in a way that pdag
j
ī

= −1/2 ∂īm
j. Then under the coordinate

change (2.184) the holomorphic volume form Ω on X0 transforms as

∂aΩ = ∂aΩ123 dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 + 3Ω123 (∂adx
1) ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3. (2.186)
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The (3,0) component in the equality above is closed and is, therefore, proportional to
Ω itself at least up to an exact form. It follows that

∂aΩ = κaΩ + ha, (2.187)

where ha is a (2,1)-form corresponding to the metric deformation ∂agīj̄j and κa is some
constant (a function of deformation parameters only).

The second equality in (2.182) is obtained by differentiation of the Kähler potential
with the use of (2.187). As a consequence, we showed that the Polyakov metric on a
space of Ricci-flat deformations M preserving the Kähler form is Kähler itself with the
potential

e−K =

∫
X

Ω ∧ Ω. (2.188)

We note that Ω ∧ Ω = −Ω ∧ Ω, and the expression above is sometimes conveniently
multiplied by ±i to make it real. However, this leads to an addition of a constant to
the Kähler potential and does not change the metric.

Let us explicitly derive existence of the prepotential for the metric, that is find the
special geometry structure. As a real manifold X has de Rham cohomology group with
integral coefficients H3(X,Z). Nonsingular variations of metric on X do not change
the cohomology of the manifold. Consider a contractible disc U ⊂ M and a trivial
bundle H3 → U = H3(X,C)×U over the space of metric deformations. It is naturally
endowed with a trivial flat connection ∇GM which is a Gauss-Manin connection. If
we cover M or a subset of it with contractible sets and glue them together we obtain
a flat bundle H3 → M with the Gauss-Manin connection. However, the bundle is
not necessarily trivial anymore: if M is not simply connected which is almost always
true due to singularities, there might be nontrivial monodromy of the Gauss-Manin
connection along non-contractible loops.

Locally we can choose a pair of dual symplectic bases {Aa}a≤b3/2, {Ba}a≤b3/2 ⊂
H3(X,Z) and {αa}a≤b3/2, {βa}a≤b3/2 ⊂ H3(X,Z) such that the intersection form is a
symplectic unit that is in the Darboux normal form:∫

Ab
αa =

∫
K

αa ∧ βb = δba,∫
Ba

βb =

∫
K

βb ∧ αa = −δba,∫
K

αa ∧ αb =

∫
K

βa ∧ βb = 0.

(2.189)

In these notations Aa are Poincaré dual to βa and Ba are Poincaré dual to αa.
Special coordinates are periods of the holomorphic volume form Ω:

za :=

∫
Aa

Ω, Fb := −
∫
Bb

Ω. (2.190)
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We can decompose the holomorphic volume form in the basis (αa, β
b).

Ω = zaαa − Fbβb. (2.191)

Periods za are defined up to multiplication by a common constant which is a normal-
ization of Ω and are independent, so they can be used as local coordinates on M. To
derive the special geometry relations we compute using (2.187)

0 =

∫
K

Ω ∧ ∂cΩ =

∫
k

(zaαa − Fbβb) ∧ (αc − ∂cFdβd) =

= −za∂cFa + Fc = 0. (2.192)

The last equality implies

Fa = ∂aF (z), F (z) =
1

2
zaFa. (2.193)

F (z) is a holomorphic prepotential which is homogeneous of degree 2 in {za}. Every
intrinsic quantity on the special Kähler manifold M is encoded in F (z). In particular,
the Kähler potential is

e−K =

∫
k

Ω ∧ Ω̄ = za∂aF (z)− za∂aF (z). (2.194)

It is convenient to rewrite the Kähler potential using the period vector

Π = (za, Fb)
t. (2.195)

The Kähler potential becomes
e−K = ΠtΣΠ, (2.196)

where Σij = δi,j−h1,1+1 − δi−h1,1+1,j is a symplectic unit which coincides with (inverse)
intersection matrix of cycles (Aa, Bb). Then in any basis of cycles {Qa}a≤b3 ⊂ H3(X,Z)
the Kähler potential reads

e−K = ωtC ω = ωa(φ)Cab ωb(φ), (2.197)

where we introduced periods over cycles {Qa}

ωa = ωa(φ) :=

∫
Qa

Ω (2.198)

and (C−1)ab = Qa ∩Qb is the intersection matrix of cycles.
Three point functions are proportional to what is called Yukawa constants. They

are Yukawa constants in heterotic string theory. In type IIB theory they become Pauli
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constants, that is coupling constants of two fermions and a field strength in vector
multiplets [109]. They are computed to be

κabc =

∫
X

Ω ∧ (ha ∧ hb ∧ hcΩ) =

∫
X

Ω ∧ ∂a∂b∂cΩ, (2.199)

where ha ∧ hb ∧ hcΩ denotes a (0,3)-form (ha)
i
l̄
(ha)

j
m̄ (ha)

k
n̄ Ωijk. Using the expression

for Ω in terms of periods we compute:

κabc =

∫
X

(zdαd − Feβe) ∧ Fabcfβf = zdFabcd = Fabc = ∂a∂b∂cF. (2.200)

In arbitrary coordinates Yukawa constants quite often can be easily computed in terms
of combinatorial data or multiplication in local rings of singularities. Special geometry
metric and Yukawa constants are enough to find genus zero string contributions to
effective four-dimensional theory. These couplings are protected by the supersymmetry
and are exact.

Comparing the formulae above with the definition of special Kähler geometry 2.4.4
we see that L is H3,0(X)→M.

Each period Πi is a section of L that is transforms in the same way as Ω. The
bundle L⊗H has a natural connection

DaΩ = ∂aΩ + ∂aK Ω = ha (2.201)

Covariant derivative D : L→ L⊗ TM∗ sends H3,0 to H2,1 so that H2,1 ' L⊗ T ∗M.
Using complex conjugation and Poincaré pairing one obtains the following formulae for
(2,1) and (1,2)-forms:

〈ha, hb〉 = −e−KGab̄,

Dahb = eKκabcG
cc̄ hc,

Dahb = Gab̄ Ω.

(2.202)

2.4.5 Variation of Hodge structures on Landau-Ginzburg orb-
ifolds

In the first sections of this chapter we discussed N=(2,2) supersymmetric Landau-
Ginzburg models and related structures of Frobenius manifold and tt∗ geometry. In the
case of particular orbifolds of conformal Landau-Ginzburg theories of central charge 9
these structures simplify significantly and define special Kähler geometry and variation
of Hodge structures on a conformal deformation space. This is related to the fact that
such Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds can be used to define superstring compactifications to
four dimensions, where orbifolding plays a role of GSO projection. In this subsection
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we study special geometries which arise in this way. Certain aspects of this construction
can be found, for example, in [110].

Let us remind that a Landau-Ginzburg theory on Cn is defined by a holomorphic
superpotential W0(x) : Cn → C and a D-term which we disregard as nonuniversal (in
particular, ground states couplings do not depend on it). We consider superpotentials
which define an isolated singular point at the origin of the target space as before
and which are weighted homogeneous. That is there exists a set of rational numbers
0 < q1, . . . , qn < 1 which are called weights or degrees such that

W (λqixi) = λW (x) (2.203)

for all λ ∈ C∗. As explained above it implies that W0 defines a conformal theory with
a finite number of vacua.

The chiral ring of the Landau-Ginzburg theory coincides with the Jacobi ideal of
the singularity

R0 '
C[x1, . . . , xn]

(∂1W0, . . . , ∂nW0)
. (2.204)

The chiral ring is identified with the ground states space which is a space of differential
forms modulo the Jacobi ideal in the topological theory:

R0 '
Ωn

Cn

dW0 ∧ Ωn−1
Cn

. (2.205)

The natural isomorphism between these two descriptions is given by [f ] →
[f dx1 · · · dxn], where f ∈ C[x1, . . . , x5]. This isomorphism is defined uniquely up to a
constant since in the weighted homogeneous case the form dnx := dx1 · · · dxn is defined
as a form of the least weight. The situation becomes more involved in the general case:
one has to specify a primitive form which defines an isomorphism (2.205). Each of the
descriptions has its own advantages. In particular, there is a ring structure on (2.204)
which corresponds to the ring structure on the chiral ring and there is a Frobenius
pairing on (2.205) which is a Grothendieck residue pairing:

η([f dnx], [g dnx]) := Res
f g dnx

∂1W0 · · · ∂nW0

. (2.206)

The residue is a contour integral around zeros of ∂iW0 and the pairing is independent
on the choice of the representative. This pairing coincides with the topological two-
point function of the Landau-Ginzburg theory. The topological three-point function is
given by multiplication

C(f, g, h) = η(η([f g dnx], [h dnx])) = Res
f g h dnx

∂1W0 · · · ∂nW0

, (2.207)
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and is symmetric. The chiral ring of a Landau-Ginzburg theory is naturally a Frobenius
algebra. There is also a Hermitian metric g onR0 which is a tt∗ metric for W0. Together
they define a real structure on R0 by the formula M = η−1g. This real structure has
a simple description for Landau-Ginzburg theories coming from reality structure of
Schrodinger equation for wave-forms. We will focus on the real structure a bit later.

Let us pick a basis in R0 for convenience of the exposition. More precisely, let
us pick a set of weighted homogeneous polynomials {ei}µi=1 ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] such that
{[ei d5x]}µi=1 form a basis of R0 and ei have the least possible degree. The number µ is
the dimension of the chiral ring and is called a Milnor number. Recall that the central
charge of a conformal Landau-Ginzburg theory is given by the formula

c = 3
n∑
i=1

(1− 2qi), (2.208)

where qi = wt(xi) with the normalization wt(W ) = 1. The one third of the central
charge is equal to the weight of the Hessian det ∂i∂jW0 which is a unique element of
R0 of maximal weight.

Let us define a group of quantum symmetries Q [111, 112] Since qi are rational
numbers, we can multiply them by their common denominator d and define integers
ki = qi. In the simplest cases Q ' Zd is a subgroup of weighted homogeneous scalings
of W0 which leaves it invariant. That is a ∈ Zd acts on xi diagonally by xi → e2πi kia/dxi.
To define a pure Hodge structure we need to consider a Landau-Ginzburg orbifold on
Cn/Q. In this paper we consider such a Landau-Ginzburg orbifold naively, ignoring
the so-called twisted sectors.

Let us explain what we mean by an orbifold Landau-Ginzburg theory. Action of Q
extends on the ring C[x1, . . . , xn] and on R0 if we define the weight of d to be 0 since
dW has weight 1. Chiral ring RQ

0 of Landau-Ginzburg orbifold is then defined as an
invariant part of the chiral ring of the theory without orbifolding.

Important observation is that an element f in R0 is Zd-invariant if and only if it
has integral weight. Since we restrict to the theories of central charge 9, the maximal
weight element is a class of the Hessian ∂i∂jW0 and is equal to 3. Therefore the chiral
ring is naturally split into graded components:

RQ
0 = (RQ

0 )0 ⊕ (RQ
0 )1 ⊕ (RQ

0 )2 ⊕ (RQ
0 )3. (2.209)

This splitting looks like a Hodge decomposition on a Calabi-Yau threefold. However,
this structure is somewhat misleading. It turns out that to compare with Hodge struc-
tures on Calabi-Yau manifolds we need to consider only the weight filtration (which is
not to be mixed with weight filtration in a sence of mixed Hodge structures).

RQ
0 = F 0RQ

0 ⊃ F 1RQ
0 ⊃ F 2RQ

0 ⊃ F 3RQ
0 = 〈1〉. (2.210)
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Where F iRQ
o consists of elements of weight not greater than 3 − i. The graded

pieces of the filtration are isomorphic to (2.209), but the physical decomposition is
generically more complicated. We will discuss the real and integral structures later.

Variations of Hodge structures and 2d gravity To obtain variations of Hodge
structures for Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds we need to consider conformal deformations
of Landau-Ginzburg theories or Landau-Ginzburg theories coupled to topological grav-
ity. First, let us discuss deformations of Landau-Ginzburg theories. If we disregard
D-terms, then the deformations of a Landau-Ginzburg theory are given by deforma-
tions of the defining superpotential. Up to coordinate changes such a deformation can
be written as W (x, t) = W0(x) +

∑µ
i=1 t

iei, where [ei] are basis elements of the chiral
ring or chiral fields of the theory. The F-term of the deformed Lagrangian can be
written as ∫

d2θ

[
W0(Xi) +

µ∑
i=1

tiei(X)

]
, (2.211)

where Xi are chiral superfields and d2θ is a holomorphic volume element on the odd
part of the superspace. The deformed theory partition function acquires dependence
on the deformation parameters {ti}. Expansion coefficients of correlation functions in
the variables {ti} are correlation functions of the undeformed theory with insertions of
chiral fields integrated over the worldsheet Riemann surface Σ (which is a punctured
sphere in this paper):

〈Φ1(X)Φ2(X)Φ3(X)e
∑µ
i=1 t

i
∫
Σ ẽi(X)〉 =

=
∑
m̄≥0

tm1
1 · · · t

mµ
µ

m1! · · ·mµ!
〈Φ1(X)Φ2(X)Φ3(X)

µ∏
k=1

(∫
Σ

ẽi(X)

)mk
〉, (2.212)

where ẽi(X) is an appropriately dressed ei(X) which can be integrated over Σ. Its
integral is an observable in the Landau-Ginzburg theory coupled to topological gravity.

Space of observables for the latter one is obtained using topological twisting. In the
topologically twisted theory one of the supersymmetry operators Q− is treated as a
BRST operator. The energy-momentum tensor becomes exact due to N=2 superalge-
bra relations T = {Q−, Q+}, and the correlation functions of the theory do not depend
on the metric. In particular, the theory is well-defined on any Riemann surface.

The topologically twisted field theory correlation numbers can be obtained from
holomorphic limit of N = 2 theory correlators as discussed in the section 2.2.

In the holomorphic limit the state space of topological gravity is identified with the
relative de Rham cohomology group of the twisted de Rham differential Dz = zd+dW∧

H
(0)
W = Ωn[[z]]/DzΩ

n−1[[z]]. (2.213)
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The holomorphic limit map (2.52) ω → ωh sends a Landau-Ginzburg state with a
wave-function ω to a gravitationally dressed state ωh. Gravitational descendents of ωh

are given by the classes of znωh in H
(0)
W .

If we fix a value of z, we call the space H
(0)
W |z∈C∗

Hn
Dz(C

n) = Ωn(Cn)/DzΩ
n−1(Cn). (2.214)

This space is isomorphic to R via the map ω → ωh.
Using the isomorphism with Hn

Dz
(Cn) is easy to describe the real structure on

R. The homology group Hn = Hn(Cn,Re(W/z)� 0) has a natural integral structure

given by linear combination of actual cycles. The group H
(0)
W is dual to Hn and ω ∈ H(0)

is integral/real if and only if
∫
γ
e−W/zω is an integer/a real number for any integral cycle

γ.
Special geometry appears on deformations of conformal Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds

of central charge 9. Consider a family of weighted homogeneous polynomials

W (x, φ) = W0(x) +
h∑
s=1

φses, (2.215)

where es ∈ R0 of weight 1 and φ ∈ M̃ ⊂ Ch. For any value {φs} there is a Hodge
structure on the Q-invariant subspace of the space of oscillating integrands

Hn := Hn
Dz(C

n)Q = Ωn(Cn)Q/DzΩ
n−1(Cn)Q. (2.216)

For any nonzero z this space is isomorphic to the invariant Milnor ring RQ. The
isomorphism is given by the formula

ei → ei d
nx (2.217)

and is not canonical, in particular, the form dnx is defined up to a constant. The
constant can be specified by a choice of the primitive form. The space Hn consists
of elements of weights 1, 2, 3, 4, if we put wt(d) = 0. There is a corresponding Hodge
filtration

Hn = F 0Hn ⊃ F 1Hn ⊃ F 2Hn ⊃ F 3Hn = 〈dnx〉. (2.218)

The Hodge filtration defined as F iHn consists of elements of weight less or equal to
4− i. With a slight abuse of notations we also denote Hn p→ M̃ to be a vector bundle
with the fiber p−1(φ) = Hn

Dz
(Cn)Q. The Hodge filters are its subbundles F iHn with

fibers F iHn
Dz

(C5)Q. A set of polynomials {es} from (2.215) form a basis for almost

all φ ∈ M̃ and, therefore, define a trivialization of RQ over an open subset of M̃.
In addition, in this trivialization F iHn are trivialized as well, in particular, they are
holomorphic vector bundles over M̃. The Gauss-Manin connection on Hn comes from
the one on H

(0)
W (2.65) and is defined by the formula
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∇GM
s φ dnx =

∂

∂ts
φ dnx+ z−1es φ dnx, (2.219)

where we consider equivalence classes of elements above and fix a nonzero number
z ∈ C∗.

Finally, we define an integral structure on Hn by duality from the one on
Hn(Cn,Re(W/z) � 0;Z). Integral cycles are continuous families of cycles over the
parameter space M̃. They are flat sections of the Gauss-Manin connection, the fact
that parallel transport of a cycle can be locally achieved by a continuous deformation.
The formula (2.219) means that:

∂i〈Γz, ω〉 := ∂i

∫
Γz

eW/z ω =

∫
Γz

eW/z∇GM
i ω, (2.220)

ω ∈ Hn, Γz ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(W/z) � 0;Z). In pratice, the cycle Γz can be locally
constant: for small conformal deformations of the superpotential the integral remains
convergent over the same cycle.

Corollary 2.4.1. Let W (x, φ) be as in (2.215). Then the bundle Hn → M̃ has a nat-
ural variation of Hodge structure of weight 3 where the filtration given by homogeneity
weights, the Gauss-Manin connection (2.219) and the integral structure comes from
Hn(Cn,Re(W/z)� 0;Z).

The period map of this variation of Hodge structures is defined by exponential
periods or oscillating integrals. F 3Hn is spanned by a class of dnx in each chiral ring.
Pick a basis {Γiz}hi=1 in Hn(Cn,Re(W/z) � 0;Z)Q. Then the embedding F 3Hn ⊂ Hn

in the coordinates is given by the formula(∫
Γ1
z

eW/zdnx : . . . :

∫
Γhz

eW/zdnx

)
. (2.221)

F 2Hn is spanned by dnx and {es dnx = ∇GM
s dnx}s≤h. Similarly, F 1Hn is spanned by

second derivatives of dnx. It follows that the Hodge filtration on Hn can be restored
from the period integrals (2.221).

2.5 Computation of special Kähler geometries for

nonlinear sigma models

2.5.1 Quintic threefold and its mirror

In this section we recall the classical descrition of the moduli space of complex
structure deformations on a quintic threefold mirror following [113, 114].Computation
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of the special geometry on the one-dimensional complex structures moduli space of
the mirror quintic was done in [113] almost 30 years ago and was a great success of
mirror symmetry as it produced conjectural Gromov-Witten invariants which were not
availible by other means at that time. On the contrary, the computation of the special
geometry on the 101-dimensional complex structures moduli space of the quintic itself
was done by the author and Alexander Belavin in [33].

In this subsection we explain the classical approach to computation of special ge-
ometry on the relatively simple example.

Consider a four-dimenional projective space (C5\{0})/C∗:

P4 = {x1, · · · , x5 ∈ C5 |
∏
i≤5

xi 6= 0, xi ∼ λxi, λ 6= 0} (2.222)

and a complex hypersurface Q0 in P4 defined by the equation W0(x) = 0,

W0(x) = x5
1 + x5

2 + x5
3 + x5

4 + x5
5. (2.223)

The polynomial W0(x) is homoeneous of fifth degree and therefore its zero set is well-
defined in P4. The hypersurface Q0 is smooth because dW0 = 0 only at x = 0. As
a submanifold of a projective space Q0 is Kähler. We note that the induced Kahler
metric on Q0 is not Ricci-flat. Because of the Lefschetz theorem H i(Q0) ' H i(P4) for
i ≤ 2, in particular, h1,1(Q0) = 1.

The quintic Q0 is a Calabi-Yau manifold. It can be checked using an explicit
holomorphic volume form

Ω0 := εijklm
xidxjdxkdxl
∂W0/∂xm

, (2.224)

where ε is an elementary antisymmetric tensor. Ω0 has a homogeneity degree 0, so it
is a well-defined differential form on Q0. Let us check that it is nonsingular and it
does not have zeros. For concreteness pick a coordinate chart x5 6= 0 on P4. Wherever
∂W0/∂x4 6= 0 the functions (x1, x2, x3) serve as a coordinate system on Q0. In such a
coodinate system

Ω0 =
x5dx1dx2dx3

∂W0/∂x4

. (2.225)

In the points where ∂W0/∂x4 has a zero, the volume elemet dx1dx2dx3 has a zero as
well cancelling the apparent pole of Ω0.

Another way to see that Ω0 is a volume form on Q0 uses the fact that Ω0 is a residue
at W0 = 0 of a 4-form on P4.∮

W=0

εijklm
xidxjdxkdxldxm

W0(x)
=

∮
W=0

dW0

W0

εijklm
xidxjdxkdxl
dW0(x)/dxm

= Ω0. (2.226)

The equality above means that an integral of Ω0 over a cycle γ is equal to an integral
of the 4-form on the left hand side over a tubular neighbourhood T (γ) of γ in the two-
dimensional real plane orthogonal to W = 0. One can further rewrite the 4-form (2.226)
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as a residue of a 5-form in C5. Indeed, due to homogeneity the integral (2.226) does not
depend on x5. Then we insert a unit

∮
dx5/x5 inside (in what follows we ignore the 2πi

factors from the residues as they contribute to normalization which is not important
in our discussion) ∫

T (γ)

x5dx1dx2dx3dx4

W0(x)
=

∫
Γ

dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5

W0(x)
, (2.227)

where Γ ⊂ C5 is a 5-cycle which is a union of fibers of the Hopf fibration C5 ⊃ S9 → P4

over the cycle T (γ). Each point on T (γ) corresponds to a circle |x5| = 1 in Γ.
One can check that the quintic is a Calabi-Yau manifold by computing Chern

classes. At each point of Q0 tangent space to P4 decomposes as a direct sum of a
tangent space to Q0 and a normal space to Q0. In the normal bundle value of W0

is a local coordinate, therefore the normal bundle is a bundle of polynomials of the
fifth degree O(5)→ P4. Decomposition of the tangent space to P4 is expressed by the
following short exact sequence of vector bundles:

0→ TQ0 → TP4|Q0 → O(5)|Q0 → 0 (2.228)

In particular, the full Chern class of the quintic Q0 is a ratio of the full Chern class of
the projective space and the full Chern class of O(5). Let us denote H as a hyperplane
section. Then c(P4) = (1 + H)5|H4=0 and c(O(5)) = 1 + 5H. The easy computation
gives the total Chern class of the quintic Q0:

c(TQ0) = 1 + c1H + c2H
2 + c3H

3, H4|Q0 = 0,

c(TQ0) =
(1 +H)5

1 + 5H
= 1 + 10H2 − 40H3.

(2.229)

First Chern class of Q0 is equal to 0 as it should. The Euler characteristic is computed
to be

χ(Q0) =

∫
Q0

c3(Q0) =

∫
P4

c3(Q0) (5H) = −
∫
P4

200H4 = −200. (2.230)

For simply connected Calabi-Yau threefolds χ = 2h1,1 − 2h2,1 from which it follows
that h2,1(Q0) = 101.

All complex structure deformations can be obtained from polynomial deformations
of the quintic. Consider a general homogeneous polynomial deformation of W0(x):

W0(x) +
∑

s1+···+s5=5

φs1···s5x
s1
1 · · ·xs55 . (2.231)

Almost all such polynomials define Calabi-Yau threefolds Qφ diffeomeorphic to Q0

because they can be connected by smooth deformations. However, different manifolds
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from the family can have different complex structures. Let us see when Qφ1 ' Qφ2 as
a complex manifold. In total, there are 126 homogeneous monomials of degree 5:

x5
i − 5, x4

ixj − 20, x3
ix

2
j − 20, x3

ixjxk − 30, x2
ix

2
jxk − 30,

x2
ixjxkxl − 20, x1x2x3x4x5 − 1.

(2.232)

P4 has an automorphism group PGL(5). Combined with projective dilations it forms
a group GL(5). It is clear that any two hypersurfaces connected by a GL(5) trans-
formations are isomorphic. It turns out that these are the only continuous families of
isomophisms of Qφ. There are in total 126-25=101 continuous independent deforma-
tion parameters which coincide with h2,1.

Let us compute infinitesimal deformations around W0(x).

W0(x+ δx) = W0(x) +
∑
i

∂iW0(x)δxi +O(δ2x). (2.233)

It follows that elements from the Jacobi ideal (∂1W0, . . . , ∂5W0) are coordinate trans-
formations in the first order. The deformation space is naturally isomorphic to the
invariant chiral ring RQ

0 of W0(x) with the quantum symmetry group Q = Z5. The
latter group is generated by an element g which acts on xi as g(xi) = αxi, α

5 = 1.

Mirror quintic The mirror manifold to the quintic was constructed in [111] and is
a factor of the quitic itself with respect to a finite group Z3

5. The group acts on P4

and the action sends Q0 to itself and. The generators of the action can be chosen as
g1 : x1 → αx1, x5 → α4x5, g2 : x2 → αx3, x5 → α4x5, g3 : x3 → αx3, x5 → α4x5, ,
where α5 = 1 as above. Out of all the family (2.231) the group Z3

5 leaves invariant only
a one-dimensional subfamily

W (x, φ1) :=
∑
i≤5

x5
i + φ1

∏
i≤5

xi = 0, (2.234)

which is called a Dwork family with the fibers Qφ1 . The group Z3
5 does not act on

Qφ1 freely. The action has invariant curves which intersect in invariant points. The
factor-variety Q̌φ1 := Qφ1/Z3

5 has orbifold singularities. In order to get a smooth mirror
quintic one can perform blowups of the singular loci. When blowing up there will be
additional cycles in H2,2 and H1,1. The Euler characteristic of the blown up manifold
is 200 [113], therefore h1,1(Q̌φ1) = 101 as it should be for a mirror manifold.

The orbifold singularities do not affect complex structure deformations of the mirror
quintic. Instead of working with orbifold singularities or blow ups we can consider a Z3

5

invariant part of the variation of Hodge structures over the Dwork family (2.234). This
is because the finite global quotient is similar to gauge theory with the finite gauge
group.
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The holomorphic volume form on Qφ1 is equal to the double residue of the following
form in C5

dx1 · · · dx5

W (x, φ1)
. (2.235)

This form is preserved by Z3
5 and thus its cohomology class belongs to a Z3

5-invariant
part of H3(Qφ1). The family (2.234) is one-dimensional and is relatively easy to an-
alyze. One thing to notice is that Qφ1 ' Qαφ1 where the isomorphism is given, for
example, by x1 → αx1. The correct coordinate on the moduli space of complex struc-
tures on the mirror quintic is −z−1 := φ5

1 (the sign and power are due to historical
reasons). The compactified moduli space of mirror quintics is identified with a plane of
coordinate φ1 together with infinity and modulo Z5 action. Such a space P1

(1:5) = P1/Z5

is called a weighed projective line.

φ = −5φ = 0 φ =∞

Figure 2.5.1: Mirror quintic complex structures moduli space P1
(1,5)

There are three special points on this moduli space: z = 0, 5−5,∞. The first
point z = 0, φ1 = ∞ corresponds to a degenerate complex structure where the man-
ifold becomes a union of 5 hyperplanes. Such a point is called a maximal unipotent
monodomy point since period integrals of the holomorphic volume form have maximal
unipotent monodromy around this point. It is this point which under the mirror sym-
metry corresponds to the large volume point on the Kähler moduli space of the quintic
itself around which instanton contributions are exponentially small. Such points in the
moduli spaces are interesting due to their connections with Gromov-Witten theories of
mirror manifolds.

The point z = 5−5, φ1 = −5 is called a conifold point since Q−5 has a conifold
singularity at x1 = 1, . . . , x5 = 1 (125 singularities which are identified by Z3

5. Indeed,
the critical point equation is

5x4
i + φ1

∏
j 6=i

xj = 0 (2.236)

and has the solution x1 = · · · = x5 = const at φ1 = −5. The Hessian matrix at this
point is nondegenerate so that the point is really a conifold point of the form xy = zw
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in C4 and loocls like a cone over a nontrivial fibration over S3 with S2 fibers [115].Such
a singularity can be resolved in two natural ways: either using a deformation or a
blowup. String theory gives a transition between different resolutions. Studying of
conifold singularities is important for phenomenology. In particular, in the brane world
scenario some of the background D-branes are placed at conifold singularities [116,
117].Conifold singularities can be interesting from purely mathematical viewpoint as
well. In particular, performing small resolutions of all 125 singularities of the mirror
quintic one obtains the so-called Schoen quintic [118][?] which does not have any
complex structure deformations. Period integrals for such manifold are connected with
periods of certain modular forms f4(25) whose appearance is not directly connected
with monodromy and is not very well understood yet.

Finally, the point z = ∞, φ1 = 0 is called the orbifold point. The manifold Q0 is
smooth but have an extended symmetry group Z5

5 which independently scales all the
coordinates by fifth roots of unity xi → αxi. It coincides with an orbifold point of
the weighted projective line P1

(1:5) and reflects the common phenomenon of the moduli
problems: objects with enhanced symmetry correspond to orbifold points in moduli
spaces, where the orbifolding group is equal to the jump in the symmetry at the orbifold
point. Mirror versions of orbifold points are FJRW theories.

Mirror quintic periods Let us proceed to special geometry on the one-dimensional
moduli space of mirror quintics. As explained above, it has only one complex structure
deformation, that is h2,1 = 1 and b3 = 4. In other words Z3

5-invariant part of H3(Qφ1) is
four-dimensional and contains H3,0(Qφ1). To compute variations of Hodge structure we
compute a period map which is reconstructed from four independent period integrals
of Ωφ1 . We more or less follow the exposition of [113]. First we compute the periods
around the maximal unipotent monodromy point φ1 = ∞. Periods around this point
can be computed using power series expansion in z = −φ−5

1 :

ω0(z) :=
−z−1/5

(2πi)5

∫
T5

d5x∑
i x

5
i − z−1/5

∏
xi
, (2.237)

where the normalization z−1/5/(2πi)5 is chosen for convenience and the cycle T5 is a
five-dimensional torus in C5 surrounding the union of coordinate hyperplanes. It is a
double tubular neighbourhood of a certain 3-dimensional cycle in H3(Qφ1). This choice
of the contour is due to the fact that for small z the integral (2.237) has the form

ω0(z) ∼ 1

(2πi)5

∫
T5

d5x∏
xi

(2.238)
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and is easily computed through the product of five residues Expanding (2.237) in power
series in z we compute

ω0(z) =
1

(2πi)5

∞∑
n=0

∫
T5

d5x∏
xi

(
z1/5

∑
x5
i∏
xi

)n
. (2.239)

After expanding the expression further it becomes a sum of integrals of Laurent poly-
nomials. Only constant terms of such polynomials have nonvanishing residues. These
summands are of the type

zn
(5n)!

(n!)5
. (2.240)

Plugging this expression into the integral (2.239) we get the formula for the period
integral

ω0(z) =
∞∑
n=0

(5n)!

(n!)5
zn. (2.241)

To get another useful representation for the period we use the multiplication formula
for the gamma function:

Γ(nx) = (2π)
n−1

2 n1/2−nxΓ(x)Γ

(
x+

1

n

)
· · ·Γ

(
x+

n− 1

n

)
(2.242)

with the result

ω0(z) = (2π)251/2

∞∑
n=0

Γ
(
n+ 1

5

)
Γ
(
n+ 2

5

)
Γ
(
n+ 3

5

)
Γ
(
n+ 4

5

)
Γ(n+ 1)3n!

(z/55)
n
. (2.243)

In this representation it is clear that ω0(z) is a generalized hypergeometric function

ω0(z) = (2π)251/2
4F3

(
1
5
, 2

5
, 3

5
, 4

5

1, 1, 1
; z/55

)
. (2.244)

This function is a balanced hypergeometric function, that is the sum of the arguments
in the numerator is equal to the sum of the arguments in the denominator + 1. It
satisfies a hypergeometric equation of the fourth degree:[

θ4 − z

55

(
θ − 1

5

)(
θ − 2

5

)(
θ − 3

5

)(
θ − 4

5

)]
ω0(z) = 0, (2.245)

where θ = zd/dz. Three other periods are also solutions of the same differential
equation. This reflets a general story for period integrals of Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Periods of holomorphic and meromorphic forms on families of algebraic varieties satisfy
differential equations of very specific kind which are called Picard-Fuchs equations [119].
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The simplest example is an ordinary hypergeometric equation with the parameters
±1/2 which is satisfied by the periods of elliptic curves or one-dimensional Calabi-Yau
manifolds.

Let us compute the other three period integrals. It is convenient to use the Frobe-
nius method for this purpose. Indices of all four solutions of the equation (2.245) are
equal to zero at z = 0, that is the solutions are of the following type:

ω0(z) = 1 + · · · , ω1(z) = ω0(z) log z + · · · ,
ω2(z) = ω0(z) log2 z + · · · , ω3(z) = ω0(z) log3 z + · · · .

(2.246)

Point z = 0 for the equation (2.245) is called a maximal unipotent monodromy
point because the monodromy matrix of solutions (2.246) is in the conjugacy class of
a unique Jordan block with eigenvalue equal to 1.

ωi(z)→ ωi(z) + ωi−1(z) + · · · . (2.247)

According to the Frobenius method the periods can be evaluated from the following
generating function which itself is constructed from ω0(z):

ω(z,H) :=
∞∑
n=0

Γ(5n+ 5H + 1)

Γ(n+H + 1)5
zn+H |H4=0 =

= ω0(z) + ω̃1(z)H +
1

2
ω̃2(z)H2 +

1

6
ω̃3(z)H3.

(2.248)

Periods ω̃i(z) are computed using the Frobenius method and therefore they are not
integrals over actual cycles but are complex linear combinations of such integrals. The
function ω(z,H) is closely related with the Givental J-function of the quintic Q where
H should be understood as a Kähler class of the quintic.

We introduce

ω̃k(z) =
k∑
i=0

(
k

i

)
fi(z) logk−i z, (2.249)

where

fi(z) =
∑
n≥0

zn
∂i

∂H i

(
Γ(5n+ 5H + 1)

Γ(n+H + 1)5
|H=0

)
. (2.250)

Derivatives of the gamma functions are expressed using multigamma functions
ψ(0)(z) = Γ′(z)/Γ(z), ψ(m)(z) = ∂m/∂zmψ(z) with the result

f1(z) =
∑
n

5Φ(0)
Γ(5n+ 1)

Γ(n+ 1)5
zn,

f2(z) =
∑
n

(5Φ′(0) + 25Φ(0)2)
Γ(5n+ 1)

Γ(n+ 1)5
zn,

f3(z) =
∑
n

(5Φ′′(0) + 75Φ(0)′Φ(0) + 125Φ(0)3)
Γ(5n+ 1)

Γ(n+ 1)5
zn,

(2.251)
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where we introduced another function

Φ(H) = Φn(H) =5(ψ(5n+ 5H + 1)− ψ(n+H + 1))−
− 5(ψ(5H + 1)− ψ(H + 1)) =

= 5
5n∑
m=1

1

m+ 5H
− 5

n∑
m=1

1

m+H
.

(2.252)

This data turns out to be enough to compute unnormalized Yukawa couplings and
the mirror map. However, in order to compute the special Kähler geometry on the
moduli space one has to compute periods in a symplectic basis of cycles or, at least,
to compute it in a real basis of cycles and the intersection matrix of the cycles.

The classical approach to compute periods in a symplectic basis of cycles uses
analytic continuation of the period ω0(z) and monodromy of the periods around special
points of the moduli space. Careful examination of the monodromy allows to have
enough constraints to compute a symplectic basis of cycles in some cases. Analytic
continuation of ω0(z) is done with the help of the Mellin-Barnes type representation of
hypergeometric functions:

ω0(z) =
∞∑
n=0

Γ(5n+ 1)

Γ(n+ 1)5
zn =

∮
ds

e2πis − 1

Γ(5s+ 1)

Γ(s+ 1)5
zs =

=
1

2i

∞∑
n=0

Γ
(
n+1

5

)5

n!
z−

n+1
5 sin4 π

n+ 1

5
eπi

n+1
5 , (2.253)

where in the top line the contour is closed to the right hand side picking up the residues
at s = n, whereas in the bottom line the contour is closed to the left and the residues
are at the points s = −(n + 1)/5. The first series converges where |z| < 5−5 and the
second where |z| > 5−5. The boundary of convergence is a conifold point z = 5−5

which illustrates another common point of moduli spaces: periods have different series
expansions in different regions. The radius of convergence of such a series is equal to
the distance to the closest special point in the moduli space. Different series expansions
correspond to different phases on the mirror side.

In the last equality in (2.253) the expansion is over fractional powers of z which
is consistent with the fact that z = ∞ is an orbifold point in the moduli space. This
can be used to compute other three periods over integral cycles. The period ω0(z) has
nontrivial monodromy around z = ∞, z → e2kπiz = αkz. Applying this three times
we compute four period integrals ωk(z) = ω0(αkz), 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 around z =∞:

ωk(φ) :=
1

2i

∞∑
n=0

Γ
(
n+1

5

)5

n!
z−

n+1
5 sin4 π

n+ 1

5
α(n+1)(k+1/2). (2.254)
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The sum over k ∈ Z5 of these periods is equal to zero, therefore there are only four
independent periods as it should be.

This method of computation of the special geometry is quite complicated and de-
pends on the parameters of the concrete Calabi-Yau manifolds, in particular, it depends
on the monodromy properties in the moduli space. In the next sections we describe
our method of computation of the special Kähler geometry which is much simpler in
many cases and allows to compute special geometry for many examples which were not
known before.

2.5.2 Landau-Ginzburg Calabi-Yau correspondence

In this subsection we explain the main idea behind our method of computation
of special Kähler geometry on the moduli space of complex structures. Above we
explained how variations of Hodge structures of special sort and special geometry ap-
pear on families of Calabi-Yau manifolds and on Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds of central
charge 3(n − 2). In fact, these classes intersect: at least ground states correlation
functions coincide with the ones for Calabi-Yau manifolds. This correspondence can
be established purely in mathematical terms. In many examples it allows to simplify
drastically special geometry computations for Calabi-Yau manifolds.

Remark 2.5.1. In what follows we consider mostly the case n = 5 both for the sake
of simplicity and keeping in mind main applications to Calabi-Yau threefolds. Even
though most of the formulas hold true in general case with appropriate modifications.
In particular, the Hodge structures which appear on the state spaces are of weight
n − 2 insted of 3 and the intersection (topological) pairing is symmetric in the even
dimension.

Landau-Ginzburg Let W (x, φ) = W0(x) +
∑h

s=1 φses be a family of weighted ho-
mogeneous polynomials in Cn as in subsection 2.4.5. In particular, W0 has an isolated
singularity at the origin, {es}hs=1 form a basis of the Milnor ring of W0(x), and the
central charge of W (x, φ) is equal to 3(n− 2). We put {ki}ni=1 to be minimal integral
weights of {xi} and d is a weight of W (x, φ).

Each such polynomial defines a pair of physical theories: a Landau-Ginzburg orb-
ifold and a nonlinear sigma model. The Landau-Ginzburg orbifold has a superpotential
W (x, φ) and has a target space Cn/Zd, where α ∈ Zd, αd = 1 acts as xi → αkixi. We
call M̃ an open subset in the affine space with coordinates {φs}, that is the deformation
space. The tilda stands for the fact that M̃ is a finite cover of (a subset in) the actual
moduli space.

The Landau-Ginzburg theory defines a bundle of oscillating integrals Hn p→ M̃

where a fiber is p−1(φ) = Hn
Dz

(Cn)Q = (H
(0)
z )Q|z=const∈C∗ and is isomorphic to the
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chiral ring RQ
φ . We explained in subsection 2.4.5 that there exists a natural varia-

tion of Hodge structures of weight n − 2 on the bundle Hn → M̃, where both the
Gauss-Manin connection and the integral structure come from the connection with
complex oscillatory integrals, and Hodge filtration coincides with the weight filtration
on Hn

Dz
(Cn)Q.

Calabi-Yau Second physical theory is a Calabi-Yau non-linear sigma model. The
fact that the polynomial W (x, φ) is weighted homogeneous for all φ means that there
is a C∗ action on Cn which leaves zeros of this polynomial invariant. Thus the zero
locus W (x, φ) = 0 is well-defined on a factor space

Pn−1
k̄

= Pn−1
(k1:...:kn) := (Cn\0)/C∗, xi ∼ λkixi. (2.255)

If the polynomial W0 is just homogeneous, that is ki = 1, d = n, then the factor
space Pn−1

(k1:...:kn) = Pn−1 is an ordinary projective space. In general Pn−1
(k1:...:kn) is called a

weighted projective space [120] and has orbifold singularities.
The equation W (x, φ) = 0 defines an orbifold Calabi-Yau hypersurface Xφ inside

P4
k̄

under our assumptions on W (x, φ) for almost all φ ∈ M̃. Such an orbifold has only
mild singularities and, in particular, there is a pure Hodge structure on the middle
cohomology group Hn−2(Xφ). In fact, there is a subgroup Hn−2

poly (Xφ) which is generated
by the holomorphic volume form.

In the case where n = 5 the middle cohomology is H3(Xφ). The subgroup
HH3

poly(Xφ) is generated by H3,0(Xφ), (2,1)-forms corresponding to polynomial de-
formations of W (x, φ) and their complex conjugates.

Unions of cohomology fibers over the deformation space M̃ form the cohomology

bundles H
q→ M̃ and Hpoly

q̃→ M̃ over the deformation space. As in the subsection 2.4.3
these exist natural variations of Hodge structures of weight n − 2 on H and on its
subbundle Hpoly since it is compatible with the integral structure and is invariant
with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection. For more details on variations of Hodge
structures for orbifolds see [114] or appendix 2.A.

The main result of this section is

Proposition 2.5.1. Let W (x, φ) be as above. Then the variations of Hodge structures
on the deformations of the singularity Hn → M̃ and on deformations of the Calabi-
Yau manifold Hpoly → M̃ are isomorphic, that is there is a vector bundle isomorphism

Hn ι' Hpoly which commutes with integral structures and Gauss-Manin connections.

Proof. Let us explain why this is true. A holomorphic volume form on a threefold Xφ
is

Ωφ := εijklm
xidxjdxkdxl
∂W0/∂xm

(2.256)
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We can rewrite it as a double residue using the same argument as was used in the case
of the quintic threefold.∮

W=0

εijklm
xidxjdxkdxldxm

W0(x)
=

∮
W=0

εijklm
dW0

W0

xidxjdxkdxl
dW0(x)/dxm

= Ω0. (2.257)

The 4-form above is expressed as a residue of the followng form in C5∫
Γ

dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5

W0(x)
. (2.258)

Ω ∈ Γ(M̃,Hpoly). We define an isomorphism ι as ι(Ωφ) → d5x ∈ H5
Dz

(C5)Q. As
was explained in subsection 2.4.3, variations of Hodge structures of the type considered
here can be completely reconstructed from the period integrals of a holomorphic volume
form which is a section of Γ(M̃, F 3Hpoly).

To prove the proposition we prove that the period integrals of Ωφ and dnx coincide.

Lemma 2.5.1 (Key lemma). Let a cycle γ ∈ H3
poly(Xφ)∗. Then there exist Γz ∈

H5(C5,Re(W/z)� 0) such that∫
γ

Ωφ = z

∫
Γz

e−W (x,φ)/zd5x. (2.259)

If γ is an integral cycle then so is Γ.

Proof. This lemma is a variation of well-known results in the singularity theory about
the connection between complex oscillating integrals and periods [121]. First of all
we use the definition of Ωφ to rewrite the period in the left hand side as a residue
integral (2.259) ∫

γ

Ωφ =

∫
T (γ)

dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5

W0(x)
, (2.260)

where T (γ) ∈ H5(C5\{W = 0}). This cycle surrounds union of Hopf fibers over γ in
the direction normal to W = 0.

Consider a nearby Milnor fiber {W (x, φ) = w} ⊂ C5. Outside of a ball around
the critical point 0 it is a small perturbation of the central Milnor fiber {W = 0}.
Since the cycle T (γ) can be deformed away of the origin, it defines an element of
H5(C5\{W = w}) for small w as well. We denote a class of such a cycle T (γw) because
it surrounds a 4-dimensional cycle γw inside (we note that γ is three-dimensional and
γ0 would be a union of Hopf fibers over γ). We compute∫

T (γw)

d5x

W (x, φ1)− w
=

∫
γ

d5x

W (x, φ1)

∞∑
n=0

(
w

W (x, φ1)

)
=

∫
γ

d5x

W (x, φ1)
. (2.261)
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due to weighted homogeneity. Using this and inserting the 1 as z
∫
w≥0

e−w/zdw we have∫
T (γ)

dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5

W (x, φ1)
=

∫
T (γw)

dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5

W (x, φ1)− w
=

= z

∫
w>0

e−w/z
(∫

T (γw)

d5x

W (x, φ1)− w

)
dw, (2.262)

Now we take a residue at W = w in the inner integral in (2.262)

z

∫
w>0

e−w/z
(∫

T (γw)

d5x

W (x, φ1)− w

)
dw = z

∫
Γz :=∪wγw

e−w/z
d4xdw

∂W (x, φ1)/∂x5

. (2.263)

The five-dimensional cycle Γz is a union of all cycles γw for w ∈ zR+.
For any x ∈ Γz we have W (x, φ) = w. The last step is a coordinate change

x1, . . . , x4, w → x1, . . . , x5:

z

∫
Γz

e−w/z
d4xdw

∂W (x, φ1)/∂x5

= z

∫
Γz

e−W (x,φ1)/zd5x. (2.264)

With this lemma it is easy to construct the map ι. Elements of the form

∇GM
i1
· · · ∇GM

i1
d5x = ∂φi1W · · · ∂φi1W d5x = ei1 · · · eis d5x (2.265)

generate all H5
Dz

(C5)Q because 1 and ∂φkW form a multiplicative basis in RQ
φ by

construction. Since ι commutes with the Gauss-Manin connection we should have

ι(ei1 · · · eis d5x) =
∂

∂φi1
· · · ∂

∂φi1
Ωφ. (2.266)

In the physical language the proposition (2.5.1) establish the equality between de-
formed topologically twisted disk one-point functions for Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds
and for corresponding non-linear Calabi-Yau sigma models. Complex oscillatory inte-
grals or exponential periods being disk one-point functions in Landau-Ginzburg theory
and periods of the holomorphic forms are disk one-point functions for sigma mod-
els. The map ι is an isomorphism between topologically B-twisted observables and
A-twisted branes or boundary conditions [100]. The isomorphism between the branes
is ι∗(γ)→ Γz. The A-twisted branes are special Lagrangian representatives in H3(Xφ)
and H5(C5,Re(W/z) � 0) whose pairing with B-twisted observables is given by the
(exponential) periods. In order to prove equivalence of the special geometries we need
to prove that the pairings of the states or branes coincide.
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Proposition 2.5.2. In the setting of the proposition (2.5.1) the intersection matrix
of cycles C−1

ij := γi ∩ γj coincides with the intersection matrix C−1
ij = Γiz ∩ Γj−z up to

overall normalization.

Proof. We present the proof for the cocycles. The intersection pairing on H5
Dz

(C5)Q is
the higher residue pairing

K(ei d
5x, ej d5x) = Cab

∫
Γa+

eW/zei d
5x

∫
Γa−

e−W/zej d5x = z5Res
ei ejd

5x

∂1W · · · ∂5W
+O(z),

(2.267)
where the O(z) part vanishes if wt(ei) + wr(ej) < wt(HessW ) by the saddle point
approximation and homogeneity.

Let us denote I = (i1, . . . , ip) and J = (j1, . . . , jq) and ∂I = ∂si1cdots∂ip . It is
known (e.g. [113]) that ∫

X
∂IΩ ∧ ∂JΩ = Res

(
∏

s∈ItJ es) d5x

∂1W · · · ∂5W
, (2.268)

if |I|+|J | = 3 and is equal to zero if |I|+|J | < 3. Via the map ι we see that the pairings
of the cocycles coincide on F pHpoly ⊗ F qHpoly and F pHn ⊗ F qHn for p+ q ≤ 3. Since
the both pairings are real, they coincide also on F pHpoly⊗F qHpoly and F pHn⊗F qHn

and, therefore, on the full spaces as well.

Remark 2.5.2. The propositions above extend to the case of general n. The spaces
Hn−2
poly (Xφ) ⊂ Hn−2(Xφ) are generated by the map ι (2.266) Gauss-Manin derivatives of

the holomorphic volume form Ω with respect to the polynomial deformations of Xφ.

Remark 2.5.3. The proposition 2.5.2 says that the Hodge structures on HDz and on
Hpoly are isomorphic as polarized Hodge structures, where polarization is given by the
Poincaré pairing which is dual to intersection of cycles.

Corollary 2.5.1. As a consequence of two propositions above special Kähler geomeries
on Landau-Ginzburg orbifold and Calabi-Yau complex structures deformation spaces are
isomorphic.

Special geomety for Calabi-Yau manifolds connected with Landau-Ginzburg
orbifolds We use the propositions above to write a formula for special Kähler metric
on the complex structure deformation space of a Calabi-Yau purely in Landau-Ginzburg
terms.

Let us explain the idea. Special geometry metric is a pairing between holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic disk one-point functions, in particular, its Kähler potential is
a logarithm of a disc one-point functions of an identity operator with its complex
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conjugates (2.197). On a Calabi-Yau manifold it is a pairing of the period integrals.
On the Landau-Ginzburg side it is a pairing of complex oscillatory integrals and the
intersection is the intersection pairing of relative cycles in Cn instead of cycles in Xφ.

Consider the formula (2.197):

e−K = ωi(φ)Cijωk(φ). (2.269)

Using the proposition 2.5.1 we can write

ωi(φ) =

∫
Qi±

e±W (x,φ)dnx. (2.270)

where Qi
± ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(±W )� 0;Z). The proposition 2.5.2 implies that

(C−1)ij ∼ Qi
+ ∩Q

j
−, (2.271)

where ∼ means that they are equal up to a nonsignificant common factor. To simplify
the expression we introduce a basis {ei dnx}2h+2

i=1 of Hn
Dz

(Cn)Q and a dual basis of cycles

{Γjz}2h+2
j=1 in Hn(Cn,Re(W/z)� 0)Q ⊗ C which are Gauss-Manin flat and∫

Γjz

ei e
W0(x)/zdnx = δji . (2.272)

We also define Γj+ := Γj1 and Γj− such that∫
Γi−

e−W0(x)−
∑
s≤h φses(x)d5x =

∫
Γi+

eW0(x)+
∑
s≤h φses(x)d5x. (2.273)

The oscillating integrals over Γjz can be computed in purely algebraical terms using
power series expansion of the exponent in the deformation parameters and adding Dz-
exact terms to integrand to decompose them as sums of basis elements ei d

nx. We
show how this works in examples below.

The remaining question is how to compute the intersection matrix Γiz ∩ Γjz. Since
these cycles have complex coefficients, there are two notions of intersection matrices for
them. On is holomorphic continuation from the integral cycles, another is Hermitian.
These are connected with holomorpic and tt∗ metrics of Frobenius manifolds. We split
this question into two: first we compute the holomorphic pairing of cycles and then
the real structure which connects it with the Hermitian pairing.

Holomorphic pairing, Hermitian pairing and Milnor ring We introduce the
matrix ηij of inverse holomorphic intersection pairing

(η−1)ij := Γiz ∩hol Γj−z, (2.274)

which is a biholomorphic continuation of the pairing from integral cycles. We can
compute it with the help of the following two propositions. First of them express
cycles intersection matrix through intersection (higher residue pairing) of cocycles.
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Proposition 2.5.3. In the notations of this section the following formula holds up to
a constant:

ηik
∫

Γi−

e−W0(x)ej(x) d5x

∫
Γk+

eW0(x)el(x) d5x = (−1)|l|ηjl, (2.275)

where |l| is a weighted degree of el in RQ
0 .

Proof. The integrals in (2.278) can be obtained from (2.273) by differentiation at φ = 0
due to (2.265). The basis {ei}i≤2+2h can be always chosen such that ei = es1 · · · esk
such that esk have weighted degree 1. Then∫

Γi∓

ei e
∓W0(x)d5x = (∓1)k

(
∂s1 · · · ∂sk

∫
Γi∓

e∓W (x,φ)d5x

)
|φ=0. (2.276)

As a consequence we obtain∫
Γi−

ej e
−W0(x)d5x = (−1)|i|

∫
Γi+

ej e
W0(x)d5x = (−1)|l|δij. (2.277)

Plugging this to the left hand side of (2.278) we compute

ηik
∫

Γi−

e−W0(x)ej(x) d5x

∫
Γk+

eW0(x)el(x) d5x = ηikδ
i
j(−1)|l|δkl = (−1)|l|ηjl, (2.278)

The second proposition is due to [101, 122] and connects the oscillating integral
pairing (higher residue pairing) in (2.278) with the ordinary residue.

Proposition 2.5.4. In the notations of the section

ηik

∫
Γi+

eW0(x)/zej(x) d5x

∫
Γk−

e−W0(x)/zel(x) d5x =

= z5

(
Res

ej(x)el(x) d5x

∂1W0 · · · ∂5W0

+O(z)

)
. (2.279)

Proof. In order to prove the proposition we perturb W0 to a Morse function W̃0 =
W0 +

∑
i cixi and use the steepest descent method. Let us denote µ = dim(R0) to

be a Milnor number of W0. We change the integration cycles to Lefschetz thimbles
{Li±}i≤µ which emanate from Morse singular points {pi}i≤µ in direction of the gradient
of W0. A period over a cycle of steepest descent (ascent) has the following semi-classical
asymptotics: ∫

Li∓

e∓W̃0(x)/zek(x) d5x = z5/2 e∓zW̃0(pi)ek(pi)√
det ∂i∂jW̃0(pi)

+O(z7/2). (2.280)
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We can compute (2.279) using this asymptotics:∑
i≤4

∫
Li−

e−W̃0(x)/zej(x) d5x

∫
Li+

eW̃0(x)/zel(x) d5x =

= z5

(∑
i≤4

ej(pi)el(pi) d5x

det ∂k∂pW̃0

+O(z)

)
. (2.281)

To finish the proof we recall that Grothendieck residue of a Morse function f : Cn → C
has the following expression

Res
α d5x

∂1f · · · ∂nf
=

∑
pi∈Crit(f)

α(pi)

det ∂j∂kf
(2.282)

and take the limit ci → 0.

In the favorable cases the O(z−1) correction to the residue vanishes and the
holomorphic pairing just coincides with the residue pairing. In general case one can
pick particular representatives ei d

nx+ dW ∧ α form equivalence classes such that the
O(z−1) term vanishes.

Now we turn to the Hermitian pairing of cycles. It is equal to a product of the
holomorphic pairing and real structure matrix. namely, if Γiz = M i

jΓ
j
z, then ei(x) dnx =

M j
i ej dnx and the Hermitian pairing is expressed as ηikM j

k .
We check this by the following computation:

e−K = ηij
∫

Γi−

e−Wd5x

∫
Γj+

eWd5x = ηikM j
k

∫
Γi−

e−Wd5x

∫
Γj+

eWd5x. (2.283)

Let us introduce a notation for the periods

σi(φ) :=

∫
Γi+

eWdnx. (2.284)

Then the formula for the Kähler potential can be written compactly as

e−K = σi(φ)ηikM j
kσj(φ), (2.285)

which is our main worling formula.
In some cases special Kähler geometry on Landau-Ginzburg orbifold deformations

is especially simple to compute. In these cases much of the computation is done with
the help of additional symmetry. Below we use the framework of this section and
additional symmetry to explicitly compute Kähler potentials of the special geometry
for non-linear sigma models.
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2.5.3 Phase symmetry

In this subsection we explain the common feature of our examples: additional
diagonal symmetry at the special points of moduli spaces. It was mentioned that such
points become orbifold points in the moduli spaces. We compute Kähler potentials of
special geometry metrics as power series expansions around orbifold points.

Let W (x, φ) = W0(x)+
∑h

s=1 φses be a family of weighted homogeneous polynomials
in n variables of central charge 3(n−2). We also assume that for φ = 0 the polynomial
W (x, φ) has an isolated singularity at the origin and that es form a basis of R0 of
weight 1. There is a (C∗)n action on Cn acting by diagonal rescalings:

(λ1, . . . , λn) · (x1, . . . , xn) = (λ1x1, . . . , λnxn). (2.286)

Definition 2.5.1. A phase symmetry group ΠW0 is a maximal discrete subgroup of
(C∗)n acting on Cn as above and preserving W0(x), that is g ∈ ΠW0 acts as W0(g ·x) =
W0(x).

Since W0(x) is weighted homogeneous, there exists a set of integers {ki}i≤n, d with-
out a common factor such that

W (λkixi, φ) = λdW (x, φ). (2.287)

It follows that the phase symmetry group is non-empty and includes a subgroup Zd
acting as in (2.287) with λd = 1. This group is not specific to W0 and its action is
defined for the whole family W (x, φ). This group acts trivially on Pn−1

k̄
and therefore

is not seen on the level of nonlinear sigma model on Xφ = {W (x, φ) = 0} ⊂ Pn−1
k̄

.
Following the old conventions of [111]we call such a group a quantum symmetry group
of Xφ. In general, quantum symmetry group QW0 is a subgroup of the phase symmetry
group which acts trivially on the Calabi-Yau manifold which we associate with the
Landau-Ginzburg orbifold. The Landau-Ginzburg orbifold is defined on Cn/QW0 . In
the minimal case the quantum symmetry group coincides with Zd.

The factor GX0 := ΠW0/QW0 is called a geometric symmetry group and acts without
a kernel on X0 in favorable cases. A generic neighbouring fiber Xφ does not have this
symmetry which is implied by the fact that W (x, φ) is not invariant under GX0 . There
is a way to modify this action in such a way that the modified action preserves W (x, φ).
For this purpose we extend the action ofGX0 on Cn×M̃, where M̃ ' Ch is a deformation
space with the coordinats φs. If g ∈ GX0 and g · es = gses we define g · φs := g−1

s es.

The action of the geometric symmetry group extended in this way preserves W (x, φ)
by construction. Moreover, it defines an isomorphism between Xφ and Xg·φ by the

formula x→ g · x. It follows that M̃ is at most a ramified finite cover of actual moduli
space with the generic fiber greater or equal to the order of GX0 modulo stabilizers.
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Phase symmetry and special geometry Points with additional symmetry in the
moduli space are orbifold points and we can use monodromy considerations to simplify
the formulas a lot. We focus on the case where we can pick a basis {ei}2+2h of RQ

φ such
that each ei has a unique weight with respect to the phase symmetry group which is
the most symmetric case. We show that in this case both holomorphic pairing ηij and
real structure matrix M j

i are antidiagonal in the natural basis.

Proposition 2.5.5. 1. We can reorder elements of the basis {ei} such that the
residue pairing becomes antidiagonal matix at φ = 0.

2. In the basis {ei dnx}i ⊂ Hn
Dz

(Cn) the oscillatory integral pairing (the higher
residue pairing) (2.279) coincides with the ordinary residue pairing.

3. In the same basis at φ = 0 the real structure matrix Mk
i is antidiagonal as well.

Proof. The first part is almost trivial. The residue pairing on the Milnor ring is non-
degenerate and invariant with respect to the phase symmetry group. Indeed, let
us perform a coordinate transformation x → g · x inside the residue pairing. Let
g · ei dnx = gi ei d

nx. Then after the coordinate change we have

Res
ea eb dnx

∂1W0 · · · ∂nW0

= Res
gagbea eb dnx

∂1W0 · · · ∂nW0

, (2.288)

where weights of group action on dnx come from the transformation of the numerator
dnx and from ∂i in the denominator. It follows that the residue pairing vanishes unless
product of weights of ea dnx and ej dnx is equal to 1, gagb = 1 for all g. This is
equivalent to the weight of ei times the weight of ej is equal to the weight of HessW0.

For every es ∈ RQ
0 of weight less or equal to 1 we define e3+2h−s of weight 3− |s| to be

the unique element of RQ
0 of complimentary weight. In this basis the residue pairing

is antidiagonal by construction.
To show the second claim we make a coordinate change in (2.279) induced by a

phase symmetry transformation x→ g · x similarly to (2.288) we get

ηik

∫
Γi+

eW0(x)/zea(x) d5x

∫
Γk−

e−W0(x)/zeb(x) d5x =

= gagb ηik

∫
g(Γi+)

eW0(x)/zea(x) d5x

∫
g(Γk−)

e−W0(x)/zeb(x) d5x. (2.289)

Transformations Γ±k → g(Γ±k ) do not change the intersection matrix and thus the
expression above vanishes whenever gagb 6= 1 for all g ∈ ΠW0 . To show that (2.289) is
equal to the ordinary residue we note that the oscillatory pairing (2.289) is weighted
homogeneous of degree n. Since the corrections to the ordinary residue are O(zn+1)
they are nonvanishing only if wt(ea dnx) + wt(eb dnx) ≥ n + 1. But gagb = 1 can be
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true for all g only if wt(ea dnx) + wt(eb dnx) = n, that is all the corrections of order
O(zn+1) vanish. As a corollary, normalizing ea if necessary, we obtain a formula for
the holomorphic intersection matrix:

ηij = δi+j,2h+3(−1)|j|. (2.290)

The final claim of the proposition is almost immediate. If g ·ea dnx = gaea dnx then
by duality g · Γa = g−1

a Γa. We use phase symmetry action and complex conjugation

g · Γa = ga
−1M b

aΓb = gaM
b
aΓb, (2.291)

where the last equality is because g acts as roots of unity, in particilar |ga| = 1.
Therefore M b

aΓb has a definite weight ga which implies

M b
a = Abδa+b,2h+3. (2.292)

Since MM̄ = 1 we have AaĀ2h+3−a = 1.

This proposition tells that the holomorphic inverse intersection matrix of cycles up
to signs coincide with the ordinary residue pairing in the Milnor ring and is antidiagonal
in a good basis.

We can obtain an important consequence from the proposition above. The corollary
is obtained by applying the formulas (2.292) and (2.290) to our main formula for the
Kähler potential (2.285)

Corollary 2.5.2. The exponent of the special Kähler metric around good orbifold points
is diagonal in the periods σk(φ) and is expressed as:

e−K =
2h+2∑
k=1

(−1)|k|Ak|σk(φ)|2, (2.293)

where Γ2h+3−a = AaΓa and A2h+3−a = Ā−1
a .

The formula (2.293) will be our main formula for computation in examples.

2.5.4 Periods and real structure: invertible singularities

In this subsection we explain how to compute both periods σa(φ) and the real
structure matrix Mb

a which we denote by a bold letter in this section in order to not
mix it with another matrix.
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We consider deformations of a Calabi-Yau variety which is a zero locus of a weighted
homogeneous polynomial W0(x) in a weighted projective space. Let W0(x) be an in-
vertible singularity that is

W0(x) =
n∑
i=1

n∏
j=1

x
Mij

j , (2.294)

where the matrix M = {Mij}i,j≤5 consists of non-negative integers and is invert-
ible [123, 124].Such singularities are also called singularities of Berglund-Hübsch type
due to their mirror symmetry construction for such Calabi-Yau manifolds in [125].
We denote the inverse matrix M−1 = {(M−1)ij}i,j≤n. All invertible singularities are
weighted homogeneous:

W0(λ
(M−1)jk
k xj) =

n∑
i=1

n∏
j=1

x
Mij

j λ
MijM

−1
jk

k =
n∑
i=1

λi

n∏
j=1

x
Mij

j . (2.295)

When λ1 = · · · = λn = λ the right hand side is λW0(x). The quasihomogeneity weights
are ki = d

∑
j(M

−1
ij ), where d is the least common denominator of

∑
j(M

−1
ij ). From the

same formula it is cleat that W0 have a large phase symmetry group ΠW0 . An element
g ∈ ΠW0 acts on Cn as g · xi = e2π

√
−1gixi, where

gi = (M−1)ijnj, nj ∈ Z. (2.296)

Zero loci of W0(x) are well-defined in Pn−1
(k1,...,kn). Weighted projecctive spaces are

orbifolds and so are X0 = {W0(x) = 0} ⊂ Pn−1
k̄

. As we mentioned before these
singularities do not spoil Hodge structure on the middle cohomology Hn(X0). Two
additional condition we require are as always the transversality dW0 = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0
and the Calabi-Yau condition: d =

∑
i ki. These two conditions garantee that X0 is a

quasismooth (orbifold) Calabi-Yau. The Calabi-Yau condition can be written as∑
i,j≤n

(M−1)ij = 1. (2.297)

Space of polynomial deformations of complex structure is the base of the family

W (x, φ) = W0(x) +
h∑
s=1

φses(x), (2.298)

where h = h2,1
poly is a number of independent polynomial deformations of complex struc-

ture or es(x) ∈ C[x1, . . . , x5]/(∂iW0) is a basis of the homogeneous part of the chiral
ring (RQ

0 )1. such polynomial deformations span a cohomology group H2,1
poly(X0) con-

sisting of Beltrami differentials corresponding to polynomial deformations. H3
poly(X0)
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is defined as a span of H3,0 ⊕ H2,1
poly(X0) and its complex conjugate. In general not

all deformations of complex structures have polynomial representatives and there are
group embeddings H2,1

poly(X0) ⊂ H2,1(X0) and H3
poly(X0) ⊂ H3(X0).

We consider maximally symmetric cases that is only singularities W0 such that
RQ

0 is decomposed into pairwise differents one-dimensional represntations of the phase
symmetry group ΠW0 . Let us choose a basis {ea}2=2h

a=1 of the Milnor ring whose elements
are eigenvectors with respect to the phase symmetry group and the residue pairing is

Res
ea eb d5x

∂1W0 · · · ∂5W0

= δa+b,2h+3. (2.299)

Periods First we find the periods (we perform the computation for general n)

σa(φ) =

∫
Γ−a

e−W (x,φ) dnx. (2.300)

For this purpose we expand W (x, φ) in φ and recursively reduce integrands to the basis
forms eb dnx ∈ Hn

D+
(Cn) .

σa(φ) =
∑

m1,...,mh≥0

φm1
1 · · ·φ

mh
h

m1! · · ·mh!

∫
Γa−

e−W0(x)
∏
i≤n

x
∑h
s=1 mssi

i dnx. (2.301)

Consider an integral ∫
Γa−

e−W0(x)
∏
i≤n

xbii dnx, (2.302)

We note that the Jacobi ideal of W0(x) is generated by

∂kW0(x) =
∑
i

Mik

∏
j

x
Mij−δjk
j . (2.303)

In particular, all the monomials of W0 belong to the Jacobi ideal themselves∏
j

x
Maj

j =
∑
k

M−1
ka xk∂kW0(x). (2.304)

In general only W0 itself belongs to its own Jacobi ideal in the weighted homogeneous
case [28]. Using the formula (2.304) we can recursively reduce the differential form
in (2.302) shifting the exponents of xi by the rows of the matrix M . For the k-th row
we explicitly compute

∏
i≤5

xMki+ai
i dnx−D−

(∑
b

M−1
bk

∏
i≤n

xai+δibi dnx/dxb

)
=

=
∑
b

(ab + 1)M−1
bk

∏
i≤n

xaii dnx. (2.305)
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Using induction we obtain the following formula

xMv+kdnx =
n∏
i=1

(∑
j

(kj + 1)M−1
ji

)
vi

n∏
i=1

xkidnx, b = Mv + k, (2.306)

where (a)n = Γ(a+ n)/Γ(a) is a Pochhammer symbol.

By the formula for the phase symmetry group action, xMv+kdnx and xkdnx =∏
i x

ki
i dnx belong to the same representation of ΠW0 that is they transform in the

same way. Rows of the matrix Mij are n linearly independent integral vectors in the
lattice Zn. They have a fundamental domain with detM integral points. Every point
Zn can be shifted to the fundamental domain by the rows of M . We further assume
that elements of the fundamental domain have pairise different weights with respect to
ΠW0 and that we can pick a basis in the Milnor ring so that for all a ≤ 2+2h exponent
vectors (a1, · · · , an) of the basis monomials ea = xa1

1 · · ·xann belong to the fundamental
domain. This assumption always holds in our examples.

Under the assumption we can use (2.306) to compute the period in (2.301):

σa(φ) =
∑

v1,...,v5≥0

∏
i≤5

(
(aj + 1)M−1

ji

)
vi

∑
∑h
s=1 mssi=Mijvj+ai

φm1
1 · · ·φ

mh
h

m1! · · ·mh!
,

a = (a1, . . . , a5) ∈ R0,∑
i≤5

Mijaj = 0, d, 2d, 3d.

(2.307)

Let us make a comment on the formula above. It defines a period integral when
the Pochhammer symbols are non-vanishing which is certainly true if the arguments
(aj + 1)M−1

ji are non-integral. Otherwise the actual periods contain logarithmic terms
which are not seen in the expansion. We will not discuss such cases in this text.

Real structure In order to compute the real structure on cycles Γa+ or on the coho-
mology elements ea dnx ∈ Hn

D+
(Cn) we compute a set of period integrals over actual

integral cycles. We choose the cycles carefully so that period integrals decompose into
the products of gamma functions. We switch to the case of general n and non-invariant
cohomology groups Hn

D+
(Cn). The real and integral structure on the Q-invariant co-

homology is induced from the one considered here.

Consider an integral cycle Γ+ ∈ Hn(Cn,Re(W )� 0;Z) and the following integral∫
Γ+

∏
i≤5

xkii e
−

∑
i

∏
j x

Mij
j dnx =

∫
L−

xke−
∑
i x
Midnx, (2.308)
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where we use the notation xv =
∏

j x
vj
j for any vector v of length n as above. Let us

perform a singular coordinate change

yi := xMi =
∏
j

x
Mij

j . (2.309)

This coordinate change is singular on the union of coordinate hyperplanes and is not
injective. The integral (2.308) in the new coordinates becomes∫

L−

xke−
∑
i x
Midnx = detM−1

∫
L−

y(k+1)M−1−1e−
∑
i yidny, (2.310)

where 1 in the exponent stands for (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). In this form the integral decomposes
into a product of n gamma-function integrals for an appropriate contour L−. Since the
coordinate change and the integrand is not well-defined on the coordinate planes, we
choose L− to be a product of n Pochhammer contours [126].

To describe L− more carefully we consider a basic one-dimensional contour C
which is defined parametrically in C with complex coordinate z by the formula
z(s) = ρ(s)eiθ(s) which goes below the real exis from +∞ to zero, encircles zero from
the left and then goes a bit above the real axis to +∞.

z(s) = ρ(s)eiθ(s)

Figure 2.5.2: Contour C = z(s)

Using the basic contour C we can define a basis (under our assumptions on the phase
symmetry) of integral cycles in H−n = Hn(Cn,Re(W ) � 0;Z) parametrically as an
image of Rn with coordinates s1, · · · sn in Cn:

Lb− :=

{
xi(s) =

∏
j≤5

ρ(sj)
M−1
ij exp

(∑
j≤5

(θ(sj) + 2πbij)M
−1
ij

)
, no summation in i

}
,

(2.311)
where baj is a matrix with integral coefficients. The integral (2.308) obviously converges
over Lb−. Since the phase symmetry action is defined as xj → exp(2π

√
−1
∑

aM
−1
aj baj),

we can pick enough such cycles to form a basis in H−n .
In the coordinates yi the contours Lb− decompose into a product of n one-dimensional

Pochhammer contours
yi(s) = ρ(si)e

iθ(si). (2.312)
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Since the coordinate change x→ y is non-injective, there are several preimages of this
contour in the x-coordinates which corresponds to different choices of roots of unity in
the integals (2.308).

Using the formula

(e2πis − 1)Γ(s) =

∫
C

e−xxs−1dx (2.313)

we easily compute the integral (2.308)

detM−1

∫
Γ+

yM
−1(k+1)−1e−

∑
i yidny =

= detM−1
∑

(s1,...,sn)∈{0,1}N
(−1)|s|exp

[
2π
√
−1
∑
a

M−1
aj (kj + 1)bajsa

]
×

×
∏
i≤n

Γ
(
(kj + 1)M−1

ji

)
. (2.314)

The integral (2.314) is a complex number. This integral is a pairing of a com-
plex cohomology element ek dnx =

∏
i x

ki
i dnx with an integral cycle Lb−. The cocycle

ek dnx+ ek dnx is obviously real and the integral∫
Lb−

e−W0
(
ek dnx+ ek dnx

)
(2.315)

is real for any k and b. We use this constraint together with the formula (2.314) to
compute the real structure matrix M.

The real structure on the cohomology is given by the formula ek dnx = Mp
kep dnx =

Apδk+p,ρ+1ep dnx, where eρ = HessW0. For any ek =
∏

i x
ki
i we introduce a notation for

the dual with respect to the residue pairing element e2h+3−k =
∏

i x
ǩi
i . Then we have

the following equation on the coefficients Ap of the real structure matrix:

Im

[∫
Lb−

(ea(x) + Aρ+1−aeρ+1−a(x))e−W0(x)d5x

]
= 0. (2.316)

We compute the integral with the help of (2.314):

Im

 ∑
(s1,...,s5)∈{0,1}N

(−1)|s|exp

[
2π
√
−1
∑
a

M−1
ja (aj + 1)bajsa

]×
×

[∏
i≤5

Γ((aj + 1)M−1
ji )− Aρ+1−a

∏
i≤5

Γ((ρj + 1− aj)M−1
ji )

]
, (2.317)
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where we used the condition gagρ+1−a = 1 for any g ∈ ΠW0 to factor out the common
factor.

By our assumptions on the phase symmetry group there exists Lb− such that the
prefactor has a nonzero imaginary part, therefore

Aρ+1−a =
∏
i≤5

Γ
(
(aj + 1)M−1

ji

)
Γ
(
(ǎj + 1)M−1

ji

) . (2.318)

Alternative way to compute the coefficients Aa uses the following trick. Since we
choose the cycles Γa+ such that ∫

Γa+

eb e
W0(x)dnx = δab, (2.319)

the set of integrals over the Lefschetz thimbles

T ab :=

∫
La+

eb e
W0(x)dnx (2.320)

defines a transition matrix between the cycles

La+ = T ab Γb+, Γa+ = (T−1)abL
b
+. (2.321)

The real structure matrix M is computed from

Γa+ = Ma
bΓ

b
+ = (M · T−1)acL

c
+ (2.322)

and Γa+ = (T−1)abL
b
+ = T−1

a

bL
b
+. Comparing this with (2.322) we compute M =

T−1 · T .

2.5.5 The quintic threefold

Let us consider the quintic threefold Qφ ⊂ P4 again. Its equation is

W (x, φ) = W0(x) +
101∑
s=1

φses =
∑
i≤5

x5
i +

101∑
s=1

φsx
s1
1 · · ·xs55 = 0. (2.323)

We recall that φ without an index means a vector of all φs, 1 ≤ s ≤ 101 for the quintic.
An index s means either a number or a set (s1, . . . , s5) of exponents of the corresponding
deformation monomial es = xs11 · · ·xs55 . Another notation is (s1, . . . , s5) := xs11 · · ·xs55 .
We pick es to be a basis of elements of (RQ

0 )1 represented by the monomials from (2.232)
which do not contain x4

i . These are monomials with exponent vectors (1, 1, 1, 1, 1),
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(2, 1, 1, 1, 0), (2, 2, 1, 0, 0), (3, 1, 1, 0, 0), (3, 2, 0, 0, 0) and their permutations. The quan-
tum symmetry group is Z5 which acts as xi → αxi, where α5 = 1.

The top weight element of RQ
0 is eρ = (3, 3, 3, 3, 3) which is proportional to HessW0

and has the degree 15. The invariant Milnor ring is

RQ
0 = 〈1〉 ⊕ 〈es〉101

s=1 ⊕ 〈eρ+1−s〉101
s=1 ⊕ 〈eρ〉, (2.324)

where (RQ
0 )2 is spanned by eρ+1−s = (3−s1, 3−s2, 3−s3, 3−s4, 3−s5). The topological

residue pairing in this basis is antidiagonal ηab = η(ea, eb) = δa+b,ρ+1 =
∏5

i=1 δai+bi,3.

Phase symmetry and special geometry The phase symmetry group is Z5
5 which

scales all coordinates independently by roots of unity: xi → αixi, α
5
i = 1. Each

monomial from the Milnor ring have a unique weight with respect to this group action:
α · ea = ea

∏
i≤5 α

ai
i . It follows that we can apply the machinery of the previous

sections. The matrix of exponents M for the quintic is M = diag{5, 5, 5, 5, 5}. We use
the formulas (2.293), (2.307) and (2.318) to write the Kähler potential of the special
geometry metric:

e−K =
∑

k1,...,k5≤3,∑
i ki=0,5,10,15

(−1)
∑
i ki/5

∏
i≤5

γ

(
ki + 1

5

)
|σ(k1,...,k5)(φ)|2, (2.325)

where

σa(φ) =
∑

n1,...,n5≥0

∏
i≤5

(
ai + 1

5

)
ni

∑
∑101
s=1mssi=5ni+ai

φm1
1 · · ·φm101

101

m1! · · ·m101!
,

a = (a1, . . . , a5), 0 ≤ ai ≤ 3,
∑
i≤5

ai = 0, 5, 10, 15.

(2.326)

This formula was used for computations of distances in the moduli space of complex
structures on the quintic around the orbifold point to check the Refined Swampland
Distance Conjecture [127].

2.5.6 Fermat hypersurfaces

Fermat hypersurfaces from the point of view of our computation are not very dif-
ferent from the quintic. Consider a weighted homogeneous polynomial

W0(x) = x
d/k1

1 + x
d/k2

2 + x
d/k3

3 + x
d/k4

4 + x
d/k5

5 , (2.327)

where d =
∑

i≤5 ki and all d/ki are integral. The equation {W0(x) = 0} defines a hy-
persurface X0 in the weighted projective space P4

(k1,k2,k3,k4,k5). The quantum symmetry

group is Q = Zd which acts as xi → αkixi, α
d = 1.
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The main difference between general Fermat hypersurfaces and the quintic is that
weighted projective spaces and Xc0 themselves can have orbifold sigularities.

Consider, for example P2
(1,1,2) with homogeneous coordinates x1x2, x3 and a chart

x3 = 1. Then the gauge transformation xi → λkixi with λ = −1 does not change x3

which implies that (x1, x2) ' (−x1,−x2) in this chart which is isomorphic C2/Z2. This
chart can be embedded into C3 with the coordinates u, v, w using a map (x1, x2) →
(x2

1, x1x2, x
2
2). It follows that C2/Z2 is isomorphic to a quadratic cone uw = v2.

We work with variations of Hodge structures on families of orbifold varieties. There
are various ways to work with singular varieties. One of the simplest ones is to blow up
the singularities. That is if V ⊂ X is a singular locus, then gluing a projectivization
P(NV ) of the normal bundle to V is called a blow up and makes X less singular.
Intuitively, the blow up turns each point x ∈ V to a set of normal directions to V at
this point. The blown up variety is called X̃ and has a projection map back to X.

Blowing up introduces new cycles to a variety. We are interested in hypersurfaces
X0 ⊂ P4

k̄
in weighted projective spaces which become smooth when we resolve projective

space orbifold singularities. When resolving curve singularities in P4
k̄

we might add

curves and surfaces into X̃0 which is the resolution of X0. These curves span additional
Kähler classes on X̃0. Moreover, if C := X0 ∩ sing(P4

k̄
) contains a curve of positive

genus, then it contain one-dimensional cycles. Blowing up C produces additional 3-
cycles which may add complex structure deformations to X0 [114].

Another way to work with orbifolds is using stacks and more involves cohomology
theories such as Chen-Ruan cohomology.In this paper we disregard these complications
and consider the smallest consistent Hodge structure on the middle cohomology of the
singular variety X0 which coinside with the one on intersection cohomology of X0.

Our approach is to consider only such (2, 1) forms which generate polynomial de-
formations of X0 ⊂ P4

k̄
, that is consider H3

poly(X0) and H2,1
poly(X0) as above. A generic

polynomial deformation is

W (x, φ) =
∑
i≤5

x
d/ki
i +

h∑
s=1

φsx
s1
1 · · ·xs55 = 0, (2.328)

where h = h2,1
poly = dim(H2,1

poly(X0)) is the dimension of (RQ
0 )1. The latter is spanned

by (s1, . . . , s5) such that
∑

i≤5 kisi = d and si < d/ki − 1. The Hessian of W0 is the

maximal weight element of RQ
0 is

eρ = (d/ki − 2, . . . , d/k5 − 2) = x
d/k1−2
1 · · ·xd/k5−2

5 (2.329)

in the notations of the previous subsection. The (RQ
0 )2 is spanned by {eρ−s}hs=1, where

eρ−s = (d/k1 − 2− s1, . . . , d/k5 − 2− s5) and es belongs to (RQ
0 )1. In such a basis the

holomorphic paring is antidiagonal as well ηab = η(ea, eb) =
∏5

i=1 δai+bi,d/ki−2.
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Phase symmetry and special geometry The phase symmetty group ΠW0 =
Zd/k1 × · · · × Zd/k5 is a product of groups of roots of unity preserving each mono-
mial xd/ki . The phase symmety group acts as ΠW0 3 (α1, . . . , α5) : xi → αixi,

where α
d/ki
i = 1. Each element of the Milnor ring has a unique weight with respect to

this group. The matrix of exponents is M = diag{d/k1, . . . , d/k5}. Applcation of the
formulas (2.293), (2.307) and (2.318) gives the following expression:

e−K =
∑

ai≤d/ki−2∑
i kiai=0,d,2d,3d

(−1)
∑
i kiai/d

5∏
i=1

γ

(
ki(ai + 1)

d

)
|σa(φ)|2, (2.330)

where

σa(φ) =
∑

n1,...,n5≥0

∏
i≤5

(
ki(ai + 1)

d

)
ni

∑
∑h
s=1 mssi=d/kini+ai

φm1
1 · · ·φ

mh
h

m1! · · ·mh!
,

a = (a1, . . . , a5), 0 ≤ ai ≤ d/ki − 2,
∑
i≤5

kiai = 0, d, 2d, 3d.

(2.331)

2.6 Gauged Linear Sigma Models and special ge-

ometry

In this section we discuss an interesting connection between special geometry and
partition functions of Gauge Linear Sigma Models (GLSM). GLSM are known to reduce
to non-linear sigma models, Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds and other theories in particular
limits [104].

We are interested in partition functions ZS2 of special abelian GLSM on S2 with
a round metric. It was shown by [91] and [128] that this partition function can be
computed exactly using supersymmetric localization techniques.

Shortly after the original computations it was conjectured in [93] that when vacua
manifold Y of a GLSM is a Calabi-Yau manifold, the sphere partition function is equal
to the quantum corrected exponent of a Kähler potential of the special geometry metric
on the Kähler class moduli space of Y .

In this section we check the mirror symmetric version of this conjecture for Calabi-
Yau threefolds where we can compute the special Kähler metric on the complex struc-
tures moduli space using a slightly modified version of Batyrev mirror symmetry con-
struction [129].

2.6.1 GLSM

Let us briefly discuss the main features of GLSM which are important for us fol-
lowing [130].
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Linear Gauged Sigma Models are 2d N=(2,2) supersymmetric theories of chiral

superfields Φi and gauge superfields V = θ−θ
−

(v0 − v1) + θ+θ
+

(v0 + v1) + . . . , where
v = (v0, v1) is a gauge field. Second superderivative of V is a twisted chiral field

Σ := D+D−V (2.332)

which is called the super field-strength.
Consider a theory of k vector U(1) superfields and N chiral superfields with the

charge matrix {Qia}i≤N,a≤k. The Lagrangian of GLSM of our interest is

L =

∫
d4θ

(
N∑
i=1

Φie
QiaVaΦi −

∑
a

1

2e2
a

ΣaΣa

)
+

+
1

2

(
−
∫

d2θ̃
k∑
a=1

taΣa +

∫
d2θW (Φ) + h.c.

)
,

(2.333)

where the superpotential W (Φ) is gauge invariant. The complex coupling constant
ta = ra − iθa is a sum of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter ra and the theta angle θa.
These parameters play a role of complexified Kähler class of the vacua manifold.

The scalars potential can be obtained from the Lagrangian above by expanding
superfields in components and integrating out auxilary fields (fields without kinetic
terms).

U =
N∑
i=1

|Qiaσa|2|φi|2 +
k∑
a=1

(
Qia|φi|2 − ra

)2
+

k∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∂W∂φi
∣∣∣∣2 , (2.334)

where σa are the scalars from the vector multiplets and φ are the scalar components
of the chiral multiplets.

The supersymmetric vacua manifold coincides with the zeros of the classical poten-
tial

Yr =

{
(φ1, . . . , φN) ∈ CN

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
a=1

Qal|φa|2 = rl, l = 1, . . . , k,
∂W

∂φa
= 0

}
/U(1)k,

(2.335)
where U(1)k acts on φi with the charge matrix Qia. In different regions of parameters rl
the manifold Yr has different topology. In general, the space Rk of the Fayet-Iliopoulos
parameters is split into chambers by hyperplanes which separate regions with different
topology. These different regions are called phases of GLSM [104].

Sending all coupling constants ea to infinity one achieves that all low-energy dy-
namics is concentrated in the infenitesimal neighbourhood of the vacua manifold Yr.
In the case where this manifold has the maximal dimension, all the massless modes are
tangent to Yr and the dynamics is that of the non-linear sigma model. On the other
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extreme case where Yr = 0 and all the modes are tangent to Yr the theory flows to a
Landau-Ginzburg theory in the infrared. In general some of the massless modes are
tangent and some are normal to Yr.

2.6.2 Localization and mirror symmetry

Localization In the previous discussion the GLSM was described on a flat Riemann
surface. In order to connect to the special geometry one has to consider a supersym-
metric background on the round sphere.

Supersymmetric localization was successfully performed in supersymmetric gauge
theories in various dimensions [131, 132, 133]: on S2, S3, S4, S4,Ω − deformedR4 and
others. The idea of supersymmetric localization goes back to a generalization of equiv-
ariant localization to the case of infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebra actions. In the
presence of an odd supersymmetry Q the functional integral reduces to a semi-classical
computation around the saddle points of the supersymmetry. The total partition func-
tion (or correlators of symmetric observables) in an integral over fixed point locus a
classical action times one-loop determinant (the quadratic saddle point approxima-
tion contribution). The fixed loci are often finite dimensional and the integral can be
computed.

In practice, one usually adds a large Q-exact term δS to the action which does
not change the integral. In the limit where δS goes to infinity, the functional integral
localizes around the saddle points of δS. The choice of the deformation term δS is
different in different examples.

In the S2 localization in GLSM there are two choices of this deformation term
which lead to localization on the Higgs branch (non-zero vevs of scalars in the chiral
multiplets) or on the Coulomb branch (non-zero vevs of scalars from vector multiplets).
The coincidence of the two computations is a nontrivial identity.

We use the Coulomb branch localization for a theory of N chiral multiplets Φi, k
vector U(1) multiplets Va with the charge matrix Qia and a set of R-charges qi of the
scalars. The localization computation [91, 92] give the following formula for the S2

partition function:

ZS2 =
∑
m

∫ (∏
j≤k

dσj
2π

)
Zclass(σ,m)

∏
i≤N

ZΦi(σ,m), (2.336)

where the one-loop determinant of the abelian Gauge fields is trivial, the chiral field
one-loop determinant is

ZΦi =
Γ(qi/2− i

∑
l(Qilσl −ml/2))

Γ(1− qi/2− i
∑

l(Qilσl +ml/2))
, (2.337)
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and the classical action on the localization locus is

Zclass = e−4πirlσl−iθlml . (2.338)

The integral in (2.336) is over all real values of the scalars σl from the vector
multiplet and over all integral values of twisted masses ml. Both σl and ml belong to
the Cartan algebra of the gauge group which is U(1)k in our case. The twisted masses
ml belong to an intrinsically defined integral lattice of the Cartan algebra which is
defined as a lattice of weights of all possible representations of U(1)k as follows from the
Dirac quantization condition which is required by the well-definedness of the functional
integral.

Let us change the coordinates in the localization formula τl := −iσl so that

ZS2 =
∑
m

e−iθlml
∫
C1

· · ·
∫
Ck

(∏
l≤k

dτ;

2πi

)
e4πrlτl

∏
i≤N

Γ
(
qi/2 +

∑k
l=1 Qil(τl − ml

2

)
Γ
(

1− qi/2−
∑k

l=1 Qil(τl + ml
2

) ,
(2.339)

where the contours Ci go along imaginary axes. The spherical partition function does
not depend either on the coupling constants el or the explicit form of the superpotential
W . In particular, sending them to zero, we see that the integral computes a quantity
in the massless sector of the theory.

It was conjectured in [93] that in the geometric phase (non-linear sigma model case)
the partition function coincides with the exponent of the Kähler potential of the special
geometry on the Kähler structures moduli space on Yr, where r parametrizes the Kähler
parameters. This conjecture was checked for several cases in the original paper [93].
Later there appeared physical proofs of the conjecture [94]. One of the ideas is that the
special geometry on the moduli space is a Zamolodchikov metric on the deformation
space of conformal field theories in the infrared limit, whereas the partition function
computes the conformal anomaly connected with Zamolodchikov metric.

The direct check of the conjecture is complicated due to the fact that the Kähler
structures special geometry KYr is relatively difficult to compute. We check the mirror
version of this conjecture. Mirror symmetry states that there exists a family of Calabi-
Yau varieties Xφ such that the complex structure moduli space metric on Xφ coincides
with the Kähler structures metric on Yr after an appropriate mirror map r = r(φ):

KYr ∼ KX , e−K
X

= −i
∫
X

Ω ∧ Ω. (2.340)

We developed an effective method of computation of e−K
X

for a class of Calabi-Yau
manifolds. Below we check the mirror version of Jockers et al. conjecture for the cases
where we computed the complex structures moduli space metric:∫

Xφ
Ωφ ∧ Ωφ ∼ ZS2 , (2.341)
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where Yr(φ) and Xφ form a mirror pair and ∼ means an equality up to a Kähler trans-
formation. On the left hand side Kähler transformations correspond to different choices
of Ωφ → f(φ)Ωφ whereas on the right hand side they depend on the regularization of
the partition function.

Batyrev Mirror symmetry We use a version of Batyrev mirror symmetry con-
struction [129] for Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric varieties.

Toric varieties are natural generalizations of complex projective spaces Pn. An n-
dimensional variety X is toric if there is an algebraic action of a complex torus (C∗)n
on it and one of the orbits is open and dense in X. For Pn one can pick as a torus the
diagonal action on homogeneous coordinates and the dense orbit is a set where none
of the homogeneous coordinates vanish.

There exist several natural ways to construct toric varieties. The closest one to the
GLSM is the GIT quotient construction:

X = CN//r(C∗)k = (CN − Zr)/(C∗)k, (2.342)

where //r stands for a geometric invariant theory quotient with the stability parameter
r which controls the Kähler class of the resulting variety, n = N − k and Zr is a (C∗)k-
invariant subset such that the factor is Hausdorff. There is an obvious torus action
Cn ' (C∗)N/(C∗)k on X. In the case of the projective space

Pn = Cn+1//rC∗ := (Cn+1 − 0)/C∗, (2.343)

and the Kähler form is the Fubini-Studi form times r which is a number.
It is well-known that the GIT quotient is isomorphic to a Hamiltonian reduction of

the form

Xr =

{
(x1, . . . , xN) ∈ CN

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
a=1

Qal|xa|2 = rl, l = 1, . . . , k

}
/U(1)k, (2.344)

where Qal are the weights of the (C∗)k action on CN and U(1)k ⊂ (C∗)k consists of
elements of modulus 1.

The vacua manifolds of GLSM are naturally subvarieties in toric varieties via this
correspondence.

The classical ways of defining of a toric variety are fans and polytopes. Consider
NR := Rn with an integral lattice given by the points with integral coefficients. A
(rational, polyhedral) cone is a convex span of a set of integral vectors:

σ = {
∑
i

aivi | vi = (vi1, . . . , vin), ai ∈ R+}. (2.345)
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We shall consider only strongly convex cones, that is the cones such that σ∩ (−σ) = 0.
A fan Σ is a set of cones {σI} which is closed under operation of taking the boundary,
that is if σ ∈ Σ, then the cones of ∂σ also belong to Σ. Instead of describing the original
construction of a toric variety via fans we reduce this construction to a quotient.

Consider a 1-skeleton Σ(1) ⊂ Σ of a fan consisting of 1-dimensional cones of Σ or
rays. The 1-skeleton consists of the rays spanned by integral vectors vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
We will identify rays with the smallest integral vectors vi belonging to them.

Consider an integral basis {Qia}a≤k of all possible linear dependencies between vi.
That is any linear dependence with integral coefficients∑

i≤N

mivi = 0. mi ∈ Z. (2.346)

can be written as mi =
∑

aQiaca with integral coefficients ca.
Mathematically it means that there is a short exact sequence

0→ Zk → ZN → Zn → 0, (2.347)

where the first map has a matrix Qia, and the second has a matrix vij.
We can define Cn with coordinates xi for every vector vi from Σ(1). We also define

a (C∗)k-action on Cn with the charge matrix Qia.
The unstable locus ZΣ is defined as a union of hyperplanes {xi1 , . . . , xip} such that

vi1 , . . . , vip do not form a cone of Σ. Then the toric variety with a fan Σ is defined as

PΣ := (CN − ZΣ)/(C∗)k. (2.348)

Each p-dimensional cone σ of Σ defines a toric-invariant subvariety ({xi1 = 0, . . . , xip =
0}\ZΣ)/(C∗)k of dimension n− p.

Another way of defining toric varieties uses polytopes. A polytope in MR := N∗R '
Rn is a convex hull of a set of rational points in MR

∆ := {
∑
i≤h

aivi | vi = (vi1, . . . , vin), 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1,
∑
i

ai = 1}. (2.349)

A polytope defines a toric variety P∆ together with an embedding into a projective
space. Let us denote {mi}Hi=1 to be a set if all integral points of ∆. Every integral
point in MR defines a function on a torus by the rule tj → t

mij
j , where ti are coordinates

on a torus and mi = (mi1, . . . ,min). A toric variety P∆ is defined as a closure of an
image of a torus (tm1 : · · · : tmH ) inside PH−1. Such a toric variety in good cases
coincide with PΣ∆

, where Σ∆ is a normal fan of ∆. The normal fan of ∆ consists
of normals to proper faces of ∆. In particular, one-dimensional cones of Σ∆ are the
normals to facets of ∆ (in the classical construction there is an additional minus sign).
The integral points of a polytope ∆ are sectons of a line bundle L whose pushforward
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to PH−1 is O(1). We will be interested in polytops which correspond to anticanonical
line bundles K−1 → PΣ.

The Batyrev mirror symmetry holds for Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric varieties
defined by reflexve politopes.

Definition 2.6.1. A polytope ∆ is called reflexive if

1. its facets (faces of maximal dimension)
∑n

i=1 vixi = −1, where vi ∈ Z.

2. ∆ contains the origin.

There is a duality property on reflexive polytopes which is called a polar duality.
Given a polytope ∆ the polar dual polytope ∇ is defined as

∇ := {y ∈ (R4)∗ | ∀x ∈ ∆ 〈x, y〉 ≥ −1}. (2.350)

If ∆ is reflexive then so is ∇. Each p-dimensional face of ∆ corresponds to a n−k− 1-
dimensional face of ∇ and vice versa. The polar dual polytope to ∇ is ∆ again. There
is a nice correspondence between integral points of ∆ and 1-dimensional cones of a
normal fan of a dual polytope

Σ∇. Namely, all vectors vi of Σ∇ are integral points of ∆ and vice versa, that is
all vectors v̌j of Σ∆ are integral points of ∇. Let us define a fan Σ̃∇ as a refinement
of theirfan Σ∇ by adding additional 1-dimensional cones which correspond to integral
points of the polyope ∆.

The toric variety PΣ̃∇
is a (partial) resolution of singularities of P∇ since additional

1-dimensional cones correspond to additional divisors. Moreover, by construction, the
integral points of the dual polytope (which correspond to anticanonical sections on the
dual toric variety) are unchanged.

Consider a maximal resolution P̃∇ which is specified by adding all integral points
of ∆ to Σ∇. Such a resolution is not unique on the level of higher dimensional cones.
Integral points of ∇ define anticanonical sections in P̃∇. A zero locus of a generic
anticanonical section is Calabi-Yau variety since its canonical class is trivial.

The Batyrev mirror symmetry states that the anticanonical hypersurfaces in P̃∇
and P̃∆ form a pair of mirror dual Calabi-Yau varieties.

Below we use a slight modification of this construction in our check of the conjecture
of [93] and build explicit mirrors and mirror maps.

2.6.3 Mirror quintic

Consider a generic equation of the quintic threefolds Xφ one more time

W (x, φ) =
5∑
i=1

x5
i +

101∑
l=1

φlel(x) =
106∑
i=1

Ca(φ)
5∏
j=1

x
vij
j , (2.351)
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where we introduced an exponent matrix vij. Let us build a mirror quintic as a hyper-
surface in a toric variety. Vectors vi = (vi,1, . . . vi,5) define (not all) integral points of a
polytope ∆ of a projective space P4. All these points belong to a R4 which is defined
by an equation

∑
j≤5 vij = 5 in R5.

We make use of a fact that the points of a polytope ∆ can be used in the construction
of a toric variety P̃∇ containing the mirror quintic.

The Batyrev construction suggests taking all integral points of ∆ to be 1-
dimensional cones of the fan Σ̃nabla of P̃∇.

We take only the points from the equation (2.351) instead which corresponds to
a partial resolution of a singular variety P∇. We consider a fan whose 1-dimensional
skeleton is a set of vectors {vi}106

i=1

vij =

{
5δi,j, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

si−5,j, 6 ≤ i ≤ 106.
(2.352)

with nonstandart integral structure (so that vi are smallest integral vectors spanning
their cones) whose explicit form is not important for us.

This fan defines a canonical bundle K → P̃∇ which is a five-dimensional non-
compact Calabi-Yau variety

In order to build a GLSM we need to pick an integral basis in the linear relations
among bi. It turns out more convenient to pick a rational basis Qai in the relations
instead. ∑

i≤106

Qaivi = 0. (2.353)

In such a basis the integral lattice in the Cartan algebra of U(1)101 is non-standart. The
element m = {ma}101

a=1 from the Cartan algebra is integral if and only if
∑101

a=1maQai is
integral for all i.

The convenient rational basis for the mirror quintic is

Q̃ai =

{
sai, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

−5δi−5,a, 6 ≤ i ≤ 106.
(2.354)

These relations tell that any monomial xs11 · · ·xs55 is a product of five monomials x5
i

with some powers which are rationals with the denominator 5.
These relations clearly do not form an integral basis in all relations. Consider

a pair of deformations s2 = (3, 2, 0, 0, 0) and s3 = (2, 3, 0, 0, 0), which correspond to
monomials x3

1x
2
2 and x2

1x
3
2. We have Q2i+Q3i = (5, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0,−5,−5, 0, . . . , 0) which is

5 times an integral relation (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1,−1, 0, . . . , 0), that is v1 +v2−v7−v8 = 0.
It is easy to see that the last relation cannot be obtained as an integral combination
of Qai.
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From the formula (2.354) it is clear that
∑106

i=1Qai = 0 which reflects the fact that

K → P̃∇ is a Calabi-Yau variety and rl, θl are free parameters on the quantum level.
Let us write down a chiral superpotential of the theory. It will be convenient to

split the chiral fields into

Φi =

{
Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

Pi−5, 6 ≤ i ≤ 106.
(2.355)

A chiral field P1 corresponds to the vector v6i = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and is a coordinate in the
fibers of the anticanonical bundle. The superpotential is

WY := P1G(S1, . . . , S5;P2, . . . , P101). (2.356)

Being a bit sloppy we assign the R-charges as qP1 = 2, qPl = 0, l > 1 and qSi = 0. The
R-charge of W is 2 as it should to preserve the symmetry.

The scalars potential is

U(φ) =
101∑
l=1

e2
l

2

(
5∑
i=1

sli|Sa|2 − 5|Pl|2 − rl

)2

+
1

4
|G(S1, . . . , S5;P2, . . . , P101)|2+

+
1

4
|P1|2

5∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ ∂G∂Si
∣∣∣∣2 +

1

4
|P1|2

101∑
l=2

∣∣∣∣ ∂G∂Pl
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.357)

Depending on the values of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters rl such a GLSM is in
different phases. In the geometric phases ot describes a non-linear sigma model in the
vacua manifolds which is one of the mirror quintics

5∑
i=1

sli|Sa|2 − 5|Pl|2 − rl = 0, G(S1, . . . , S5;P2, . . . , P101) = 0, P1 = 0 (2.358)

modulo U(1)101. The spherical partition function can be written explicitly

ZS2 =
∑
ml∈V

∫
C1
· · ·
∫
C101

101∏
l=1

dτl
(2πi)

(
z
−τl+

ml
2

l z̄
−τl−

ml
2

l

)
×

×
Γ
(
1− 5(τ1 − m1

2
)
)

Γ
(
5(τ1 + m1

2
)
) 5∏

a=1

Γ
(∑

l sla(τl −
ml
2

)
)

Γ
(
1−

∑
l sla(τl + ml

2
)
) 101∏
l=2

Γ
(
−5(τl − ml

2
)
)

Γ
(
1 + 5(τl + ml

2
)
) , (2.359)

where

zl := e−(2πrl+iθl). (2.360)
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Contours C go slightly to the left of the imaginary axes τl = −ε + itl which can be
acheved by assigning small positive R-charges to the chiral fields (except P1).

The summation set V is defined by the qunatization condition that m is in the
integral lattice of the Cartan algebra:

∑
a≤101maQai ∈ Z.

We consider the Landau-Ginzburg phase of this GLSM as it is mirror to our com-
putations. The LG phase corresponds to large values of |zl| or rl � 0. Each of the
contours can be closed to the right and picks up the poles at

5
(
τl −

ml

2

)
− 1 = p1, 5

(
τl −

ml

2

)
= pl;

p1 = 1, 2, . . . , pl = 0, 1, . . . so that pl + 5ml > 0. (2.361)

It is convenient to introduce a notation p̄l := pl+5ml. After computing the residues
which are all at the first order poles, the partition function becomes

ZS2 = π−5
∑

p1>0,pl≥0

∑
p̄l∈Σp

∏
l

(−1)pl

pl!p̄l!
z
− pl

5
l z̄

− p̄l
5

l

5∏
i=1

Γ

(
1

5

h∑
l=1

slipl

)
Γ

(
1

5

h∑
l=1

slip̄l

)
sin

(
π

5

h∑
l=1

slip̄l

)
, (2.362)

where the set Σp - is a set of all {p̄l} such that
∑

a(p̄a − pa)Qai/5 =
∑

amaQai ∈ Z
as is dictated by the quantization condition. Using the formula (2.354) we rewrite the
condition as p̄l ∈ Z and

∑
a(p̄a − pa)sai ∈ 5Z. Every term such that

∑101
a=1 p̄asai =

0 mod 5 in (2.362) vanishes and the sum in (2.362) is over the sets

Sa =

{
pl, p̄l :

101∑
l=1

slipl ≡
101∑
l=1

slip̄l ≡ ai (mod 5), 1 ≤ ai ≤ 4

}
. (2.363)

Finally, we use the following identity

5∏
i=1

sin

(
π

5

h∑
l=1

slip̄l

)
= (−1)|a|

5∏
i=1

sin
(πai

5

) h∏
l=1

(−1)p̄l , (2.364)

we find

ZS2 =
∑
a

(−1)|a|
5∏
i=1

Γ
(
ai
5

)
Γ
(
1− ai

5

) |σa(z)|2, (2.365)

where

σa(z) =
∑
ni≥0

5∏
i=1

Γ
(
ai
5

+ ni
)

Γ
(
ai
5

) ∑
p∈Sa,n

101∏
l=1

(−1)plz
− pl

5
l

pl!
. (2.366)
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The S2 partition function given by the formulas above coincides with the exponent of
the Kähler potential for the complex structures moduli space of the quintic which we
computed in (2.325) under a simple mirror map

za = −φ−5
l . (2.367)

As expected, in the region rl � 0 the spherical partition function of the mirror
quintic GLSM reproduces the complex structure moduli space geometry of the quintic.
It is remarkable how simple the form of the mirror map is as opposed to the “geometric”
mirror map at the FJRW point

tsLG(φ) = σs(φ)/σ(00000)(φ1), (2.368)

where s = (s1, . . . , s5), 0 ≤ si ≤ 3,
∑

i si = 5.

2.6.4 Fermat hypersurfaces

The discussion above easily generalizes to the case fo Fermat hypersurfaces in
weighted projective spaces. Since this case is parallel to the quintic, we write down the
formulas with the minimum amount of comments.

Consider a family of Fermat hypersurfaces

W (x, φ) = x
d/k1

1 + x
d/k2

2 + x
d/k3

3 + x
d/k4

4 + x
d/k5

5 +
h∑
s=1

φsx
s1
1 · · ·xs55 = 0. (2.369)

We define a fan for the mirror variety as in the quintic case by the 1-dimensional
skeleton

vij =

{
dδi,j, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

kjsi−5,j, 6 ≤ i ≤ 106.
(2.370)

Instead of discussing the higher dimensional cones we construct a GLSM whose different
phases correspond to different fans with the same 1-skeleton.

We pick a simple rational basis Qai in the linear relations among vi:

Qai =

{
kisai, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

−dδi−5,a, 6 ≤ i ≤ h.
(2.371)

In this basis the quantization condition on twisted masses has the form∑
a

maQai ∈ Z (2.372)

instead of just ml ∈ Z.
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We regroup the chiral fields of the theory as

Φi =

{
Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

Pi−5, 6 ≤ i ≤ h+ 5.
(2.373)

As in the quintic case the chiral field P1 is somewhat distinguished and corresponds to
the vector v6i = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). The weighted homogeneous superpotential is

WY := P1G(S1, . . . , S5;P2, . . . , Ph), (2.374)

whose explicit expression is not important for us. The R-charges are assigned according
to qP1 = 2, qPl = 0, l > 1 and qSi = 0.

The partition function of thei GLSM on S2 reads

ZS2 =
∑
ml∈V

∫
C1
· · ·
∫
Ch

h∏
l=1

dτl
(2πi)

(
z
−τl+

ml
2

l z̄
−τl−

ml
2

l

)
×

×
Γ
(
1− d(τ1 − m1

2
)
)

Γ
(
d(τ1 + m1

2
)
) 5∏

a=1

Γ
(∑

l kasla(τl −
ml
2

)
)

Γ
(
1−

∑
l kasla(τl + ml

2
)
) h∏
l=2

Γ
(
−d(τl − ml

2
)
)

Γ
(
1 + d(τl + ml

2
)
) , (2.375)

where

zl := e−(2πrl+iθl). (2.376)

The contours C go slightly to the left from the imaginary axes τl = −ε + itl. The
summation set V is defined by the quantizatin, condition m ∈ V ⇐⇒

∑
a≤hmaQai ∈

Z.
We perform the computation in the Landau-Ginzburg phase of the GLSM which is

at |zl| � 0, rl � 0. Each of the contours C can be closed to the right and picks up
the residues at first order poles at

d
(
τl −

ml

2

)
− 1 = p1, d

(
τl −

ml

2

)
= pl;

p1 = 1, 2, . . . , pl = 0, 1, . . . so that pl + dml > 0. (2.377)

The partition function is evaluated to be

ZS2 = π−5
∑

p1>0,pl≥0

∑
p̄l∈Σp

∏
l

(−1)pl

pl!p̄l!
z
− pl
d

l z̄
− p̄l
d

l

5∏
i=1

Γ

(
1

d

h∑
l=1

kislipl

)
Γ

(
1

d

h∑
l=1

kislip̄l

)
sin

(
π

d

h∑
l=1

kislip̄l

)
, (2.378)
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where the set Σp is a set of all {p̄l} such that
∑

a(p̄a− pa)Qai/d =
∑

amaQai ∈ Z, that
is p̄l ∈ Z and

∑
a(p̄a − pa)saiki ∈ dZ.

Terms where
∑h

a=1 p̄asaiji = 0 mod d vanish and the summation in (2.378) reduces
to the sets

Sa =

{
pl, p̄l :

h∑
l=1

kislipl ≡
h∑
l=1

kislip̄l ≡ ai (mod d), 1 ≤ ai ≤ d/ki − 1

}
. (2.379)

The product of sines can be simplified using

5∏
i=1

sin

(
π

d

h∑
l=1

kislip̄l

)
= (−1)|a|

5∏
i=1

sin

(
πkiai
d

) h∏
l=1

(−1)p̄l . (2.380)

The final expression for the partition function is

ZS2 =
∑
a

(−1)|a|
5∏
i=1

Γ
(
kiai
d

)
Γ
(
1− kiai

d

) |σa(z)|2, (2.381)

where

σa(z) =
∑
ni≥0

5∏
i=1

Γ
(
kiai
d

+ ni
)

Γ
(
kiai
d

) ∑
p∈Sa,n

h∏
l=1

(−1)plz
− pl
d

l

pl!
. (2.382)

These formulas coincide with the special geometry Kähler potential on the moduli
space of the Fermat hypersurfaces (2.330) up to a common factor.

The mirror map is given by
za = −φ−dl (2.383)

and is as simple as in the case of the (mirror) quintic.
Let us comment on the general case of invertible singularities. The main difference

is that in the general case some of the poles will have the second order even in the
Landau-Ginzburg case which will lead to an appearance of logarithms in the periods.

2.6.5 Conclusion

In this section we applied the supersymmetric localization methods of [134, 92] and
mirror symmetry construction of [129] to check the mirror version of the conjecture
stated in [93]. The main result of this section is an explicit construction of a model
which is a mirror to a Fermat hypersurface in a weighted projective space, a check of
the equality between the sphere partition function and the exponent of the complex
structures moduli space metric Kähler potential with the help of an explicit mirror
map (2.383)

e−K ∼
∫
X

Ωφ ∧ Ωφ. (2.384)
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In addition to the main results we can use the localization formulas to study complex
structures moduli space of Calabi-Yau manifolds. In particular, analytic continuation
between different phases of GLSM gives special geometry in different regions of the
complex structures moduli space.
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Appendix

2.A Variations of Hodge structures for orbifolds

A huge class of Calabi-Yau manifolds is given by hypersurfaces in weighted projective
spaces [120]. On the Landau-Ginzburg side such hypersurfaces correspond to weighted
homogeneous superpotentials. The whole story of variations of Hodge structures and
LG CY correspondence is pretty much the same as for hypersurfaces in projective
spaces with the notable exception that the CY hypersurfaces are singular. General
singular variety does not have Hodge structure in its cohomology but instead have
mixed Hodge structures. However, the singularities are very mild, they are Gorenstein
orbifold singularities for a generic (transverse) hypersurface. Then there are many
equivalent languages to define appropriate cohomology theory and variation of Hodge
structures on middle cohomology on the Calabi-Yau variety X. For example, one could
make a small resolution of singularities of X or consider intersection homology.

Consider a ring of polynomial functions C[x1, . . . , xN ] in CN . A set of coprime
positive integers k1, . . . , kN defines a weight grading on this ring by the rule wt(xi) = ki.
Any graded component C[x1, . . . , xN ]w of the ring is finite dimensional since all ki are
positive. Graded components of the ring C[x1, . . . , xN ] consist of global sections of line
bundles on weighted projective spaces.

Definition 2.A.1. Weighted projective space PN
k̄

= PN−1
k1:···:kN is an algebraic variety

defined as a quotient

PNk̄ := (CN\0)/C∗ = Proj
⊕
w≥0

C[x1, · · · , xN ]w. (2.385)

The points of PN
k̄

are denoted as (x1 : · · · : xN) which stands for an equivalence class
under the relation (x1, . . . , xN) ∼ (λk1x1, . . . , λ

kNxN), λ ∈ C∗.

Weighted projective spaces are covered by singular (global quotient) charts PN−1
k̄

=
∪Ni=1Ui,

Ui = {(x1 : · · · : 1 : · · · : xN) ∼ (αk1x1 : · · · : 1 : · · · : αkNxN)}, (2.386)
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where αki = 1. We see that Ui = CN−1/Γi = SpecC[y1, · · · , yN−1]Γi , where Γi ⊂ Z/kiZ.
Detailed description of weighted projective spaces and their properties can be found

in the original work [120].

Definition 2.A.2. [114] A complex variety X is an n-dimensional orbifold if it is
locally analytically isomorphic to U/Γ, where Γ is a finite subgroup of GL(d,C) without
nontrivial complex reflections and U ⊂ Cn is a Γ-stable neighbourhood of the origin.

By slight abuse of notations we will call U/Γ an orbifold chart on X
Cohomology of orbifolds over Q behave pretty much like cohomology of manifolds.

Remark 2.A.1. Weighted projective space is an orbifold where orbifold charts U/Γ
are given by Ui.

Since we work with variations of Hodge structure using period map given as a set
of integrals we need a notion of differential forms on orbifolds.

A differential form (smooth or analytic) on an orbifold chart UΓ is a Γ-invariant
differential form on U . A differential form on X is naturally a collection of differential
forms on every orbifold chart Ui such that they patch on intersections. In particular,
sheaves of holomorphic differential p-forms are called Zarski sheaves and will be de-
noted as Ω̂p

X . It can be shown [114] that these sheaves are pushforwards of sheaves of
holomorphic forms from the smooth locus.

De-Rham and Dolbeault differentials are defined on complexes of orbifold differen-
tial forms locally in each chart and allow to define de-Rham H∗(X,Q) and Dolbeault
H∗,∗(X,Q) cohomology groups as in the smooth case. The pairing with homology can
be defined in terms of integration of orbifold forms over actual homology cycles.

Let X be an n-dimensional orbifold, ω be a k-dimensional orbifold chart and C ⊂ X
be a singular k-cycle (we consider X just a topological space endowed with analytic
topology).

Then the integration of ω over C in a chart (U/Γ) is defined as∫
C|U/Γ

ω :=
1

|Γ0|

∫
p−1(C|U/Γ)

p∗ω. (2.387)

Integration over C inside X is defined using an orbifold atlas and partitions of unity.
For our purposed intersections of C with U/Γ will be dense inside C and we will not
need to wor with partitions of unity.

The following proposition (see e.g. [114])allows us to work with variation of Hodge
structures on orbifolds ⊗Q as if they were for smooth manifolds.

Proposition 2.A.1. Let a complex variety X be an orbifold and Xo
ι
↪→ X be an

embedding of the smooth locus. Then the following holds true:

1. Ω̂p
X = ι∗(Ωp

X0
).
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2. (Ω̂p
X , d) is a resolution of a constant sheaf C.

3. Hq(X, Ω̂p
X) ' Hp,q(X).

4. H∗(X,Q)→ IH∗(X,Q) is an isomorphism, where IH is intersection homology.

5. Hn(X,C) =
⊕

p+q=nH
p,q(X) and it has a pure Hodge structure over Q and

satisfies the Hard Lefschetz theorem.

6. IHsing
∗ (X,Q) ' Hsing

∗ (X,Q) under the natural identification of representative
singular chains.

We are interested in the case where X ⊂ PN−1
k̄

is a hypersurface in a weighted
projective space. By the proposition above its middle cohomology have a pure Hodge
structure. We want to describe variations of Hodge structures for families X π→ S
where Xφ = π−1(φ) is an orbifold hypersurface in PN−1

k̄
in terms of period integrals as

we did for the smooth case.

Proposition 2.A.2. Let X π→ S where S is a h-dimensional smooth complex manifold
(or orbifold).

Xφ = π−1(φ) = {W (x, φ) = 0} ⊂ PN−1
k̄
} (2.388)

is a quasi-smooth orbifold hypersurface in PN−1
k̄

for each φ ∈ S.

1. The holomorphic vector bundle H p→ S, where p−1(φ) = HN−2(Xφ) with natu-
ral Hodge decompositions and Gauss-Manin connections is a variation of Hodge
structures.

2. Family of differential forms:

Ωφ :=
dx1 · · · d̂xi · · · dxN−1

∂W (x, φ)/∂xN
(2.389)

defines a holomorphic volume form, that is a nonvanishing section of KXφ for
generic φ.

3. The period map is recovered from the following integrals∫
γi

Ωφ =
1

|Γi|

∫
π−1(γ|Ui )

dx1 · · · d̂xi · · · dxN−1

∂W/∂xN
. (2.390)

4. Let L = H3,0(Xφ) ⊂ H3
poly(Xφ) be a holomorphic linear subbundle of H. Then

(S,H,L,Ωφ) is a projective special Kähler manifold with ωS = ∂∂̄K and

e−K = i

∫
Xφ

Ω ∧ Ω. (2.391)
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Proof.

Definition 2.A.3. As in the smooth case we understand (polynomial) complex struc-
ture moduli space Mc

X of X as the special Kähler manifold (S,H,L,Ωφ).

Proposition 2.A.3. The Kähler potential on Mc
X can be written as a Hermitian sum

of the period integrals. Let {qi} ∈ H3(X,Q) be a basis of Hpoly
3 (X,Q) := H3

poly(X,Q)∗

and ωi(φ) :=
∫
qi

Ωφ. Then

e−K =
∑
i,j

ωi(φ)Cijωj(φ), (2.392)

where inverse of a non-degenerate matrix C is (C−1)ij = [qi] ∩ [qj] an intersection
matrix of cycles.

The proof is analogous to the smooth case.
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